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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the research was to develop a capacity and level-of-service analysis 
method for Finnish two-lane highways. The methodology of the new U.S. Highway 
Capacity Manual (HCM 2000) was used as a framework for the analysis. The HCM 
method was, however, adjusted for Finnish conditions. Following the HCM 2000 the 
percent time spent following (P'FSF) and the average travel speed  (ATS)  were used as 
service measures. 
Traffic flow data were collected from 20 automatic traffic recorders on Finnish two-lane 
highways. A doubly synchronous counting process was used, in which each counting 
period both begins and ends at the time of vehicle arrival. Flow rate of counting period 
was estimated as the reciprocal of the average time headway in the same counting 
period. This method enabled the study of a subset, such as passenger cars, of a sample. 

The models and methods were developed for directional analysis of traffic flow. The 
opposing traffic flow was used as a parameter in the models. 

The direct effect of heavy vehicles was eliminated by analyzing only refined passenger- 
car flow rates;  i.e., passenger cars not in platoons following heavy vehicles. All heavy 
vehicles were excluded, as well as all vehicles following heavy vehicles in a platoon, 
until a headway larger than eight seconds was found. 

The impact of heavy vehicles was estimated as decrease in  ATS  and increase in PTSE 
The models do not make any distinction between different types of heavy vehicles. 
Passenger-car equivalencies were not used, because they did not lead to any simpli-
fications in the methods. The  ATS  of passenger cars has been suggested as a service 
measure, whereas HCM 2000 uses the  ATS  of the mixed traffic flow of both passenger 
cars and heavy vehicles. 
The concave speed-flow model gave a slightly better fit to the data than the linear model. 
Especially at low volumes the shape of the speed flow curve appeared to be concave. 
The linear model, however, yielded simpler models without any significant compromise 
in accuracy. The analysis methods suggested are based on the linear model. 

The slope of the speed-flow curve was not as steep as in the HCM 2000 model. The 
slope was steeper on highways with high free-flow speeds. Capacity was reached at 
lower densities than estimated in HCM 2000 so that the HCM capacity estimates of 
1,700 veh/h in one direction and 3,200 veh/h in both directions appear plausible. Under 
congested conditions the maximum flow rate is approximately 1,300 veh/h. 

The PTSF on Finnish highways was lower than suggested by HCM 2000. On highways 
with 100 km/h speed limit the PTSF is slightly higher than on 80 km/h highways. The 
effect of directional split is higher and the effect of percent no-passing zones lower than 
indicated in HCM 2000. 
The passing-lane analysis methodology in HCM 2000 has been extended to the analysis 
of Finnish three-lane highways. The method was modified to consider the design of 
consecutive passing lanes in alternating directions and passing permitted on passing 
lanes only. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ  

Tutkimuksen tarkoituksena  on  ollut kehittää menetelmä välityskyvyn  ja  palveluta-
son arviointiin kaksikaistaisilla maanteillä. Lähtökohtana  on  ollut uusi amerikkalainen 

 Highway Capacity Manual  (HCM  2000),  jonka menetelmät  on  sovitettu suomalaisiin 
olosuhteisiin. HCM  2000:n  mukaisesti palvelutasokriteerejä ovat seuranta-aikaosuus  
percent time spent following  ja  keskimääräinen matkanopeus. 

Liikennetietoja  kerättiin  20 LAM-pisteestä. Otanta perustui "kaksinkertaisesti  synk-
ronoituun  prosessiin", jossa kukin jakso sekä alkoi että päättyi ajoneuvon saapuessa. 
Jakson liikennemäärä arvioitiin keskimäsrijisen aikavälin käänteislukuna. Tämä mah-
dollisti liikennemäarän arvioinnin myös otoksen osajoukolle, kuten henkilöautoifle. 

Mallit  ja  menetelmät kehitettiin liikenteen suunnittaiseen tarkasteluun. Vastakkaisen 
suunnan liikennemäärää käytettiin  mallien parametrina.  

Raskaiden ajoneuvojen vaikutus eliminoitiin tarkastelemalla "puhdistettua henkilöau-
tovirtaa". Tässä vaiheessa tarkastelusta poistettiin raskaat ajoneuvot sekä kaikki raskai-
ta ajoneuvoja seuraavat ajoneuvot, kunnes seranta-aikaväli saavutti kandeksaa sekuntia 
suuremman arvon. 

Raskaiden ajoneuvojen osalta arvioitiin niiden vaikutus henkilöautojen keskinopeuteen 
 ja  seuranta-aikaosuuteen. Raskaita ajoneuvoja tarkasteltiin  vain  yhtenä luokkana.  Hen - 

kilöautoekvivalentteja  ei käytetty,  sillä  ne eivät auttaneet  mallin  yksinkertaistamisessa. 

Konkaavi (kovera)  nopeus-liikennemäärä -malli johti hieman parempaan korrelaatioon 
kuin lineaarinen malli. Erityisesti alhaisilla liikennemäärillä käyrän muoto oli konkaavi. 
Ehdotut laskentamenetelmät perustuvat kuitenkin lineaariseen malliin, joka johti yk-
sinkertaisempiin laskentamenetelmiin vaikuttamatta merkittävästi  mallin  tarkkuuteen. 

Nopeus-liikennemäärä -käyrä ei ole yhtä jyrkkä kuin HCM 2000:ssa. Käyrä  on  kui-
tenkin jyrkkenee vapaan nopeuden noustessa. Välityskyky saavutettaan alhaisemmalla 
liikennetiheydellä kuin HCM 2000:ssa, mutta  sen välityskykyarviot  1700  ajon/h  yhteen 
suuntaan  ja  3200  ajon/h  molempiin suuntiin yhteensä soveltuvat myös Suomen olosuh-
teisiin. Ruuhkautuneessa liikenteessä maksimiliikennemäiirä  on  noin  1300  ajon/h.  

Seuranta-aikaosuus  on  alhaisempi kuin HCM 2000:ssa. Nopeusrajoitukseltaan  100 
km/h  teillä osuus  on  hieman suurempi kuin  80 km/h  teillä. Suuntajakauman merki-
tys  on  suurempi  ja ohituskieltojen  alhaisempi kuin HCM 2000:ssa. 

HCM  2000:n  ohistuskaistojen  vaikutusten arviointiin tarkoitettu menetelmä  on  sovitet-
tu suomalaisille kolmikaistateille ottaen huomioon suunnittain vaihtuvat ohituskaistat 

 ja  niiden väliset ohituskielto-osuudet. 



PREFACE 

This report presents the results of a capacity and level of service research on Finnish 
two-lane highways. The results will be used in the development of a Finnish capacity 
manual. 

The report was prepared by Dr. R.  Tapio  Luttinen  from TL Consulting Engineers Ltd. 
License-plate surveys were conducted by the Trasportation Laboratory of Helsinki 
University of Technology under the supervision of M.Sc.(Tech)  Åsa Enberg.  The data 
from the Finnra Traffic Monitoring System  (TMS)  were collected by Mrs.  Marja Viiri. 

 Mr.  Kimmo Toivonen  has collected the data from the Finnra Weather Monitoring 
System. The weather data of The Finnish Meteorological Institute were collected by 
Mrs.  Pirkko  Karlsson.  

This report is part of the Finnra strategic project S12 (Improvement solutions for main 
roads). The work has been coordinated by deputy director Pauli Velhonoja at Finnra 
Traffic and Road Engineering and M.Sc. (Tech.)  Jukka Ristikartano  at the Finnish Road 
Enterprise. 

Helsinki, May 2001 

Finnish Road Administration 

Traffic and Road Engineering  
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GLOSSARY OF NOTATION 

GLOSSARY OF NOTATION  
ATR 	Automatic traffic recorder  
ATS 	Average travel speed 
C 	Capacity 
C1 	Capacity under ideal conditions  
Cd 	Capacity in one direction 
C  (Vo) 	Coefficient of variation of free-flow speeds 
D 	Passing demand 
d 	Distance 
d0 	Minimum sight distance on a highway 
dB 	Distance between consecutive passing lanes in observed direction 
d 	Critical sight distance 
d 	Sight distance above critical sight distance  
dD 	Length of highway segment downstream the effective length of a 

passing lane  
dE,A 	The effective downstream length of a passing lane for  ATS  
dE,p 	The effective downstream length of a passing lane for  PTSF 
dL 	Passing lane length 
d 	Distance traveled in the opposing lane during passing  
dr 	Relative distance traveled during passing 
d 	Sight distance  
dT 	Total length of an observed highway section 
d 	 Length of a highway segment upstream of a passing lane 
d 	Distance to the first oncoming vehicle  
EB 	Equivalency factor for buses 
Eh 	Equivalency factor for heavy vehicles 
ER 	Equivalency factor for recreational vehicles 
ET 	Equivalency factor for trucks 
E (X) 	Expected value of random variable X 
fa 	 Adjustment for access point density  
fB 	Adjustment for buses  
fd 	Adjustment for directional distribution  
fd,np 	Adjustment for combined effect of directional distribution and 

percent no-passing zones  
fg 	Adjustment for grades  
fhv 	Adjustment for heavy vehicles  
fL,A 	Average travel speed adjustment for passing lanes  
fL,P 	Percent time spent following adjustment for passing lanes 

Adjustment for no-passing zones  
fR 	Adjustment for recreational vehicles 
f 	Adjustment for slow vehicles  
fT 	Adjustment for trucks 
f 	Adjustment factor for roadway width 
f (x) 	Probability density function 
F (x) 	Probability distribution function  
Finnra 	Finnish Road Administration 
HC 	Hilliness class  
HCM 	Highway Capacity Manual 
HUT 	Helsinki University of Technology  
hv 	Heavy vehicle  
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GLOSSARY OF NOTATION 

Average curvature (degrees/km) 
Hilliness (rn/kin) 

k Traffic density 
k Critical traffic density 
L Vehicle length 
LOS Level of service 
PB  Proportion or percentage of buses in traffic flow 
Pd Proportion or percentage of flow rate in major direction 
Phv  Proportion or percentage of heavy vehicles in traffic flow 

Proportion or percentage of no-passing zones 
P Platoon percentage 
PR Proportion or percentage of recreational vehicles in traffic flow 
P1 Proportion or percentage of trucks in traffic flow 
Pw  Percent time spent following 
PW,L  Percent time spent following on a passing lane 
Pw,u  Percent time spent following upstream of a special segment 
pc Passenger car 
PCE  passenger-car equivalent 
pcu  Passenger car unit 
PTD  Percent time delay 
PTSF  Percent time spent following 
q Flow rate, traffic volume 
qd  Directional flow rate 
qE  Equivalent flow of passenger cars 
q0  Opposing flow rate 
qpc  Passenger-car flow rate 
q Relative opposing flow rate as observed by a moving vehicle 

Service flow rate for level of service  i  
r Correlation coefficient 
R Passing rate 
r,, Passing density-to-demand ratio 
R2  Coefficient of determination 
S Passing supply (opportunities) 
t Time 

Time required to pass 
tR  Reaction time 
TVH  National Board of Roads and Waterways 
TVL  National Roads and Waterways Administration 
v Speed  
Vo  Free-flow speed 
VL  Speed limit 
i3 Space mean speed, average travel speed 
Vs,B,i  Average travel speed between passing lanes  i  and  i  +  1 
Vs,E  Average travel speed on the downstream effective length of 

passing lane  i  
Vs,L,I  Average travel speed on passing lane  i  

Average travel speed of a passenger-car flow 
Average travel speed of passenger cars in mixed flow 

Vs,T  Average travel speed on a three-lane highway segment 
Vs,U  Average travel speed upstream of a special segment 
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GLOSSARY OF NOTATION  

i  (q) 	Average travel speed as a function of flow rate 
Time mean speed  

v/c 	Volume-to-capacity ratio  
Wd 	Distance spent following in a platoon 
W 	Time spent following in a platoon 

Lane width 
w 	Shoulder width 
w 	traveled-way width 

Positive part of X;  i.e.,  X  =  (X  + XI)/2  
Difference in average travel speed due to heavy vehicles  

W,hv 	Difference in percent time spent following due to heavy vehicles  
,a5 (i) 	Membership function 
Pa 	Access point density 

Density of jumps in the sight function 
Pp 	Passing density 
a (v) 	Standard deviation of speeds 
a  (Va) 	Standard deviation of free-flow speeds 
r 	Length of observation period  
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DEFINITIONS 

DEFINITIONS 
The terminology of the Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board 
2000), and American terminology in general, is followed. The term 'overtaking' is 
avoided, because it can mean either 'passing' (Brit.) or 'catching up' (Am.). Most of 
the definitions below are taken from the Highway Capacity Manual. 

Adjustment factor: A multiplicative factor that adjusts a capacity or service flow rate 
from one representing an ideal or base condition to one representing a prevailing 
condition. 

Arterial: A rural highway, which generally provides direct service between cities and 
larger towns (AASHTO 1994). 

Average running speed: The length of the highway segment divided by the average 
running time of vehicles traversing the segment. 'Running time' includes only 
time that vehicles spend in motion. 

Average travel speed: The length of the highway segment divided by the average 
travel time of vehicles traversing the segment, including all stopped delay times. 

 (ATS)  

Base conditions: Characteristics for a given type of facility that are assumed to be the 
best possible from the point of view of capacity, that is, characteristics if further 
improved would not result in increased capacity. (Same as ideal conditions.) 

Capacity: The maximum hourly rate at which persons or vehicles can reasonably be 
expected to traverse a point or uniform section of a lane or a roadway during a 
given time period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions. 

Crawl speed: The maximum sustained speed that can be maintained by a specific type 
of vehicles on a constant upgrade of a given percent. 

Critical density: The density at which capacity occurs. 

Critical speed: The speed at which capacity occurs. 

Demand volume: The traffic volume expected to desire service past a point or segment 
of the highway system at some future time, or the traffic currently arriving or 
desiring service past such a point. 

Desired speed: The speed at which drivers would choose to travel under prevailing 
roadway and weather conditions if unimpeded by other vehicles. 

Density: The number of vehicles occupying a given length of a lane or roadway at 
a particular instant. Also the average or expected number of vehicles per unit 
length. 

Flow rate: The equivalent hourly rate at which vehicles pass over a given point or 
section of a lane or roadway during a given time interval less than one hour. Also 
'rate of flow'. 

Following vehicle: A vehicle driving behind another vehicle at less than desired speed. 
Also 'trailing vehicle'. 
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DEFINITIONS 

Free-flow speed: Average speed under low density conditions. Theoretically: The 
average speed at null density. 

Freeway: A multilane divided highway having a minimum of two lanes for exclusive 
use of traffic in each direction and full control of access and egress. 

Headway: The time between successive vehicles as they pass a point on a lane or 
roadway, as measured from front bumper to front bumper. 

Heavy vehicle: Any vehicle with more than four wheels touching the pavements during 
normal operation. 

Hilliness: Total rise and fall per unit of distance. 

Ideal conditions: Characteristics for a given type of facility that are assumed to be the 
best possible from the point of view of capacity, that is, characteristics if further 
improved would not result in increased capacity. (Same as base conditions.) 

Jam density: The density at which congestion becomes so severe that all movement 
of persons or vehicles stops. 

Level of service: A qualitative measure describing operational conditions within a 
traffic stream, generally described in terms of such factors as speed and travel 
time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, comforts and convenience, and 
safety. 

Level terrain: Any combination of horizontal and vertical alignments that does not 
have a significant effect on operating characteristics. 

Mountainous terrain: Any combination of horizontal and vertical alignments causing 
heavy vehicles to operate at crawl speeds for significant distances or at frequent 
intervals. 

No-passing zone: A segment of a two-lane highway along which passing is prohibited 
in one or both directions. 

Passenger-car equivalent: The number of passenger cars having the same impedance 
effect as a single heavy vehicle of a given type, under prevailing roadway, traffic, 
and control conditions. (PCE) 

Passing: The act of moving from behind to the front of another vehicle. 

Passing demand: The number of passings required on a highway segment at a given 
time interval for drivers to be able to travel at their desired speed. 

Passing density: The average or expected number of passings per unit time and unit 
length. 

Passing gap: A time interval between vehicles in the opposing stream during which 
passing takes place. 

Passing sight distance: The visibility distance required to allow drivers to execute 
safe passing maneuvers in the opposing traffic lane of a two-lane highway. 

Percent time delay: The average percent of time that vehicles are delayed while travel-
ing in platoons due to inability to pass (PTD). Surrogate measure: the percentage 
of time headways not larger than five seconds. 
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DEFINITIONS 

Percent time spent following: The average percent of travel time that vehicles must 
travel in platoons behind slower vehicles due to inability to pass on a two-lane 
highway (PTSF). Surrogate measure: the percentage of time headways not larger 
than three seconds. 

Performance measure: A measure of traffic flow describing the quality of service on 
a facility. 

Platoon: A group of vehicles or pedestrians traveling together as a group, either vol-
untarily or involuntarily because of signal control, geometrics, or other factors. 

Platoon percentage: The percentage of vehicles driving in platoons, excluding pla-
toon leaders. 

Recreational vehicle: A heavy vehicle, generally operated by a private motorist, en-
gaged in the transportation of recreational equipment or facilities; examples in-
clude campers, boat trailers, and motorcycle trailers. 

Refined passenger-car flow: Traffic flow consisting of passenger cars not in a platoon 
behind a heavy vehicle. 

Roadway: The portion of a highway, including shoulders, for vehicular use (AASHTO 
1994). 

Roadway conditions: Geometric characteristics of a street or highway, including the 
type of facility, number and width of lanes (by direction), shoulder widths and 
lateral clearances, design speed, and horizontal and vertical alignments. 

Rolling terrain: Any combination of horizontal and vertical alignments causing heavy 
vehicles to reduce their speed substantially but not causing them to operate at 
crawl speeds for any significant amount of time 

Semi-motorway: A two-lane highway with high geometric standard, grade separated 
intersections, 100 km/h speed limit, no pedestrian or slow vehicle traffic, and full 
control of access and egress. 

Service flow rate: The maximum hourly rate at which persons or vehicles can reas-
onably be expected to traverse a point or uniform section of a lane or roadway 
during a given time period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control condi-
tions while maintaining a designated level of service. 

Service measure: A specific performance measure used to assign a level of service. 

Shoulder: The portion of the roadway contiguous with the traveled way for accommod-
ation of stopped vehicles, for emergency use and for lateral support of subbase, 
base, and surface courses (AASHTO 1994). 

Space distribution of speed: The distribution of vehicle speeds on a lane or roadway 
of a highway segment at a time instant. 

Space mean speed: The average speed of the traffic stream computed as the length of 
the highway segment divided by the average travel time of vehicles to traverse 
the segment. Average travel speed. 

Spacing: The distance between two successive vehicles in a traffic lane measured from 
front bumper to front bumper. 
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DEFINITIONS 

Three-lane highway: A highway having a three-lane cross section; the middle lane is 
used as a passing lane. 

Time distribution of speed: The distribution of speeds in time as they pass a point on 
a lane or roadway. 

Time mean speed: The arithmetic average of individual vehicle speeds passing a point 
on a roadway or lane. 

Traffic condition: A characteristic of traffic flow, including distribution of vehicle 
types in the traffic stream, directional distribution of traffic, lane use distribution 
of traffic, and type of driver population on a given facility. 

Traveled way: The portion of the roadway for the movement of vehicles, exclusive of 
shoulders.(AASHTO 1994) 

Truck: A heavy vehicle engaged primarily in the transport of goods and materials or 
in the delivery of services other than public transport. 

Two-lane highway: A roadway having a two-lane cross section with one lane for each 
direction of flow, on which passing maneuvers must be made in the opposing 
lane. 

v/c  ratio: The ratio of demand flow rate to capacity for a traffic facility. 

Volume: The number of persons or vehicles passing a point on a lane, roadway, or 
other trafflcway during some time interval. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The vast majority of Finnish highways, even arterial highways, is two-lane highways. 
The operational analysis and design applications of quality-of-flow analysis for two- 
lane highways are therefore of utmost importance. 

The current Finnish method (Tiensuunmttelutoimisto 1986) for the level-of-service 
analysis of traffic flow on two-lane highways is based on the third edition of the U.S. 
Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board 1985). It has been found 
that this methodology, developed for North American conditions, should be better 
adjusted for Finnish two-lane highways. 

The fourth edition of the manual, HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000), 
has been published recently, and it offers a totally revised analysis methodology. The 
time was now appropriate for a major study of traffic flow on Finnish two-lane highways, 
an evaluation of the new HCM method and its adjustment for Finnish conditions. The 
purpose of this research was to develop a methodology for capacity and level-of-
service analysis for traffic flow on Finnish two-lane highways based on HCM 2000. 

A rather extensive review of earlier studies on traffic flow theory and capacity of two-lane 
highways is presented in order to illustrate the philosophy, methods and a theoretical 
basis for the current research. The review also sets this research into the scope of the 
work done earlier. The introduction to the theory and earlier empirical research gives 
better opportunities to evaluate the results obtained in this study. For a more detailed 
review of earlier research the book by McLean (1989) is recommended. 

Field measurements were collected from the Traffic Monitoring System of the Finnish 
Road Administration. These data were supplemented by a few license-plate surveys. 
There were considerable difficulties in finding highway segments with high traffic 
volumes and adequate variation in geometric properties. This presents some limitations 
to the results and gives suggestions for further research. It is, however, apparent that 
significant modifications to the HCM 2000 methodology are required in Finland. 

In the course of the research some new approaches were developed to the analysis of 
traffic flow data. Special attention was paid on 

1. Detennination  of sampling periods 

2. Estimation of flow rates within samples 

3. Elimination of the impact of heavy vehicles in a mixed flow 

The data were aggregated in 15-minute periods with an optional 1-minute extension 
interval to avoid cutting the data between vehicles in a platoon. 

The six levels of service, introduced first in the second edition of HCM (Highway 
Research Board 1965) were still applied. The HCM 2000 service measures, percent 
time spent following (PTSF) and average travel speed  (ATS),  were found appropriate. 
There were, however, two major differences in approach between the current research 
and in the HCM 2000: 

1. The traffic flows in both directions were analyzed separately. 

2. In a mixed flow of passenger cars and heavy vehicles the average travel speed of 
passenger cars (not all vehicles) was used as a service measure. 
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3. Passenger-car equivalencies were not used, but the impact of heavy vehicles on 
service measures was directly estimated. 

The proposed methods include also many minor modifications to the parameters and 
procedures. 

Some preliminary results for three-lane and wide-lane highways were obtained from 
earlier Finnish research reports. In addition, the  HCM  2000 procedure for passing lanes 
was extended to the analysis of Finnish three-lane highways. 

The proposed method for capacity and level-of-service analysis of traffic flow on Finnish 
two-lane highways is described in chapter 9. The final chapter gives a summary of the 
results, and presents some conclusions and suggestions for further research.  
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2 THEORY OF TRAFFIC FLOW ON TWO-LANE 
HIGHWAYS 

2.1 Characteristics of traffic on two-lane highways 

On ordinary two-lane highways passing vehicles must use the lane reserved for on-
coming traffic. Passing demand, as well as supply, occur at certain locations at certain 
times. Passing can occur, when passing demand and supply meet at the same time at 
the same location. 

Passing demand is a consequence of speed differences between vehicles. Passing 
opportunity is supplied when there is a long enough headway in the oncoming traffic 
and a long enough sight distance. These features make traffic flow on two-lane highways 
difficult to analyze. Consequently, mathematical theories of two-lane highway traffic 
are not at the same level of development as multilane traffic flow models (see e.g. 
Hoogendoorn 1999). 

Drivers on a two-lane highway have different desired speeds, which they try to maintain. 
Desired speed is the speed of a vehicle if unimpeded by other vehicles. It depends on 
such factors as speed limit, roadway geometry, weather, road surface, trip purpose and 
length, properties of the vehicle, personality of the driver, and general traffic conditions 
(Morrall & Werner 1990, McLean 1989).' Desired speed is useful as a concept, but it 
cannot be directly observed (Taylor, Young & Bonsall 1996). 

As a vehicle approaches a slower vehicle, it has three options: 

1. It can pass the slower vehicle 'on the fly'. 

2. It can follow the slower vehicle until a passing opportunity is found. 

3. It can follow the vehicle ahead with no passing intention. 

The first option is possible, if the driver finds a passing opportunity when the slower 
vehicle is reached. If there is no passing opportunity at that moment, the driver must 
wait following the slower vehicle. It is, however, possible that the driver will stay as 
a follower because of high traffic and/or heavy vehicle flow rate, or because the speed 
of the vehicle ahead is only slightly slower than the desired speed of the driver. In 
both cases the driver considers the difference in travel time not worth the safety risk of 
passing. This third option is usually ignored in theoretical models. All vehicles follow-
ing a vehicle with a slower desired speed are assumed to pass at the first opportunity. 

If vehicles cannot pass slower vehicles without delay, platoons begin to form. Pia-
tooning increases the proportion of relatively short (follower) headways and decreases 
the mean speed. In addition, in front of slower vehicles there are empty zones, which 
cannot be used effectively. This reduces the capacity of the highway. 

2.2 Passing mechanism 

A good overview of traffic flow models for two-lane highways has been presented by 
McLean (1989). The discussion below considers microscopic models for both traffic 
flow and passing sights. The purpose of the discussion is to find the structure of the 

1 McI 	(1989) defines desired speed as "the speed at which drivers would choose to travel if unim- 
peded by other vehicles or alignment constraints". The speed at which vehicles would traverse a road 
segment, if unimpeded by other traffic, he calls unimpeded speed. The definition of 'desired speed' above 
is equivalent to the 'unimpeded speed' of McLean (1989). The chosen terminology adapts better to the 
discussion below.  
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effects of opposing flow and passing sights on average travel speeds and percent time 
spent following. 

Let us consider traffic flow, where each vehicle maintains its desired speed as long as 
it is unimpeded by other vehicles. When a vehicles catches up a slower vehicle, it 
changes its speed (v) instantaneously to the speed (v1) of the slower vehicle. When 
passing becomes possible, the faster vehicle instantaneously resumes its desired speed 
V. 

In order to pass a slower vehicle, a faster vehicle must travel in the opposing lane a 
distance c4 relative to the slower vehicle. The time required to pass is 

=  V 	
(2.1) 

The total distance traveled in the opposing lane during the passing maneuver is  

dr  V 
d  =  vt  = 	. 	 (2.2) 

V  -  Vi 

Tanner (1958) has proposed a model which includes a time  ta  that a faster vehicle 
following a slower vehicle must wait after a passing opportunity has started. This 
adjusts the model for the extra time required by acceleration. The time required to pass 
and the distance traveled in the opposing lane are then  

dr  tpa  =  ta  + 	 (2.3) 
V  -  Vi  

dpia = Vtpa . 	 (2.4) 

The model above considers situations where a vehicle with a higher desired speed 
passes vehicles with lower desired speeds one at a time. It is not a realistic model for 
passings in a platoon. Jacobs (1974) has suggested a model based on queuing theory 
with slower vehicles as servers and faster vehicles as customers. Passing mechanism 
follows the first-in-first-out (FIFO) queuing discipline. As compared to the model 
above, the Jacobs (1974) model serves to benefit slower vehicles to the disadvantage 
of faster vehicles, resulting in a lower overall mean speed McLean (1989). 

It is also possible that a vehicle passes several vehicles in a platoon in a single 
passing maneuver. Tanner (1961) and Yeo (1964) have developed models where slow 
vehicles move in platoons and each platoon is passed during a single maneuver. Miller 
(1961a, 1961b, 1962, 1963) assumed that vehicles moved in platoons, and faster trav-
eling platoons passed slower platoons. Passings, however, occurred randomly and 
independently. 

Many of these models are based on the kinetic theory approach as discussed by Newell 
(1955). In general, the passing mechanism in a platoon has been too complicated for 
traffic flow models and has been greatly simplified. Cowan (1971) has presented a 
theoretical model for traffic flow on a road with no passing opportunities. 

2.3 Passing demand 

Let us consider a homogenous section of a two-lane highway having traffic in one 
direction only and no passing-sight limitations. Because passing supply is infinite, 
vehicles can maintain their desired speeds at all times. If the distance from a fast 
vehicle with speed v3  to a slow vehicle with speed V1  <  v3  is d,1 , the faster vehicle will 
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catch up the slower vehicle in time  d11 /(v -  v). If the density of vehicles with speed 
v1  is k, the passing rate per unit time of a vehicle traveling at speed v is 

R = k,(v3  -  v1 ). 	 (2.5) 

Passing density of all vehicles with speed v1  is 

Ppij = kk,(v - 	 (2.6) 

where k3  is the density of vehicles with speed v. The equation can also be expressed 
in terms of flow rates (Normann 1942): 

qJ q(vJ —v) 	(1 	1 
Ppj = 	 = qjqi - - - , 	 (2.7) 

V1 V 1 	 \V, 	V3  

where  qj  and q are the flow rates of vehicles with speeds v and v, respectively. 

Let the density function of the space distribution of desired speeds be f (v). The flow 
rates and densities of vehicles in the infinitesimal speed ranges (v3 , v + dvi )  and 
(v1 , v, + dv1 )  are then 

k3  =kf(v)dv3 	 (2.8a) 
k = k f(v1 ) dv1 	 (2.8b) 
qj =qf(v3 )dv3 	 (2.8c) 
q = q  f(v,)dv 1 , 	 (2.8d) 

where k is the total traffic density and q is the total flow rate in the observed direction. 
A vehicle of speed v3  passes a vehicles of speed v, at rate (Newell 1955) 

PpIj =  (v  - v)kf(v1 )dv. 	 (2.9) 

Total active passing density is obtained by integration over speeds v3  and v, 
p00  pVj  

Pp =  k2 J p1 (v - v 1 )f(v)f(v) dv1  dv 
o Jo (2.10) f7VJ( 

 1 - ) f(v 1 )f(v1 )dv 1 dv. 

Passing density can also be expressed from the standpoint of passive passings 
"00 "00  

pp =k2 J  J 0 	v (2.11) 
1  - 

 i)  f(v)f(v1)dvdv1. 
, 	 ,  

Because of symmetry, the upper double integrals in equations (2.10) and (2.11) amount 
to one half of the  Gini's mean dfference y(v)  (Stuart & Ord 1987, Johnson, Kotz & 
Balakrishnan 1994) of the speed distribution: 

00 "00  

	

y(v) =  J J 	-  v f(v)f(v1 ) dv1 dv = 	. 	(2.12) 

	

o o 	 k2  

Passing density can then be expressed in terms of the mean difference of speeds: 

k2 y(v) 	q2y(v)  
Pp = 	= 	 (2.13) 

2 	2ii 
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As flow rate and speed variation increase, passing rate increases also. Assuming that 
the speed distribution is not sensitive to changes in traffic density, passing rate in 
unimpeded conditions increases with the square of flow rate. The result is intuitive: 
If flow rate doubles, the number of vehicles slower than v doubles, which doubles the 
passing demand of vehicles faster than v. In addition, the number of vehicles faster 
than v also doubles, which quadruples the total passing demand (Beckmann, McGuire 

 & Winsten  1956). 

When the space distribution of speeds is normal with mean ii and standard deviation  
a5 (v),  the mean difference of speeds is  y(v) = 2a(v)7r 112  (Stuart  &  Ord 1987). 
Passing density is accordingly  (Wardrop  1952):  

k2 y(v) 	k2a(v) 	
0.5Mk2a(v) 

= 0564q2(v) 	
(2.14) Pp 	2 	 i3 

This  'Wardrop  catch-up rate formula' has been used as an estimate of passing demand. 
It is directly proportional to the standard deviation of space distribution of speeds and 
to squared traffic density. 

Equations (2.10) and (2.14) apply only to situations with no passing delay. The model 
even allows the possibility of several passings of a vehicle at the same time. When 
passing opportunities are limited, passing delays reduce the catch-up rate. According 
to McLean (1989), equation (2.14) provides an upper bound for passing demand. 

2.4 Passing opportunities 

Passing is possible if sight distance is longer than a critical sight distance (de) and if 
a long enough distance  (df)  in the opposing lane is free of oncoming vehicles. The 
critical sight distance assures that an oncoming vehicle coming from behind a sight 
obstacle and traveling with an assumed maximum speed v does not cause a hazard 
to the passing vehicle. 
If oncoming vehicle is approaching at speed v0, during the time t1, that the passing 
vehicle occupies the opposing lane, the oncoming vehicle travels distance  

dv0  d0  - v0t = 	. 	 (2.15) 
V  -  Vi 

The distance free of oncoming vehicles should, accordingly, be greater than  

dr(v+v0) df=d+d0 = 	. 	 (2.16) 
V  -  Vi 

Correspondingly, the critical sight distance is 

d=  dr(v+v) 	 (2.17) 
V  -  Vi 

A safety margin should be included in  dr.  
if a passing vehicle with speed v requires time t, on the opposing lane, the necessary 
time gap t0  in opposing flow is  (Normann  1942)  

t(v2 +  v) = 	, 	 (2.18) 
V2 

where v2  is the speed of the oncoming vehicle.  
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Normann  (1942) found the following linear model for the ratio of observed to desired 
passings 

P  =  0.903  -  0.000467q, 	 (2.19) 

where q is the total two-way flow rate. The number of observed passings becomes zero 
as flow rate reaches 1,934  veh/h.—It should be noted that the data of  Normann  shows 
considerable scatter and an apparent non-linear effect (McLean 1989). 

Using equations (2.7) and (2.19)  Normann  calculated the number of actual passings. 
Figure 2.1 displays the number of required and actual passings based on equations 
(2.14) and (2.19), when 2/3 of the traffic travels in the main direction, the space mean 
of free-flow speeds is 70 km/h, and standard deviation is 10 km/h. The parameters were 
selected so that the distribution is similar to the one presented by  Normann  (1942), even 
though his distribution was not normal. 
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Figure 2.1: Required (upper curve) and actual (lower curve) number of passings when 2/3 
of total traffic travels to main direction, and free-flow speed distribution is normal with i34  =  
70 km/h and  o 5 (u) = 10km/h  

According to  Normann  (1942) the average time in seconds that slow vehicles must be 
trailed whenever passing cannot be started immediately is 

1 
 [ 	

3600(1  -  P 0 ) 	 1 	
(2.20)  E(W) = 

 [i_  F(t0))q0 ()]'  

where 
E  (wv) =  average trailing time in seconds 

P10  =  proportion of time of long enough  headways  in opposing flow 
1  -  F (t0 )  =  proportion of long enough  headways  in opposing flow 

q0  =  opposing hourly traffic volume 
i3  =  average speed of oncoming traffic (miles per hour) 
v1  =  speed of the vehicle to be passed (miles per hour). 

If the space mean of desired speeds is constant, passing demand increases as traffic flow 
and standard deviation of desired speeds increase. The supply for passing opportunities 
depends on the opposing flow and availability of passing sights.  
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German theoretical studies (Brilon 1977, Heidemann 1993) have indicated that the 
influence of the opposing flow does not change significantly as the opposing flow rises 
above 400-450 veh/h. According to Heidemann (1993), for opposing flows above 
340 km/h the capacity of major direction is 1720 veh/h. The 'optimal' density on major 
direction is 35 veh/km with mean speed of approximately 50 km/h. 

2.5 Combined effect of opposing flow and passing sights 

2.5.1 Sight model 

Sight distances on a highway are restricted by vertical curvature and horizontal curvature 
connected with sight obstructions, such as trees or buildings beside the roadway. As 
a driver approaches an obstruction, such as a hill top, the sight distance decreases 
to a minimum. At the top sight almost instantaneously opens to the next obstruction. 
Figure 2.2 displays the saw-like shape of a sight curve. It decreases linearly as a vehicle 
approaches the obstruction, increases rapidly to a higher value as the vehicle passes the 
obstruction in order to decrease again. 

Sight distance (m) 	 Direction of travel  -  

Grades (%o) 

z[ 

Curves and radiuses (m) 	 -  

III°] 	11LJ 	L0 	I 	IoI  

	

0 	 On} 

Figure 2.2: Sight distances along a highway (note inverted scale)  (Roine  1972)  

Gustavsson  (1967) has introduced a sight function (fig. 2.3), which in a simplified 
manner describes the shape of the sight curve. It is assumed that along an infinitely long 
highway there is a minimum sight distance d0. Sight distance decreases linearly to the 
minimum (d0) as the distance to a sight obstruction decreases. That is, sight distance 
extends a distance d0 beyond the obstruction. At the point of the obstruction sight 
distance is d0, but increases with a jump and starts to decrease to the minimum again. 
The obstructions and, consequently, the jumps are assumed to be randomly located 
along the roadway. The number of jumps on a given roadway length, accordingly, 
follows the Poisson distribution, and the distance between jumps d follows the negative 
exponential distribution 

{ 1epi- , 	ifx0 
P{d  x}  = F(x)= 

 0 	 ifx <0, 	
(2.21) 
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where  Pj  is the density of jumps. This is also the distribution function of sight distances 
above d0. 

h 
0 

ROAD 

Figure 2.3: Sight distances along a roadway according to the  Gustavsson  (1967) 

The effect of sight distance has also been considered by  Kallberg  (1980). He recalls that 
the relative speed of the opposing traffic is v  +  v0, and its traffic density is k0  = q0/v0 .  
The opposing flow rate relative to a fast vehicle is  

q0 (v +  v0) 

	

q  = k0 (v +  v0 )  = 	. 	 (2.22)  
vo  

If oncoming traffic has exponential  headways  and constant speeds the probability of a 
passing opportunity for one vehicle during a short time interval it is  

ePQr 
= qr 	

Upqr = qrLt - _itpqr 	 (2.23) 
i=1 

If sufficient sight distance exists at each point with probability P, the probability of a 
passing opportunity is  

= Pqt 
 1  - —itpqr 	 (2.24) 

This assumes that the probabilities of sight distances along a roadway are independent. 
The model of  Gustavsson  (1967) is more realistic in this respect (see figures 2.2 and 
2.3). 

2.5.2 Distance spent following 

Let us assume that vehicles in the observed and opposing directions travel at constant 
speeds v1 and v0, respectively. Vehicle spacings are random;  i.e.,  they follow negative 
exponential distributions 

	

1  - e_d1x, 	if x  >  0 	
(2.25a)  Fi(x)= 

 0 	 ifx<0,  

	

Ii  - e_k0x , 	ifx  0 	
(2.25b)  F2(x)=1 	

ifx<0,  

where k1 and k0  are densities of traffic in observed and opposing directions, respectively. 
Sight distances above d0 follow the distribution in equation (2.21). The probability for 
a sight distance greater than d is accordingly 1  -  1 (d  -  d0). For simplicity, the sight 
distances can be measured as distances above d0, so that critical sight distance above 
d0 is d0  =  d  -  d0. The following notation is also adopted  (Gustavsson  1967):  
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1. d  =  sight distance 

2. d  =  sight distance above d;  i.e.,  (d -  d)+  

3. d  =  distance from the fast vehicle to the first oncoming vehicle 

4. d  =  traveling distance, at speed v 1 , up to the nearest oncoming vehicle  (cid) 

5. c 1  = v 1 /(v 1  + v0) 

6. c2  = v/(v - vi ) 

7. c3  = v/(v + v0) 

When a faster vehicle traveling with speed v catches up a slower vehicle with speed v 1 , 

it must follow behind the slower vehicle a distance  (Wd)  depending on the sight distance 
(de) and distance  (dy )  to the first oncoming vehicle. That is,  Wd  is  (Gustavsson  1967): 

1. Wçyj,  if sight distance is d < d and distance to the next oncoming vehicle is 
d 	df .  This event has probability P00  =  1 (d0) F2 (df ).  The faster vehicle 
must travel a distance max {d, di), after which there is no information about 
either the sight or the distance to the first oncoming vehicle. The distance spent 
following is, accordingly, 

W00  =  max  {d,d1} + W. 	 (2.26) 

2. W01, if sight distance is d < d and the distance to the next oncoming vehicle is 
d > df.  This event has probability  po l  =  F (do) [1  -  F2  (df)].  The expression 
for  Wo i  is analogous to the case  IV10  below. 

3. W10, if sight distance is d > d and distance to the next oncoming vehicle is 
d 	df .  This event has probability P1 0  =  [ 1  - (do)]F2 (df).  This case has 
two  subcases:  

(a) If d1 > d and the faster vehicle travels the distance d, no information is 
left about either the sight distance nor the distance to the first oncoming 
vehicle. The distance spent following can therefore be written as 

W10  = d + W. 	 (2.27) 

(b) If di < d, the traveling distance to the first oncoming vehicle does not 
exceed d, and two cases must be further distinguished  

i. If d < d1, the faster vehicle has to travel behind the slower one at 
least the distance d + d, after which no information about sight or 
oncoming traffic conditions is left. Accordingly,  

Wiødc0+d+W. 	 (2.28) 

ii. If d1  > d, the sight exceeds do when the faster vehicle meets the 
oncoming vehicle. There are two further  subcases:  
A. If the faster vehicle has traveled the distance di further and d > df , 

passing is possible, and therefore  

W10=d1. 	 (2.29)  
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B. If the faster vehicle has traveled the distanced1 further and d  <df,  
passing is not yet possible. The vehicle is in a position where 
assumptions are the same as have been assumed for W10. If the 
further waiting distance is denoted by W1', the whole waiting 
distance is 

	

W10  =  d1  +  W1'0 . 	 (2.30) 

4.  Wi1,  if sight distance is d  >  d and distance to the next oncoming vehicle is 
d  > df. This event has probability P11  =  [ 1 -  I  (do)][1 -  F2  (df)J.  Passing is 
possible without any delay, and the waiting distance is  Wi1  = 0. 

According to  Gustavsson  (1967), the mean distance spent following is 

k0  
Pj+ 

Pj 	 C3  
E(Wd)=r+k / 	k1\ 	 k0  k 1  

C2 	C2  \ 	 ( 	Cl)  (C2 	C3J 
Pj+ +Pj+ — 1 

C1 \ 	C3) 	ePj0_C1 + ( 	k0\ r1 	
(i  _f!")l  P  + -)  I  - + Pj  

C3  /  j c 1  Lc2 
c1k1k0  

C3C2 	 e_h/c2)c3df0_c3.  (2.31) + 	k1 	k1 	c 1 	k 1 	k  
(Pj+—[_ +p(l -  

C2  /  L c2 	\ 	C31]  \  C2 	C3 J 

If p1  =  0, equation (2.31) gives the mean distance spent following assuming that there 
are no passing sight restrictions. 

Let the speed of a faster vehicle at time t be  v(t).  Gustavsson  (1969) has shown that 
the limit of the expected speed at time t is 

1 1 	

+k'). 	
(2.32) limE(v(t))=vi+( 	

Vi t—oo 

2.5.3 Average travel speed  

Erlander  (1967, 1969, 1971a, 1971b) applied the result of  Gustavsson  (1967, 1969) 
to the model of (Carleson 1957), which assumed that desired speeds followed space 
distribution F (x). There was both a lower (v  > 0) and an upper (v  < no) limit 
for desired speeds. 

For the mean distance spent following, E (Wd),  Erlander  applied Gustavsson's equation 
(2.31). Below it will be denoted by  Wd  (v, v1) so that the speeds of fast and slow vehicles 
can be explicitly given as parameters of the model. The interaction of the passed vehicle 
with other vehicles was not considered, but the passed vehicle maintained its average 
speed E (v1), not its desired speed v1. The equation (2.17) for critical sight distance 
was adjusted similarly: 

d 
 = dr (V + Vmax)• 	 (2.33) 

V  —E(v)  
It was assumed that the slower vehicle may already have been delayed when the faster 
vehicle catched up with it. According to  Erlander  (1971a), equation (2.31) cannot 
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be expected to be a good approximation in dense traffic, where the distance traveled 
between successive passings is short, or when the oncoming traffic deviates consider-
ably from the structure (Poisson process) assumed by  Gustavsson  (1967). The theory 
of  Erlander  (1967) is described below. 

Let E (v) be the average speed of a vehicle with desired speed v. A vehicle with desired 
speed v passes in a time unit on the average 

R(v,  vi)  = [E (v)  - E (v i )] k 1  dF,,  (vi) 	 (2.34) 

vehicles with desired speed v1  <  v (see section 2.3). If a vehicle with desired speed 
v has to travel on the average a distance  Wd(v,  E (vi)) at speed E (v1) before passing, 
the proportion of time spent driving at speed E (vi) is 

Wd(v, E(v1)) R(v,  v1)  
Pw(v,E(vi)) 	E(vi) 	 (2.35)  

- Wd(vE(vi))  [E ) —E(vi)]k i dF(vi). 
- 	E(vi)  

Considering all passed vehicles with speeds lower than v, the proportion of time spent 
following is 

'v  W(v,E(v1)) 
Pw(v) 

 =J 	
[E(v) — E(vi)]kidF(vi). 	(2.36) 

E(v1)  

For the proportion of time 1 - Pw  (v) the vehicle travels at its desired speed v. The 
average proportion of time spent following for all vehicles in the stream is 

f  Vrn 

	

PwJ
Pw(v)dF(v). 	 (2.37) 

vmin  

The average travel speed (average distance traveled in one time unit) of a vehicle with 
desired speed v is thus 

E (v)  = v[l - Pw(v)] +  E (v1)  Pw(v)  

=v-Iv 
 Wd(v,E(vl))[E(v)—E(vl 	

V  

[ 
 (v1)  - 

 i]  k1  dF  (vi)  

v+klJ 
Wd(v,E(vl))[v—E(vi)]dFV(vI) 	

(2.38) 

- 	 Vmjn 
- 	 -v v  - E (vi) 	, 	(v  > vff jfl ). 

1+klJ
Wd(v,E(vi)) 	dF(vi) 

Vmin 	 E(v1)  

This equation "cannot in general be solved by simple methods"  (Erlander  1967). 

The equation (2.38) for E (v) has itself E (v i ) as a parameter, but the parameter v1 of 
the latter is not greater than the original parameter v. This suggests that equation (2.38) 
could be solved recursively. A starting point for the method is obtained by observing 
that E (v)  =  v.  
Erlander  (1967) has proposed a discrete approximation method to estimate the integral 
equation (2.38). The interval  [vm ,  v] is partitioned into n speed classes 

=  u  <ui  < 	<u,  =  v. 	 (2.39) 

All speeds u 1 _1  <  v  Ui  are assigned to speed class u•.  
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A vehicle has desired speed u, with probability Pi  defined as 

P0  =  F (u0) 

PI  =  F (u1)  -  F,,, (u1_1) 	i  =  1, 	fl. 

For this discrete speed distribution, equation (2.38) can be written as: 

(2.40) 

 

E (v)  =  

v+k i 	Wd (V,E(U J))[V—E(u J )]PJ  

i—i  v  _E(u 3 ) 
pi 1  +klWd(v,E(uJ)) 

E(vi) 
j=0  

= {  K  : UK_I <  V  <  UK  }. 

(2.41) 

where 

 

(2.42) 

The summation goes from 0 to  i  -  1. Because there is no queuing model, vehicles with 
equal desired speeds have no interaction and, consequently, v  -  E (U,) 0. 

The mean speeds E (U1) of slower vehicles can now be solved recursively: 

E (U0)  = 
	 (2.43a) 

E(u,) =  

	

U1  +  k1 	s(u1,  E  (uj))[ui -  E  (uj)]pj  

i —I 

	

1 +k1 	s(UI,E(UJ))U1 —E(u) 

j=0 	
E(UJ) 	

J 

(2.43b) 

This equation is a slightly modified version of equation (6) of  Erlander  (1967). The 
modification (E (u 1 _1)  —^  E (u,)) makes the equation less complicated and is based on 
the discussion above about no interaction between vehicles with equal desired speeds. 

McLean (1989) observed some local instabilities in the method as the number of speed 
classes increased. As speed difference approached zero, the critical gap for passing 
tended to infinity. He adjusted the equation (2.33) for critical sight distance for greater 
than desired speeds during passing maneuvers: 

d=  
dr(v+zv+vmax) 
v+Av—E(vi)  

(2.44) 

where  zv  was the additional increment in speed a driver was willing to employ while 
passing. He found  tv  = 4km/h  a suitable approximation. 

The  Erlander  model has some important limitations: 

1. Opposing flow is considered random. The model does not consider the increase 
in passing opportunities due to platooning of the opposing flow (cf. Ashton, 
Buckley & Miller 1968). 

2. Platooning  and passing in platoons are not considered properly. 

3. Instantaneous speed changes in the passing model are nor realistic. 

4. The length of the observed highway segment is infinite. In reality homogeneous, 
uninterrupted highway segments are typically not longer than a few kilometers. 
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These limitations are more severe at high traffic densities. Jacobs (1974) has also noted 
that the slower speeds in this model change alike to the changes of the faster speeds, 
which is contrary to the experience. It can, however, be assumed that the model gives 
some useful information about the effect of flow rates and no-passing zones on the 
average travel speeds  (Luttinen  2000a). 

2.5.4 Numerical results 

Numerical results (figs. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6) were calculated by the  Erlander  (1967) 
method with slight modifications: 

1. Desired speed distribution was assumed normal with standard deviation 10  %  of 
mean desired speed. 

2. The minimum and maximum speeds were v  =  i5  -  30 km/h and  Vm  = 
i+3Okm/h.  

3. The probabilities (p,) of desired speed classes were defined using conditional 
distributions: 	 F ' \ 

F(uIu<v)= 	
v) 	 (2.45) 

F (v) 
This modification assured that Z_Ø p,  = 1. 

4. The speeds of oncoming vehicles were assumed constant. This speed was also 
used in the calculation of critical sight distance. 

5. The modification in equation (2.43b) has been described above. 

6. Because the probability mass of each speed class is assigned to the upper limit of 
the class, the average travel speed is overestimated by one half of the class width 
b  =  (u  - u_i )/2.  This bias is corrected by subtracting b from the average 
travel speed estimate of the model. 

The  HCM  2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) passing sight criterion (300 m) 
has been used. The probability of a no-passing zone can then be calculated as  

=  1  - 	 (2.46) 

Jump density was, accordingly, defined as  

ln(1 -  P)  
=  0.3  - 	

(2.47) 

Minimum sight distance (d0) was 150 m. 

Desired speeds in the observed direction were assumed to follow normal distribution 
with mean 95 km/h and coefficient of variation 10  %.  The speed (v0) of oncoming 
traffic at prevailing flow rate (q 0) was assumed to be constant 

	

v0  =  95  -  0.0125q0 . 	 (2.48) 

In passing opportunity calculations, the maximum speed of oncoming vehicles was 
assumed to be 30  %  higher than v0. Passing was assumed to be performed at desired 
speed. A higher passing speed would presumably have better described the actual 
passing maneuver. The applied model, however, reflects the possibility that a trailing 
vehicle does not necessarily very actively search for an immediate passing opportunity,  
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Figure 2.4: Speed-flow diagrams for different levels of opposing flow 
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Figure 2.5: The effect of opposing flow on average travel speeds for flow rates 300, 600, 900, 
and 1,200 veh/h in the observed direction 
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Figure 2.6: The effect of no-passing zones on average travel speeds for flow rates 300, 600, 
900, and 1,200  veh/h  in the observed direction 

if the desired speed of the vehicle ahead is only slightly lower than the desired speed 
of the trailing vehicle. The relative distance  (dr )  moved during the passing maneuver 
was 50 m. 
If there are no passing restrictions and no opposing traffic, the model assumes that 
vehicles travel at their desired speed and pass without slowing down (fig. 2.4). The 
average travel speed is thus equal to the average desired speed, irrespective of flow rate. 
It is evident that the model is not realistic at high flow rates. 

As figure 2.4 demonstrates, the model produces concave speed-flow curves. Speed 
decrease is steeper at low flow rates. When both opposing flow rate (q 0 ) and percent 
no-passing zones (P) are high, the initial drop in average travel speed is very steep. 
The model describes traffic flow on an infinitely long, homogeneous highway without 
intersections. Slow vehicles do not give way to faster vehicles. 

Although it is probable that the model overestimates the drop in travel speeds under 
low volumes in observed direction, the results call for some caution when measuring 
free-flow speeds on highways with low geometric standard. Even small flow rates may 
decrease the average travel speed substantially below the free-flow speed. 

Average travel speed decreases almost linearly as opposing flow rate (q 0) increases 
(fig. 2.5). It can be argued that in real life at high flow rates vehicles move in platoons. 
Headways between platoons in the opposing flow provide more passing opportunities 
than a random flow. This suggests a concave shape for the curves. On the other hand, 
the coefficient of variation of vehicle headways is highest at medium flow rates and 
decreases below unity at high flow rates  (Luttinen  1992). This suggests a convex shape. 
The linear shape may, in fact, be realistic. 
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As the percentage of no-passing zones (P) increases the effect of opposing flow rate 
(q0) decreases. This is intuitive: As one factor limits passing opportunities the effect 
of other similar factors decreases. The curves for different flow rates in the observed 
direction also become more parallel. This is, however, due to the nonrealism in the 
model under good sight conditions when q0  is low and q is high. 

The decrease in the average travel speed becomes steeper as the percentage of no- 
passing zones (P) increases (fig. 2.6). The effect of no-passing zones decreases as 
opposing flow (q0) increases.—Because the model used traffic density as a parameter, 
flow levels in observed direction were obtained by interpolation from q  =  k1 E (vi). 
This made the curves slightly irregular. 

2.6 Standard deviation of travel speeds 

At very low flow conditions there is very little interaction between vehicles, and vehicles 
can travel almost all the time at the speed desired by the drivers. Such traffic conditions 
can be charactensed as free-flow conditions and the speeds are  calledfree-flow speeds. 

Even under similar roadway conditions all vehicles do not travel at the same speed. 
Drivers and vehicles have different characteristics. There are also some inaccuracies 
in the perception of speed and control of the vehicle, which cause additional variation 
in the speeds. 

This kind of variation can be approximated by the normal distribution. As the name of 
the distribution indicates, the populations of drivers and vehicles should be 'normal'; 
i.e., there should be no separate classes of vehicles or drivers. McLean (1989) has given 
an overview of free-speed studies on two-lane highways. He concluded that the desired 
speeds of cars can be "reasonably well represented by a normal distribution with mean 
of about 90 to 100 km/h and a coefficient of variation of about 0.11 to 0.14." 

Some drivers do not feel safe or comfortable when driving at high speeds. They may 
have limited driving experience or there may be limitations in the vehicle performance. 
As the design speed or posted speed increases, the proportion of 'slow drivers' is likely 
to increase. Accordingly, it can be expected that the standard deviation increases as the 
average free-flow speed increases. The increase in the standard deviation is even more 
pronounced in a mixed traffic flow of passenger cars and heavy vehicles. 

As traffic flow increases, more and more of the vehicles are restricted by a vehicle ahead. 
Drivers with faster desired speeds follow slower vehicles at slower than desired speeds. 
This decreases both the mean and the standard deviation of travel speeds (Beckmann 
et al. 1956). Because the speeds are restricted at the lower end of the distribution only, 
the skewness of the speed distribution increases as indicated in figure 2.7. 

Figure 2.7 displays a linear speed-flow curve and travel speed density functions fol-
lowing a three-parameter gamma distribution  (Luttinen  1996) with a minimum speed 
of 60 km/h. The slope of the speed-flow curve is 12.5 as suggested by the new HCM 
(Harwood, May, Anderson,  Leiman & Archilla  1999). The coefficient of variation of 
the speed distribution is 0.1. It shows the change in the mean, standard deviation and 
skewness of the speed distribution as flow rate changes. 

If the  ATS  approaches the speed of the slowest vehicles as the flow rate approaches 
capacity, the standard deviation of free-flow speeds is large as compared to the speed- 
flow curve. Even under free-flow conditions, at least a small amount of of vehicles 
are traveling at the  ATS  of high-flow conditions. Accordingly, some problems can be 
expected in the estimation of the parameters for the speed-flow model. 

As the standard deviation of travel speeds increases the passing demand increases also 
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Figure 2.7: Speed distributions and a speed flow curve 

(2.14). If other conditions remain the same, the increase in platooning reduces the 
 ATS.  Following the reasoning above, the decrease in the  ATS  is steeper if the standard 

deviation of free-flow speeds is large. Because high free-flow speeds are expected to 
have high standard deviation, it can also be expected that  ATS  decreases steeper on 
highways with higher free-flow speeds. 
It was assumed that the increase in traffic flow and platoomng decreases both the 
average and standard deviation of travel speeds. if the decrease in  ATS  is steeper when 
the standard deviation of travel speeds is large, the travel speeds decrease steeper at 
low flow rates than at high flow rates. The model of  Erlander  (figure 2.4 on page 34) 
also indicates a concave speed-flow curve. It can also be deduced intuitively: When 
platooning has decreased the  ATS,  the proportion of vehicles in a given flow increment 
having a desired speed lower than the  ATS  is smaller than at free-flow conditions. The 
impedance effect of the flow increment is also smaller. 

This discussion leads to the following hypothesis: The speed-flow curves on two-lane 
highways have a concave shape so that the speed decrease is steepest at low flow rates 
and highways with high free-flow speeds. 

2.7 Short headways 

In the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) the proportion of headways 
less than five seconds,  F(S),  was used as an approximation of percent time delay (PTh). 
In HCM 2000 the corresponding level-of-service measure is called percent time spent 
following (PTSF). It can be approximated by the proportion of headways less than 
or equal to three seconds (Harwood et al. 1999). It will be shown that directional 
distribution has an effect on F (5) and F (3) even if there is no intervehicular interaction 
and, consequently, no platooning. 
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If the proportion of flow on the major direction is Pd, the proportion of headways less 
than five seconds is obtained by the weighted average of F (5) on both lanes 

(2.49) 

where q is the flow rate (veh/h). If traffic flow is random, time headways follow the 
negative exponential distribution, and the proportion of headways less than five seconds 
is 	

F(5 I q, Pd)  =  Pd (1 -  e 720)  + (1 -  Pd) (1  - eP72O) 	(2.50) 

Figure 2.8 displays F (5) and the increase in F (5) due to directional distribution when 
headways follow the negative exponential distribution. The increase is largest under me-
dium flows (850-1,000 vehlh). Because the negative exponential distribution describes 
a traffic flow with no vehicle interactions, figure 2.8 shows the effect of directional 
distribution with no vehicular interaction. 
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Figure 2.8: The effect of directional distribution on the proportion of  headways less than five 
seconds in a random flow 

Figure 2.9 displays the effect of directional distribution on headways not larger than 
three seconds: 

F(3 I q, Pd  ) =  Pd (1 - eP'2O°) + (1 -  Pd) (1  - e '' " 1200 )  . 	(2.51) 

The differences due to directional distribution have the same magnitudes, but maximum 
differences occur at higher flow rates (1,410-1,660 vehlh). 

2.8 The impact of heavy vehicles 

2.8.1 Types of impact 

Heavy vehicles (trucks, buses, recreational vehicles, tractors, and passenger cars or 
vans with trailers etc.) usually have greater impedance effects than passenger cars and 
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Figure 2.9: The effect of directional distribution on the proportion of headways not larger than 
three seconds in a random flow  (Luttinen  2001) 

vans. These effects are caused by slower speeds of heavy vehicles, difficulties in 
passing them, and larger roadspace requirements. On the other hand, heavy vehicles in 
opposing stream increase the platooning rate, which increases passing opportunities in 
the observed direction. (McLean 1989) 

Heavy vehicles generally operate at lower unimpeded speeds than passenger cars. Be-
cause of a lower power to weight ratio, the impact of heavy vehicles is especially large 
in grades. In steep upgrades the speeds of heavy vehicles may be extremely low (crawl 
speeds). In steep downgrades heavy vehicles may operate at reduced speeds because 
of their poor braking performance (Brilon & Weiser 1998, Harwood et al. 1999). 

The speeds of heavy vehicles on level terrain are restricted by differential speed limits. 
The maximum allowed speeds of different vehicle types in Finland can be briefly 
described as follows: 

1. Trucks, buses, and vans: 80 km/h 

2. Vans lighter than 1,875 kg and not older than 1995, as well as special buses: 
100 km/h 

3. Vehicles with trailers: 80 km/h or lower. 

The differential speed limit of 100 km/h does not cause any impedance effects, because 
the maximum posted speed on Finnish two-lane highways is 100 km/h. 

The slower the speed of a slower vehicle the greater is the catch-up rate. On the other 
hand, passing is also easier. Because of a larger speed difference the passing maneuver 
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takes less time, and it is possible to accept a shorter gap in the opposing flow (Ashton 
et al. 1968). 

The additional length of heavy vehicles and the difficulty of seeing around them 
makes these vehicles more difficult to pass. About 30-65  %  longer gaps in the op-
posing flow are required when passing a heavy vehicle as compared to passenger cars 
(McLean 1989). When heavy vehicles pass slower vehicles, they require larger gaps 
than passenger cars. 

Because heavy vehicles are longer than passenger cars, they require more road space. 
According to McLean (1989), under 'tight' following headway conditions the only 
additional road space is the direct effect of length. Under 'relaxed' following conditions 
drivers may choose to compensate for the difficulty of seeing around a heavy vehicle by 
maintaining a longer following spacing. Heavy vehicles, however, maintain a following 
headway similar to passenger cars. The improved view of the road allows them to 
compensate for the poorer braking performance. Similar results have been obtained on 
Finnish freeways  (Mannan  &  Enberg  1998). 

2.82 Passenger-car equivalency 

The flow rate of mixed traffic of heavy vehicles, passenger cars, and vans is often 
expressed in terms of passenger-car units. Passenger-car equivalents  (PCEs)  are used 
to transform mixed flows to equivalent passenger-car flows. 

The  PCE  of a heavy vehicle is the number of passenger cars having the same impedance 
effect as a single heavy vehicle of a given type under prevailing roadway, traffic, and 
control conditions. Assuming that the fraction of trucks and passenger cars in a mixed 
traffic flow q =  q  +qc  as seen by a stationary observer  (Daganzo  1997) is PT  = qT/q, 
and the  PCE  is ET, the equivalent passenger-car flow rate is 

q  =  ( 1  - PT)q + PTqET = q [1  + PT(ET -  1)]. 	(2.52) 

The  PCE  is (see figure 2.10)  
- q  ET=1+ 	. 	 (2.53)  

PTq  

If the  PCEs  for trucks, buses, and recreational vehicles are ET,  EB,  and ER, respectively, 
and the proportions of respective vehicle classes in the traffic flow are PT,  PB,  and PR, 
the equivalent flow rate is (Werner  & Morrall  1976)  

qE=q[l+Pr(ET—l)+PB(EB—l)+PR(ER —l)]. 	(2.54) 

The heavy vehicle adjustment factor 
q 

fhv = - = 	 (2.55)  
qE l+Pr(ET—l)+PB(EB—l)+PR(ER —l) 

converts the flow rate in passenger car units to a mixed flow rate with given percentages 
of heavy vehicles. 

Let us assume that  ATS  i)(q)  is a function of flow rate q. If the  ATS  at a mixed flow 
rate q is v, the equivalent passenger-car flow rate is the inverse value of the speed-flow 
function at v: 

q  = i3(v). 	 (2.56) 

If i5 (q) is a linear function with slope i3 the equivalent passenger-car flow rate can be 
calculated using the notation in figure 2.10: 

V - Vp 
q = q + 	 (2.57) 

i5  
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Figure 2.10: Average travel speed as a criterion for passenger-car equivalency 

	

where v is the  ATS  of the mixed flow and 	is the  ATS  of an equal flow rate (q) of 
passenger cars. The PCE is then 

V  - Vpc  

	

ET  =  1  + 	 (2.58) 
VPTq  

2.8.3 Theoretical observations 

St. John (1976) and St. John &  Kobett  (1978) used the average speed of passenger 
cars as the measure of equivalence. They demonstrated that heavy vehicle adjustment 
should be nonlinear. Each incremental addition of heavy vehicles has a smaller effect 
on average passenger car speed, because the former additions have already depressed 
the speeds (see also McLean 1989). 

For the first increment the equivalent flow is 

E1  =  q(1  +  tsr), 	 (2.59a) 

where 
PT r  =  —(e  - 1), 	 (2.59b) 
100 

=  —(E  -  1), 	 (2.59c) 
100 

and e is the form of equivalency (equivalence kernel) associated with the incrementally 
added trucks. Because the effective percentage of the second incremental addition is 
not  EPT  but  PTq/qE1,  the equivalent flow rate is 

/ 	qEr\ 	/ 	Lr \ qE2=q(l+&+ —J  =q(1+Lr+ 	J. 	(2.60) 
qEI! 	 1+irj  

The relative equivalent flow rate after the ith addition is 

= 	=  Q -i  + ----. 	 (2.61) 
q 	 Q –i  
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The change in the relative equivalent flow rate is  

= 	-  Qt —i  = ---. 	 (2.62) 
Q -i  

The differential form of the equation is  

dQ 	 (2.63) 

which has a general solution 

(2.64) 
q 

where c is a constant. Because  q/q 	1 when r  =  0, the constant is c  =  1, and the 
particular solution of the differential equation is (St. John 1976) 

/2r  +  1, 	 (2.65) 
q 

which gives a nonlinear adjustment factor  

fT=(2r+1Y=((e_l)+l) . 	 (2.66) 

The impact of heavy vehicles on  ATS  has been estimated by using the model of  Erlander 
 (see section 2.5.3). The  ATS  is the average travel speed of mixed traffic. The mean 

desired speed of passenger cars was assumed to be 90 km/h and of heavy vehicles 
80 km/h. The standard deviation of desired speeds was 10  %  of the mean desired speed. 
The difference of  ATS  between passenger-car traffic and mixed traffic was calculated 
for 15 percent heavy vehicles (figure 2.11). The respective  PCEs  are displayed in 
figure 2.12. It should, however, be remembered that  Erlander's  model does not consider 

 platooning,  which is a serious limitation when considering the impact of heavy vehicles. 

As the flow rate increases, the marginal impact of a given heavy vehicles decreases. The 
 PCE  is highest at low flow rates, decreases steeply, and then starts to increase slowly as 

the flow rate increases. The high  PCE  value at low flow rates is not caused by a large 
impact of heavy vehicles, but by the effect of slow vehicles to the statistical average 
speed. As opposing flow rate increases, the  PCEs  decrease. When the proportion of 
no-passing zones is very high, the  PCEs  are not sensitive to opposing flow rates. 

An interesting feature of the model is that  PCEs  are high under good passing conditions; 
 i.e.,  when flow rates in both directions are low and there are few no-passing zones. Under 

the assumptions of the model, high flow rates in both directions and a high percentage 
of no-passing zones decrease the average speed of passenger-car flows in such a degree 
that the impact of heavy vehicles slightly decreases (figure 2.11), when compared to 
roadway conditions with no passing restrictions. This effect could be larger, if the 

 platooning  model was more realistic. 

Jacobs (1974) used an integral equation approach similar to the model of  Erlander 
 (see section 2.5.3). His model did not consider no-passing zones, but the model was 

formulated to describe the effect of  platooning  behind slow vehicles. He used the 
average speed of passenger cars with the highest desired speed (130 km/h) as a measure 
for quality of service. The results indicated that the  PCE  values decreased as the truck 
percentage increased. He also observed that, if the speed approached the lowest desired  
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Figure 2.11: The impact of 15% heavy vehicles on  ATS  at opposing flow rates 0, 400, 800, and 
1200 veh/h according to Erlander's model 
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Figure 2.12: Passenger-car equivalencies for 15 % heavy vehicles at opposing flow rates 0 
(solid), 400 (dashed), 800 (dashed-dotted), and 1200 veh/h (dotted) according to Erlander's 
model 
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speed of passenger cars, the PCE of trucks tended to infinity. For lower speeds the PCEs 
could not be defined. 

This observation of Jacobs (1974) can be applied to average travel speeds: It is possible 
that under uncongested conditions no passenger-car flow rate has the average travel 
speed of a given mixed traffic flow, as figure 2.10 reveals. The figure also indicates that 
at congested conditions different methods should be used to estimate the PCEs. 

McLean (1989) argues that heavy vehicle impedance is at a maximum for moderate 
flows, steep grades, and constrained passing opportunities. At low flows and ample 
passing opportunities, heavy vehicle impedance is relatively small because catch-ups 
are infrequent and passing delays are small (see also Huber 1982, Sumner, Hill & 
Shapiro 1984). This phenomenon is demonstrated in figure 2.11, although Erlander's 
model includes heavy vehicles in the  ATS.  

At moderate flows and constrained passing opportunities catch-ups are frequent and 
passing is difficult. As flow rates approach capacity the heavy vehicle impedance is 
high in difficult terrain, when low speeds of heavy vehicle coupled with only a few 
passing opportunities lead to a marked speed decrease. In level terrain the impact of 
heavy vehicles should be smaller at high flow rates than at moderate conditions, because 
the passenger-car speeds are reduced regardless of the heavy vehicles. 
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3 INTERNATIONAL CAPACITY STUDIES 
3.1 United States 

3.1.1 Early decades 

In the early decades of the twentieth century nearly all equations for capacity (theoretical 
lane volume) were calculated from the formula (Hammond  &  Sorenson 1941,  Wehner 

 1939) 
5280v 3600 

d 	
(3.1) 

where q was the flow rate of a single lane in cars per hour, v was the average speed in 
miles per hour, d was the average spacing in feet of moving vehicles, from center to 
center, and h was the average time headway in seconds. Capacity was the maximum 
flow rate obtained using the equation above. 

The spacing factor was usually derived from considerations of driver reaction times, 
braking distances, and coefficients of friction (Evans 1950). The minimum safe head-
way was first considered equal to the time  (TR)  taken to apply brakes after the preceding 
vehicle had applied brakes, plus the time required to travel the length (L) of the vehicle 
with the current speed v 

L 
h=tR+—. 	 (3.2) 

V 

The minimum safe spacing was then  dmjn = vh = VtR + L. 

According to  Johannesson  (1931) "the minimum open space between two motor 
vehicles traveling at a certain rate of speed may be taken to be 5 feet plus the dis-
tance the vehicles will travel in 1.5 seconds at that rate of speed." The average vehicle 
length was estimated as 20 feet. The maximum flow rate (or 'maximum density' in the 
original terminology) was then 

V 

	

q,-n  =  0.025v  +  25 
 (veli/min), 	 (3.3) 

where v was the average speed in feet per minute. The maximum flow rate approached 
40  veh/min  (2,400  veh/h)  as v increased to infinity. 
Watson (1933) estimated that "a single stream of fast vehicles, if uninterrupted in any 
way, can pass 1,500 or more vehicles per hour quite easily." This indicated an average 
headway of 2.4 seconds, or an average spacing of "some 85 feet" at average speed of 
24 miles per hour. He stated that the maximum 'traffic intensity' was generally found 
at 15  mi/h,  but he regarded the capacity estimates of traffic engineers to be of limited 
practical value, because "street capacity as distinguished from crossing capacity, rarely 
has practical significance." 

Clayton (1941) used tR =  1 second. The maximum flow rate (Clayton called it 'satur-
ation density') as a function of speed was, accordingly, 

3600 	5280v 
max  = 	= 	 (3.4) L 	1.47v+L' 1  +  1.47v 

where L was the length of the vehicle in feet (15 feet for 'light cars'), and v denoted 
the speed, in miles per hour. 

Because the densities conforming to higher speeds on this curve appeared to be dan- 
gerous (figure 3.1), a term was added which made allowance to the distance required  
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to pull up after brakes had been applied (Clayton 1941, Lubke 1931): 

5280v 

	

q= 	 2 	 (3.5) 

The parameter A was estimated equal to 1.47 and the parameter B equal to 30 for light 
vehicles and 20 for heavy vehicles. Equation 3.5 has maximum flow rate 1,830 veh/h 
at speed 34km/h (figure 3.1). According to Clayton, formulas of type (3.5) were 
generally accepted, although the constants and the power of v varied. The resulting 
one lane capacities were in the range of 1,050-2,900 vehicles per hour (Normann 1949). 
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Figure 3.1: Maximum flow rate according to equations 3.4 (upper curve) and 3.5 (lower curve) 

The early theoretical derivations, obtained by assuming that all vehicles traveled at the 
same speed, resulted in extremely high and impractical flow rates (Normann 1939). In 
order to get more reliable information, field studies were conducted from 1934 through 
1939 by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads (Normann 1942). 

In the preliminary study (Normann 1939), the most significant index to measure the 
interference between vehicles was the average speed difference between successive 
vehicles. For time headways larger than nine seconds the vehicles were not influenced 
by the speed of the preceding vehicle.—Similar results have been obtained later in 
Finland  (Enberg & Pursula  1992,  Luttinen  1996). 

The mean difference in speed  (/.Vd)  in the observed direction was estimated as a 
function of flow rate q in the observed direction and flow rate in the opposing direction 
(q0 ) 

=  6.44 - O.0O324q - 0.00254q 0 . 	 (3.6) 

The correlation coefficient of this model was —0.812. Normann observed that vehicles 
at a 700/200 veh/h directional split had the same freedom of movement as at a 
500/300 veh/h directional split (fig. 3.2). If all traffic was on the same lane all in-
dividual freedom was lost when the flow rate was 1,987 veh/h. If traffic was equally 
distributed on both lanes, the drivers had no individual freedom, when the flow rate 
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Figure 3.2: Mean difference in speed between successive vehicles at  dfferent  levels of opposing 
flow according to  Normann  (1939). 

was 2,228 veh/h [1,114 veh/(h lane)]. This effect of directional split on capacity was, 
however, not considered further. 

Average speed decreased with increasing flow rate. The opposing flow rate had a smaller 
effect than the flow rate in the observed direction (Normann 1939): 

=  44.92 - O.OlO44q - 0.00719q, 	(mi/h) 	(3.7a) 
=  72.23 - O.Ol679q - 0.01 156q0 	(km/h). 	(3.7b) 

The percentage of passing vehicles decreased as opposing flow rate increased. As 
opposing flow rate increased over 450 veh/h, the decrease was slower, until for opposing 
flow rates over 1,100 veh/h practically no passings were possible. When flow rate was 
1,100 veh/h in each direction with balanced traffic, all vehicles had to start traveling at 
the same speed. The corresponding flow rate in one directional traffic was 1,980 veh/h. 

In the final report Normann (1942) used three concepts for capacity: 

1. Theoretical lane capacity was "the number of vehicles traveling in a single traffic 
lane that could pass a given point if all drivers traveled at the same speed and no 
space between vehicles exceeded the distance allowed by the average driver while 
trailing another vehicle." The theoretical capacity could only be approached over 
very short sections (bottlenecks) of highway. 

2. Possible capacity referred to "the number of vehicles per hour that can travel 
over long stretches of highway that are free from intersections." 

3. Practical capacity, as defined in the preliminary report (Normann 1939), per -
mitted "reasonable range of speeds and a reasonable amount of freedom from 
interference between vehicles." It was a subjective measure. 

Normann  (1942) calculated the theoretical capacity as a function of speed and average 
spacing. He used empirically estimated (Normann 1939) average spacings of trailing 
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vehicles at different speeds. The theoretical capacity for vehicles traveling at same 
speed, based on this analysis, was 2,000 vehicles per hour in the daytime and about 
1,800 at night. The speed at capacity was 33 miles per hour (53 km/h). 

Normann  (1942) used the mean difference in speed as the measure of congestion indic-
ating when the possible capacity is reached. If all speeds were equal, no passings were 
made, and there was no possibility of filling the spaces between vehicle groups by one 
group passing the other. The capacity was extrapolated from a linear regression model 
with the total hourly traffic volume as the independent variable. The speed difference 
became zero at about 1,950 veh/h in two data sets and at 1,980 in one data set. 

When all traffic on a two-lane highway was moving in one direction, Normann (1942) 
argued that all gaps could be filled with passing maneuvers, but a single oncoming 
vehicle forced all vehicles in the major direction to "crowd into their own lane" making 
the total possible capacity equal to the theoretical capacity of one lane. Consequently, 
the maximum traffic volume on level, tangent sections of a two-lane highway carrying 
few trucks was "nearly 2,000 vehicles per hour." The possible capacity of 2,000 vehicles 
per hour was also applied to traffic flow equally distributed in both directions, because 
"few spaces sufficiently long to permit a passing exist when there are over 1,000 vehicles 
per hour traveling in each direction, but the drivers do not take advantage of these 
passing opportunities" (Normann 1942). The possible capacity of a two-lane highway 
was, accordingly, about a half of the theoretical capacity. 

Normann  (1942) also defined 'practical capacity' based upon the maximum interference 
between vehicles that the drivers can reasonably be expected to tolerate. He considered 
the practical capacity as a relative value that varied for highways of the same design 
and depended upon: 

1. The type of traffic the highway serves 

2. The congestion that the drivers tolerate in various sections of the country and 
localities under certain conditions 

3. Economic considerations, such as the funds available for highway construction 
and congestion reduction 

Normann  defined 800 vehicles per hour as the practical capacity on four grounds: 

1. As the opposing flow increased above 400 veh/h, the time that the slow-moving 
vehicle must be trailed started to increase rapidly. 

2. Seventy-two percent of the drivers had a headway less than nine seconds. 

The average driver performed only 54 percent of the passing maneuvers that 
would have beeen required for "him" to maintain "his" desired speed. 

4. Above 800 veh/h the average driver did not increase the number of passings 
(figure 2.1) and thus could not maintain the desired speed. 

With 800 veh/h on a rural highway the average driver was restricted to approxim-
ately the same extent as when traveling during low traffic densities on an arterial 
street with a 30 mi/h speed limit. 
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3.1.2 The 1950 Highway Capacity Manual 
The first edition of the U.S.  Highway Capacity Manual (Bureau of Public Roads 1950) 
in 1950 was based on the work of Normann (1939, 1942, 1949). The description of the 
methods for uninterrupted highway facilities (parts I–TV) was a reprint of a paper by 
Normann (1949). The manual defined three levels of roadway capacity: 

1. Basic capacity "is the maximum number of passenger cars that can pass a given 
point on a lane or roadway during one hour under the most nearly ideal roadway 
and traffic conditions which can possibly be attained." 

2. Possible capacity "is the maximum number of vehicles that can pass a given 
point on a lane or a roadway during one hour, under the prevailing roadway and 
traffic conditions." 

3. Practical capacity "is the maximum number of vehicles that can pass a given point 
on a roadway or in a designated lane during one hour without the traffic density 
being so great as to cause unreasonable delay, hazard, or restriction to the drivers' 
freedom to maneuver under the prevailing roadway and traffic conditions." 

The 1950 HCM ignored the 'theoretical capacity' (Normann 1939, Normann 1942) 
and replaced the 'possible capacity' by two concepts: (a) 'basic capacity' applied 
to passenger-car traffic under ideal conditions, and (b) 'possible capacity' applied to 
vehicle volumes under prevailing conditions (McLean 1989). Basic capacity of a 
two-lane highways was approximated equal to the basic lane capacity of a multilane 
highway, namely 2,000 passenger cars per hour. When traffic was evenly distributed 
by directions, the passing restrictions were assumed to limit the flow in each direction 
approximately to 1,000 passenger cars per hour. Thus, the basic capacity for a two-lane 
highway in the 1950 HCM was 2,000 veh/h regardless of the directional distribution. 
Maximum hourly volumes as high as 2,700 vehicles on both lanes and 1,710 vehicles 
on one lane were reported, but they were considered exceptional. 
Possible capacity was defined in terms of prevailing conditions, which were further 
divided into: 

1. Prevailing roadway conditions—determined by the physical features of the road-
way 

2. Prevailing traffic conditions—dependent upon the traffic using the roadway 

Following Nonnann (1942), the possible capacity was defined such that "the average 
difference in speed between successive vehicles will approach or become zero." 

Practical capacity in the 1950 HCM was not based on speed differences, as Nonnann 
(1942) had suggested, but on operating speed, which was defined as 

the highest over-all speed exclusive of stops at which a driver can travel on 
a given highway under prevailing conditions without at any time exceeding 
the design speed. 

The practical capacity of a rural two-lane highway under ideal conditions was 900 
passenger cars per hour regardless of the directional distribution. That provided an 
operating speed of 45 to 50 miles per hour (72-80 km/h). On high speed highways 
the practical capacity under ideal conditions was 600 passenger cars per hour. These 
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highways had operating speeds 50-5 5 miles per hour. Within urban areas the practical 
capacity 1,500 passenger cars per hour was based on operating speed 35 miles per hour 
(56 km/h). 
The speed-flow relationship was considered linear. As flow rate increased by 
1,000 veh/h, average speed decreased by 9 km/h. 

The possible and practical capacities under prevailing conditions were calculated from 
the basic capacity and practical capacity under ideal conditions corrected by the effect of 
lane width, lateral clearance, commercial vehicles, grades, and passing sight distance. 
The effect of lane width and lateral clearance was estimated separately for possible 
and practical capacities (table 3.1). McLean (1989) found these results questionable, 
because there was no supporting data. Earlier studies (Normann 1942, Taragin  1945) 
had not reported any effect of pavement width on vehicle speeds or capacity. 

Table 3.1: Combined effect of lane width and edge clearances on practical (PRAC) and possible 
(POSC) capacities in the 1950 HCM (Bureau of Public Roads 1950) 

Distance from 12-ft 11-ft 10-ft 9-ft 
traffic lane edge lanes lanes lanes lanes 
to obstruction 

(ft)  PRAC 	POSC PRAC 	POSC PRAC 	POSC PRAC 	POSC  
Obstruction on one side only 

6 1.00 	1.00 0.86 	0.88 0.77 	0.81 0.70 	0.76 
4 0.96 	0.97 0.83 	0.85 0.74 	0.79 0.68 	0.74 
2 0.91 	0.93 0.78 	0.81 0.70 	0.75 0.64 	0.70 
0 0.85 	0.88 0.73 	0.77 0.66 	0.71 0.60 	0.67 

Obstruction on both sides 
6 1.00 1.00 0.86 	0.88 	0.77 	0.81 0.70 0.76 
4 0.92 0.94 0.79 	0.83 	0.71 	0.76 0.65 0.71 
2 0.81 0.85 0.70 	0.75 	0.63 	0.69 0.57 0.65 
0 0.70 0.76 0.60 	0.67 	0.54 	0.62 0.49 0.58 

The effect of grades on capacity was considered threefold: 

1. Shorter braking distance on upgrades and longer braking distance on downgrades 
permit shorter spacings on upgrades and require longer spacings on downgrades. 

2. Grades restrict sight distances and thereby diminish passing opportunities. 

3. Commercial vehicles travel upgrades at slower speeds. 

Grades were considered only in conjunction with commercial vehicles. The effect of 
grades up to seven percent on passenger cars was considered negligible. 

Commercial (heavy) vehicles occupy a greater road space and "generally travel at lower 
speeds, especially on upgrades thereby increasing the number of passing maneuvers 
that are necessary for other vehicles to maintain reasonable speeds" (Bureau of Public 
Roads 1950). According to the 1950 HCM commercial vehicles on multilane highways 
had approximately the same effect as two passenger cars in level terrain, four passenger 
cars in rolling terrain, and eight passenger cars in mountainous terrain. On two-lane 
highways, the effect of commercial vehicles was about 25 percent greater than on mul-
tilane highways. For specific grades the equivalent values were based on the gradient 
and length of the grade (table 3.2). 

The percentage of the total length of highway having a 1,500-foot sight distance was 
used as a passing sight criterion. The effect of passing sight distances on practical 
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Table 3.2: Passenger-car equivalents for trucks on specific grades in the 1950 HCM (Bureau 
of Public Roads 1950) 

Grade length Gradient (%) 
miles km 3 4 5 6 7 

0.1 0.16 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.4 
0.2 0.32 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.7 5.1 
0.4 0.64 4.3 4.6 4.9 5.3 5.5 
0.6 0.97 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.8 6.5 
0.8 1.29 4.6 5.1 5.7 6.4 7.1 
1.0 1.61 4.6 5.3 6.0 6.7 7.4 
1.5 2.41 4.8 5.6 6.3 7.0 7.7 
2.0 3.22 5.0 5.8 6.5 7.2 8.0 
3.0 4.83 5.0 6.0 6.6 7.3 8.2 
4.0 6.44 5.1 6.0 6.7 7.4 8.3 
5.0 8.05 5.1 6.0 6.7 7.6 8.3 
6.0 9.66 5.1 6.0 6.8 7.6 8.3 

capacities is displayed in table 3.3. There was no adjustment for possible capacity due 
to passing sights. 

Table 3.3: Practical capacity adjustmentfactors for no-passing zones in the 195011CM (Bureau 
of Public Roads 1950) 

Percentage Operating Operating 
no-passing Speeds Speeds 

zones 45-50  mi/h 50-55 mi/h 
0 1.00 1.00 

20 0.96 0.93 
40 0.89 0.83 
60 0.80 0.70 
80 0.69 0.50 

100 0.56 0.27 

According to Wohi & Martin (1967) local restrictions in lane width and lateral clearance 
may lead to a bottleneck condition. It is not necessarily appropriate to account for 
these conditions by modifying the adjustment factors in proportion to the length of 
the highway affected by lateral restrictions. They also noted that the effect of narrow 
lanes in the 1950 HCM was considerably less for divided highways than for two-lane 
highways, and questioned whether it was reasonable to use the same 12-foot lane width 
standard on both facilities. 

3.1.3 The 1965 Highway Capacity Manual 

While the 1950 HCM had three definitions for capacity, the second edition of the High-
way Capacity Manual (Highway Research Board 1965) in 1965 used 'capacity' in one 
sense only: 

Capacity is the maximum number of vehicles which has a reasonable 
expectation of passing over a given section of a lane or a roadway in 
one direction (or in both directions for a two-lane or a three-lane high-
way) during a given time period under prevailing roadway and traffic 
conditions.(Highway Research Board 1965) 
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The term 'capacity' was used essentially in the same sense as 'possible capacity' in the 
1950 HCM (Bureau of Public Roads 1950). Traffic was, however, not considered past 
a point as in the first edition, but "over a given section", which echoed the definition 
"over long stretches" of Normann (1942). 

The 'basic capacity' concept in the 1950 HCM (Bureau of Public Roads 1950) was 
replaced in the 1965 HCM by "capacity under ideal conditions." Ideal conditions 
included: 

1. Uninterrupted flow free from side interferences of vehicles and pedestrians 

2. Passenger cars only 

3. Traffic lanes l2ft (3.7 m) wide with adequate shoulders and lateral clearance at 
least 6ft (1.8m) 

4. Average highway speed at least 70 milh (113 km/h) 

5. No passing sight restrictions 

The average highway speed was defined as "the weighted average of the design speeds 
within a highway section." The capacity under ideal conditions was 2,000 passenger 
cars per hour total for both directions; i.e., it was equal to the the basic capacity in the 
1950 HCM. Directional distribution was not considered to have any effect on operating 
conditions. 

The 'practical capacity' in the 1950 HCM addressed to the fact that there should be a 
measure of traffic flow besides the 'possible capacity' of a highway. The 1965 HCM 
developed this idea further by introducing levels of service. Practical capacity was 
replaced by service volumes representing specific volumes related to operating condi-
tions collectively termed 'level of service' (LOS). A service volume was "the maximum 
number of vehicles that can pass over a given section of a lane or roadway in one dir-
ection on multilane highways (or in both directions on a two- or three-lane highway) 
during a specified time period while operating conditions are maintained corresponding 
to the selected or specified level of service." The levels of service on different types 
of highways, roads and streets "cannot be directly related to one another because each 
must be measured by a different standard or scale" (Highway Research Board 1965). 

At level of service A, traffic flow was considered free and the primary factor affecting 
operating speeds was the highway geometrics. Levels of service B and C were char-
acterized as stable flow. Traffic flow became unstable at level of service D. Capacity 
was reached at level of service E with operating speeds usually in the neighborhood 
of 30 mi/h (48 km/h). Level of service F represented congested flow with relatively 
unpredictable characteristics. At congested conditions both rate of flow and average 
travel speed decreased and density increased. 

The level of service was expressed in terms of operating speed as the governing control, 
with the volume limitation as a supplementary control. Table 3.4 gives the limiting 
values for ideal conditions. The values for level of service E describe the capacity of 
a two-lane highway under ideal conditions. Both the operating speed and maximum 
service volume limits had to be satisfied. 

Capacity under prevailing conditions was calculated by multiplying the ideal capacity 
with adjustment factors for trucks  (fT)  buses  (fB),  and lane width and lateral clearance 
(f): 

c  = 2000fw fTfB. 	 (3.8) 
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Table 3.4: Levels of service and maximum service volumes  (pc/h)  on two-lane highways under 
ideal conditions in the 1965  HCM  (Highway Research Board 1965) 

Level Operating Maximum 
of speed service 

service Description (mi/h) 	(km/h) volume 
A Free flow >60 	>97 400 
B Stable flow >50 	2:80 900 

(upper speed range) 
C Stable flow 240 	>64 1400 
D Approaching 2:35 	256 1700 

unstable flow 
E Unstable flow u3Ø 	48 2000 
F Forced flow <30 	<48 

Factors f f, and  fB  adjusted capacity downward to take into effect the prevailing 
roadway and traffic conditions. In addition to the adjustment for trucks, a bus factor 
could also applied. Instead of equation (2.55), the product  fTfB  was used as a combined 
adjustment factor. This procedure introduced a small error: The adjustment for buses 
was calculated from the flow rate adjusted for trucks, not from the unadjusted flow rate. 
Werner & Morrall (1976) have presented a short analysis of this error. 

The maximum service volume for a given level of service  (i)  was calculated similarly: 

S V,  = 2000(v/c) 1  fi,  f. (3.9) 

The adjustment factors for the given level of service were used. By definition  f,E = fw, 
fT,E = fT,  and  fB,E = fB.  The volume to capacity ratio  (v/c) 1  for each level of service 
was based on the percentage of 1,500 ft passing sight distances and average highway 
speeds (table 3.5). Both the maximum service volume and the operating speed criteria 
(table 3.4) had to be satisfied. The basis for these criteria was, however, not documented 
(McLean 1989). 
Because the adjustment factors were different for different levels of service, there was 
no direct method to determine the level of service for prevailing traffic and roadway 
conditions. The manual suggested that an assumption of the level was made before 
starting the calculations. If the assumption proved to be incorrect, the calculation was 
repeated with a new assumption. 
The limiting values for levels of service were based on a series of charts relating the v/c 
ratio to operating speed. While the 1950 HCM assumed a linear speed-flow relationship, 
the shape of the curves in the 1965 version was somewhat wavy (fig. 3.3). The adverse 
effect of low 1,500 ft passing sight distance percentages was greatest at low-to-medium 
v/c ratios. The effect was negligible when the v/c ratio approached zero (no interaction 
between vehicles) and unity (no passing opportunities due to traffic conditions). The 
source and methods behind these charts was, however, practically undocumented, and 
McLean (1989) has raised some doubts concerning the relations. The assumption that 
passing sight distances have no effect on capacity, could also be questioned, especially 
when the flow rate on minor direction is very low. 

Table 3.6 gives the 1965 HCM (Highway Research Board 1965) adjustment factors 
reflecting the combined influence of restricted lane width and lateral clearance on 
two-lane highways. The adjustment factors were given for levels of service B and E. 
Interpolation had to be be used for other levels of service. The factors were identical 
to the 1950 HCM adjustment factors for practical and possible capacities, except for a 
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Table 3.5: Upper limits for volume to capacity ratios in the 1965 HCM (Highway Research 
Board 1965) 

Level 1,500 ft Average highway speed 
of passing 70 60 	50 	45 	40 	35 

service sights (%) mi/h mi/h 	mi/h 	mi/h 	mi/h 	mi/h  
A 100 0.20 

80 0.18 
60 0.15 
40 0.12 
20 0.08 

0 0.04 
B 100 0.45 0.40 

80 0.42 0.35 
60 0.38 0.30 
40 	0.34 0.24 
20 	0.30 0.18 

0 	0.24 0.12 
C 100 0.70 0.66 0.56 	0.51 

80 0.68 0.61 0.53 	0.46 
60 0.65 0.56 0.47 	0.41 
40 0.62 0.51 0.38 	0.32 
20 0.59 045 0.28 	0.22 
0 0.54 0.38 0.18 	0.12 

D 100 0.85 0.83 0.75 	0.67 0.58 
80 0.84 0.81 0.72 	0.62 0.55 
60 0.83 0.79 0.69 	0.57 0.51 
40 0.82 0.76 0.66 	0.52 0.45 
20 0.81 0.71 0.61 	0.44 0.35 

0 0.80 0.66 0.51 	0.30 0.19 
E Not applicable 1.00 
F Not applicable Not meaningful 

minor correction for level-of-service E on 9-foot lanes with zero clearance. Hence, the 
remarks of McLean (1989) stated earlier (page 50) apply to these adjustment factors 
also. 

Table 3.6: Combined effect of lane width and restricted lateral clearance on capacity and 
service volumes in the 1965 HCM (Highway Research Board 1965) 

Distance from 12-ft 11-ft 10-ft 9-ft 
traffic lane edge lanes lanes lanes lanes 
to obstruction LOS LOS LOS 	LOS LOS 	LOS LOS LOS 

(ft) B E B 	E B 	E B E 
Obstruction on one side only 

6 1.00 1.00 0.86 	0.88 0.77 	0.81 0.70 0.76 
4 0.96 0.97 0.83 	0.85 0.74 	0.79 0.68 0.74 
2 0.91 0.93 0.78 	0.81 0.70 	0.75 0.64 0.70 
0 0.85 0.88 0.73 	0.77 0.66 	0.71 0.60 0.66 

Obstruction on both sides 
6 1.00 1.00 0.86 	0.88 0.77 	0.81 0.70 0.76 
4 0.92 0.94 0.79 	0.83 0.71 	0.76 0.65 0.71 
2 0.81 0.85 0.70 	0.75 0.63 	0.69 0.57 0.65 
0 0.70 0.76 0.60 	0.67 0.54 	0.62 0.49 0.58 

The discussion on grades was practically identical with the 1950  HCM  (see page 50). 
The three terrain types were now defined as any combination of gradients, length of  
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Figure 3.3: Relationship between the  v/c  ratio and operating speed,  overaliforboth  directions of 
travel, on two-lane rural highways with average highways speed of SO  mi/h,  under uninterrupted 
flow conditions in the 1965  HCM  (Highway Research Board 1965) 

grade, or horizontal or vertical alignment that for 

1. Level terrain "permits trucks to maintain speeds that equal or approach the speeds 
of passenger cars" 

2. Rolling terrain "causes trucks to reduce their speeds substantially below that 
of passenger cars on some sections of the highway, but which does not involve 
sustained crawl speed for any substantial distance" 

3. Mountainous terrain "cause trucks to operate at crawl speed for considerable 
distances or at frequent intervals" 

Grades were considered to have an effect on the performance of trucks and buses only. 
The effect of grades up to seven percent on passenger cars was considered negligible. 

The 1965 HCM considered cargo-carrying vehicles with dual tires on one or more axles 
as trucks. Traffic volumes of both passenger cars and trucks could be converted to an 
equivalent passenger-car volume using a passenger-car equivalent  (PCE), which was 
the number of passenger cars that each truck represented under specific conditions. A 
similar method could be used for buses. 

No significant change in PCE's were found for different percentages of trucks or buses. 
The PCE's for different terrain types are displayed in table 3.8. For specific individual 
subsections or grades the PCE's could be obtained for trucks and intercity buses. The 
values were based on gradient, length of grade and level of service. 

APP9O  

The service volume (pc/h) could be converted to mixed traffic volumes (veh/h) through 
multiplication with an adjustment factor. The adjustment factors for trucks  (fT)  and 
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buses  (fB)  were calculated using the PCE's for trucks ET and buses  (EB)  and their 
percentages (PT,  PB)  in the traffic flow: 

100 
fT= lOO—PT+ETPT 	

(3.lOa)  

100 
fB=  100—  PB+EBPB 	

(3.lOb) 

The PCEs for heavy vehicles operating on grades (table 3.7) were defined using the 
'Walker method', named after the man who applied it in the 1965 HCM. The criterion 
was "the relative number of passings that would be performed per mile of highway 
if each vehicle continued at its normal speed for the conditions under consideration" 
(Highway Research Board 1965). The method has been described by Werner & Morrall 
(1976) and McLean (1989). The method followed the work of Normann (1942) and 
Schwender, Normann & Granum  (1957). 

Table 3.7: Passenger-car equivalents of trucks for specific grades on two-lane highways in the 
1965  HCM  (Highway Research Board 1965) 

Grade Length 	Passenger-car equivalent, ET  
(%) 	(mi)  LOS A and B LOS C LOS D and E 
0-2 All 2 2 2 

3 5 3 2 
1 17 21 20 
4 23 31 32 

5 10 10 7 
1 33 47 54 
4 40 57 68 

7 24 32 35 
1 53 74 90 
4 62 87 108 

The method assumed that for given speed distributions the total passing density under 
no passing restrictions is given by equation (2.10) on page 24. For discrete speed 
distributions the passing rate is 

Pp ii(Ii), 	 (3.11) 
i=1  j=l  

where v is the speed of a flow q3  of vehicles passing slower vehicles with flow rate 
q i  and speed v  <  v1 . The number of vehicles in speed classes  i  and j is n and m, 
respectively. If the flow rate of passenger cars is  qpc  and the passing rate of cars about 
cars is  Pp.pc  the flow rate of trucks is q  and the passing rate of cars about trucks is 
Pp,T  the truck equivalency factor is 

ET 	
Pp,T/qT = Pp,Tqpc 	 (3.12) 

Pp,pc/qpc 	Pp,pcqT  

The PCEs for extended generalized highway segments (table 3.8) were estimated by 
the headway method: 	 - 

ET  = 	 (3.13) 

where  hT  and  i  were the average headways of trucks and passenger cars, respectively. 
The headways were measured to the rear of each vehicle so that the effect of vehicle 
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length was included. This method has been discussed by Werner & Morrall (1976), 
McLean (1989) and Elefteriadou, Torbic & Webster (1997) among others. 

Table 3.8: Average generalized passenger-car equivalents of trucks and buses on two-lane 
highways in the 1965  HCM  (Highway Research Board 1965) 

Vehicle Level of 	Terrain type 
type 	service Level Rolling Mountainous 
Truck 	A 	3.0 	4.0 	7.0 

BandC 	2.5 	5 	10 
DandE 	2 	5 	12 

Bus 	All 

In addition to roadway and traffic conditions, the 1965 HCM added a third group of 
prevailing conditions: Ambient conditions relate primarily to weather and darkness. 
Because of limitations in the data available, ambient conditions were not discussed 
further in the manual. 

3.1.4 The 1985 Highway Capacity Manual 
The third edition of Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board 1985) 
was published in 1985. Since then the manual has been partially revised or up-
dated in 1992 (Transportation Research Board 1992), 1994 (Transportation Research 
Board 1994), and 1997 (Transportation Research Board 1998). Chapter 8 'Two-Lane 
Highways' was, however, not revised or updated in the third edition. 

A slightly revised definition of capacity was given: 

The maximum rate of flow at which persons or vehicles can be reasonably 
expected to traverse a point or uniform segment of a lane or roadway 
during a specified time period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control 
conditions, usually expressed as vehicles per hour or persons per hour. 

Capacity was now defined in terms of 'maximum rate of flow'—not 'the maximum 
number of vehicles' as in the 1965 HCM. Reflecting this change, the 'service volume' 
concept in the 1965 HCM was now replaced with service flow rate, which was 

the maximum hourly rate at which persons or vehicles can reasonably be 
expected to traverse a point or uniform section of a lane or roadway during 
a given period under prevailing roadway, traffic, and control conditions 
while maintaining a designated level of service. 

Capacity and service flow rates were generally based on a 15-minute time period. 

The 1985 HCM methodology introduced several innovative concepts, such as the 
variation of capacity with terrain, the use of passenger-car equivalents for a mix of 
heavy vehicles, the impact of grades on passenger car operation, and the use of 'per-
cent time delay' (PTD, figure 3.4) as a level-of-service measure (McShane, Roess & 
Prassas 1998). Speed-volume curve (fig. 3.5) was simpler than in the 1965 HCM 
(Highway Research Board 1965). The relationship was not, however, linear, but con-
cave. The slope was steeper at low volumes than at high volumes. 

According to the 1985 HCM the conditions were ideal, if there were no restrictions due 
to geometric, traffic, or environmental conditions. Specifically, the ideal conditions 
included: 
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Figure 3.4: Percent time delay and traffic volume on two-lane highways under ideal conditions 
according to the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) 
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Figure 3.5: Average travel speed and traffic volume on two-lane highways under ideal conditions 
according to the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1997) 
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1. Design speed greater than or equal to 60 mi/h (97 km/h) 

2. Lane widths greater than or equal to 12 ft (3.7 m) 

3. Clear shoulder wider than or equal to 6 ft (1.8 m) 

4. No 'no passing zones' on the highway 

5. All passenger cars in the traffic stream 

6. A 5 0/50 directional split of traffic 

7. No impediments to through traffic due to traffic control or turning vehicles 

8. Level terrain 

The service flow rate for general terrain segments was 

	

SF 1  = 2800fj fdfw fhv , 	 (3.14) 

where f, was the adjustment factor (v/c ratio) for level of service  i,  fd  was the adjustment 
factor for directional distribution (table 3.9), f was the adjustment factor for lane and 
shoulder width (table 3.10), and  fhv  was the adjustment factor for heavy vehicles. 

Table 3.9: Adjustment factors for the directional distribution on general terrain segments in 
the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) 

Directional distribution 50/50 60/40 70/30 80/20 90/10 100/0 
Adjustment factor Id 	1.00 	0.94 	0.89 	0.83 	0.75 	0.71 

Table 3.10: Adjustment factorfor the combined effect of narrow lanes and restricted shoulder 
width  (fe,.,)  on two-lane highways in the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1997) 

Usable shoulder width 
Lane width 1.8 m 1.5 m 1.2 m 0.9 m 0.6 m Om 

3.6 m 	1.00 	0.99 	0.97 	0.95 	0.93 	0.88 
3.3 m 	0.94 	0.93 	0.92 	0.90 	0.88 	0.82  
3.Om 	0.87 	0.86 	0.85 	0.83 	0.81 	0.75 
2.7 m 	0.76 	0.75 	0.74 	0.72 	0.70 	0.66 

The capacity of a two-lane highway under ideal conditions was 2,800 veh/h. The speed 
at capacity was 45 milh (72 km/h), which indicated a critical density of 19.4 vehlkm per 
lane. Assuming that all vehicles move in the same direction, the capacity is 2,000 veh/h. 
If critical speed is still 72 knilh, the critical density is 28 veh/km. 

The adjustment factor,  fhv,  for the presence of heavy vehicles in the traffic stream is 
computed as: 

fhv= [l+PT(ET- l)+PR(ER-l)+PB(EB-  1)]' 	
(3.15) 

where 
PT  =  proportion of trucks; 
PR  = proportion of recreational vehicles; 
PB = proportion of buses; 
ET  = PCE for trucks; 
ER  = PCE for recreational vehicles; 
EB = PCE for buses. 
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The PCEs for general terrain segments are displayed in table 3.11. PCEs varied by 
level of service indicating that, on one hand, passing of heavy vehicles becomes more 
difficult as flow rate increases, and, on the other hand, passing demand decreases as 
traffic flow approaches capacity and speed differences decrease. 

Table 3.11: Equivalent values for trucks, recreational vehicles, and buses on two-lane highways 
over general terrain segments in the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) 

PCE  Level of Type of terrain 
type service Level Rolling 	Mountainous 
E1 A 2.0 4.0 7.0 

B and C 2.2 5.0 10.0 
D andE 2.0 5.0 12.0 

ER A 2.2 3.2 5.0 
B and C 2.5 3.9 5.2 
DandE  1.6 3.3 5.2 

EB 	A 	1.8 	3.0 	5.7 
B and C 	2.0 	3.4 	6.0 
DandE 	1.6 	2.9 	6.5 

The definitions of the three terrain types were more explicit than in the 1965 HCM 
(Highway Research Board 1965): 

1. Level terrain-Any combination of grades and horizontal and vertical alignment 
permitting heavy vehicles to maintain approximately the same speed as passenger 
cars; this generally includes short grades of no more than 1 to 2 percent. 

2. Rolling terrain-Any combination of grades and horizontal or vertical alignment 
causing heavy vehicles to reduce their speeds substantially below those of pas-
senger cars, but not causing heavy vehicles to operate at crawl speeds for any 
significant length of time. 

3. Mountainous terrain-Any combination of grades and horizontal and vertical 
alignment causing vehicles to operate at crawl speeds for significant distances or 
at frequent intervals. 

These terrain types were used to determine the passenger-car equivalents (PCE's) for 
heavy vehicles. The terrain types in conjunction with percent 'no-passing zones' were 
also used to determine the v/c ratio for each level of service. A no-passing zone was 
a sector on a roadway along which sight distance was less than 1,500 ft (460 m), or 
passing was prohibited. 

Table 3.12 displays the adjustment factors f, for terrain type on two lane highways. This 
procedure takes into account that capacities vary depending on terrain and the degree of 
passing restrictions. For extended specific grades the 1985 HCM has a separate method 
of analysis. 

The design hourly volume in is the 30th highest hourly volume of the year (AASHTO 
1994). 

3.1.5 Highway Capacity Manual 2000 
The fourth edition of HCM (HCM 2000) was published at the end of the year 2000 
(Transportation Research Board 2000). The new edition addresses, among other things, 
the following weaknesses of the 1985 HCM Chapter 8 (Harwood et al. 1999): 
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Table 3.12: Adjustment factors for level of service on general two-lane highway segments in 
the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) 

Average Percent no-passing zones 
LOS PTD  speed (mph) 0 20 40 60 80 100 

Level terrain 
A <30 >  58 0.15 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.04 
B 45 55 0.27 0.24 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.16 
C <60 >  52 0.43 0.39 0.36 0.34 0.33 0.32 
D <75  >  50 0.64 0.62 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.57 
E >  75  >  45 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
F 100 <45  - - - - -  

Rolling terrain 
A <30 >  57 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 
B <45 >  54 0.26 0.23 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.13 
C <60 >  51 0.42 0.39 0.35 0.32 0.30 0.28 
D <75 >  49 0.62 0.57 0.52 0.48 0.46 0.43 
E >  75 40 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.90 
F 100 <40 - - - -  

Mountainous terrain 
A <30 >  56 0.14 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.01 
B <45 >  54 0.25 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.12 0.10 
C 60 >  49 0.39 0.33 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.16 
D 75 45 0.58 0.50 0.45 0.40 0.37 0.33 
E >  75 >  35 0.91 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.80 0.78 
F 100 <35 - - - - -  

E 

0 a a 
0 

Percentage to major direction  

Figure 3.6: The 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) capacity on two lane high-
ways by directional distribution and percent no passing zones (percentages on the right, mlling 
terrain, other conditions ideal) 
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Table 3.13: Guide for selection of design levels of service by  AASHTO  (1994) 
Type of area and appropriate level of service 

Highway Rural Rural Rural Urban and 
type level rolling mountainous suburban 
Freeway B B C C 
Arterial B B C C 
Collector C C D D 
Local D D D D 

1. Confusion among HCM users about the meaning of the term 'percent time delay' 

2. Inconsistency between the level-of-service assessments made with the general 
terrain segment and specific grade procedures 

3. Lack of an effect of roadway design speed on level of service 

4. Lack of a procedure to evaluate the operational effects of passing and climbing 
lanes 

The operational analysis procedures include specific applications for: 

1. Two-way segments 

2. Directional segments 

3. Directional segments containing passing lanes in level and rolling terrain 

4. Directional segments containing climbing lanes on upgrades 

Grades in mountainous terrain are analyzed by the specific upgrade and downgrade 
procedures. 

In the 1985  HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) the capacity estimate for a 
two-lane highway was 2,800 pc/h. The effect of directional split on capacity (C) was 
estimated by relation 

	

C  = 2000 + 1600(1 -  Pd). 	 (3.16) 

The roadway capacity under ideal conditions was 2,800 pc/h for a 50/50 directional 
split. For an ideal highway with a 100/0 directional split the capacity was 2,000 pc/h, 
which was the lane capacity estimate for freeways and multilane highways at the time 
when the two-lane model was being developed (see page 59). 

HCM  2000 decreases the capacity for each direction of travel from 2,000  pc/h  to 
1,700  pc/h,  but the total two-way capacity is increased from 2,800  pc/h  to 3,200 veh/h. 
For short distances a two-way capacity between 3,200 veh/h and 3,400 veh/h may be 
attained. Consequently, the capacity in major direction is 1,700  pc/h  until traffic flow 
in the minor direction reaches 1,500 vehlh. After that the two-way capacity is the 
determining factor. The capacity can be expressed mathematically as follows: 

11700 

	

C=ntin—  3200. 	 (3.17) 
LPd  

The one-way capacity estimate of 1,700  pc/h  is similar to the theoretical results of 
Heidemann (1993). As traffic flow in the minor direction increases from 1,500  pc/h  to 
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1,600 pc/h, the capacity of the major direction decreases from 1,700 pc/h to 1,600 pc/h. 
In this range the two-way capacity is 3,200 pc/h. 

The 1985  HCM used 'percent time delay' (PTD) as the level-of-service measure. It was 
defined as "the average percent of time that all vehicles are delayed while traveling in 
platoons due to inability to pass." The percent of vehicles traveling at headways less 
than five seconds was used as a surrogate measure of PTD in field studies. 

The term 'percent time delay' was a slight misnomer, because the quantity was not delay 
but time spent traveling in platoons. HCM 2000 uses a more descriptive term percent 
time spent following  (PTSF), following the Australian terminology (Austroads 1988). 
PTSF is defined as the average percent of travel time that vehicles must travel in platoons 
behind slower vehicles due to inability to pass. Simulation studies indicated that PTSF 
can be estimated as the percentage of vehicles traveling at headways of three seconds 
or less (Harwood et al. 1999). 

In stead of 'ideal conditions', HCM 2000 prefers the concept 'base conditions', which 
are considered as the best possible conditions from the point of view of capacity. On 
two-lane highways the base conditions include: 

1. Lane widths greater than or equal to 3.6 m 

2. Clear shoulders wider than or equal to 1.8 m 

3. No no-passing zones on the highway 

4. All passenger cars in the traffic stream (no heavy vehicles) 

5. No impediments to through traffic due to traffic control and turning vehicles 

6. Level terrain 

In two-way analysis the base conditions assume a 50/50 directional split. In contrast 
to the 1985 HCM there are no restrictions concerning the design speed. 
HCM  2000 defines two classes of highways: 

1. Class! highways are two-lane highways on which motorists expect to travel at 
relatively high speeds. These are highways that function as major intercity routes, 
primary arterials connecting major traffic generators, daily commuter routes, or 
as primary links in state and national highway networks. 

Class II highways are two-lane highways on which motorists do not necessarily 
expect to travel at high speeds. 

For Class I highways the level of service is defined by threshold values of both percent 
time spent following and average travel speed. For Class II highways the only service 
measure is percent time spent following. 

Table 3.14 displays the level-of-service criteria in HCM 2000. The PTSF criteria for 
Class I highways have been obtained by adding five percent to the PTD criteria in 
1985 HCM. A further increase of five percent was made to the PTSF thresholds for 
Class II, because motorists' expectations were considered to be lower on Class II high-
ways than on Class I highways. Because the headway criteria was lowered from five to 
three seconds and LOS criteria for PTSF are higher than in the 1985 HCM, the propor-
tion of trailing vehicles at the upper limit of a given LOS is much higher in HCM 2000 
than in the 1985 HCM, especially on Class II highways. 
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Table 3.14: Level-of-service criteria in HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) 
Level of Class I Class II 
service PTSF  ATS  (km/h) PTSF  

A 35 >90 <40 
B 50 >80 <55 
C 65 >70 70 
D 80 >60 85 
E >80 <60 >85 

The operational analysis procedure has five steps: 

1. Determination of the free-flow speed 

2. Determination of the demand flow rate 

3. Detenrnnation  of the average travel speed 

4. Determination of the percent time spent following 

5. Determination of the level of service 

Two methods are be presented for the estimation of free-flow speeds: (a) field measure-
ments and (b) estimation with guidelines based on the characteristics of a road section. 
The field measurement procedure estimates free-flow speed using speed measurements 
under low-volume conditions. Total two-way flow should not exceed 200 pc/h. If low- 
volume data are not available, estimation of free-flow speed (v0) should be based on 
the speed-flow relationship presented in the manual: 

vo = v(q) + O.0l25---, 	 (3.18) 
fhv  

where v is the average measured speed at flow rate q and  fh  is the heavy-vehicle 
adjustment factor. The sample should include at least 100 observations. 

If field data are not available, free-flow speed can be estimated using the following 
equation: 

	

VQVØbfw fa , 	 (3.19) 

where  vO,b  is the base free-flow speed, f is the adjustment for lane width and shoulder 
width, and fa  is the adjustment for access points. The base free-flow speed is the 
free-flow speed observed "on a highway with base condition roadway and traffic char -
acteristics." It ranges between 70 to 110 km/h depending on roadway characteristics 
of the highway, but no further advice is given. 

The adjustment (fa) is based on access-point density (Pa,  access points per kilometer): 

2.5Pa lo 1 . 	(3.20) faminj 
 6 	.1 

Each access point per kilometer decreases the estimated free-flow speed by about 
0.4 km/h (Harwood et al. 1999). 

The adjustment for lane width (w1) and shoulder width (w5) is displayed in table 3.15. 
As lane width increases in steps of 0.3 m, the adjustment decreases in steps of 1.8, 1.0, 
0.7. As shoulder width increases in steps of 0.6 m, the adjustment decreases in steps of 
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2.6, 2.1, 2.1. Widening a narrow lane or shoulder gives more benefits than widening 
a wide lane or shoulder. Because no suitable sites with lane width transitions were 
found, the effect of lane width was estimated from the operational analysis procedure 
of the 1985  HCM  (Harwood et al. 1999). 

Table 3.15: Reduction in free-flow speed (km/h) due to lane width and shoulder width in 
HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) 

Lane width 
w1/m  2 0.0 <0.6  

Shoulder width,  w/m 
>  0.6  <  1.2 	>  1.2  <  1.8  >  1.8  

>  2.7 <3.0 10.3 7.7 	5.6 3.5 
3.0  <  3.3 8.5 5.9 	3.8 1.7  

>  3.3 <3.6 7.5 4.9 	2.8 0.7 
2 3.6 6.8 4.2 	2.1 0.0 

On narrow roadways free-flow speed reduction is lower, if the proportion of traveled- 
way width of roadway width is high. For example, on a 2 x (2.9  +  1.7) m roadway 
free-flow speed reduction is  5.6km/h.  On a 2 x (3.5  +  1.1) m roadway the reduction 
is 4.9 km/h. As roadway becomes wider, wide shoulders become more advantageous 
than wide lanes. If lane widths in the example are increased by 0.3 m, free-flow speed 
reductions decrease to 3.8 km/h and 4.2 km/h, respectively. A 2 x (3.2+ 1.7) m roadway 
reduces speeds less than a 2 x (3.8  +  1.1) m roadway. 

The average travel speed is estimated using free-flow speed and adjustments due to flow 
rate and percent no-passing zones.  11CM  2000 assumes a linear relationship between 
speed and flow rate  

i3(q) =  v0  -  0.0125q  - 	 (3.21) 

where v0 is the free-flow speed,  qpc  is the passenger-car equivalent flow rate  (pc/h),  and 
f, is the adjustment for percent no-passing zones. The model assumes that the speed 
difference under free-flow conditions on two-lane highways with similar passing sights 
is maintained at all flow rates, even at capacity. 
On directional segments the average travel speed is (Harwood et al. 1999)  

i(q) = VO - O.Ol2S(q j  +  q0)  - frn,. 	 (3.22) 

The effect of opposing flow was estimated equal to the effect of the flow rate in the ana-
lysis direction. Thus, the directional distribution does not have any effect on  ATS.  The 
method assumes that the effect of increasing passing demand due to an increase in flow 
rate in the observed direction is equal to the effect of decreasing passing opportunities 
due to the same increase in the opposing flow rate.  
HCM  2000 uses sight distance less than 300 m as a surrogate measure for a no-passing 
zone. The change from 460 m (1,500 ft) in earlier editions to 300  mis  based on the war-
rants for no-passing zones in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (Federal 
Highway Administration 1988). For a 85 percentile speed of 60  mi/h  (97 km/h) the 
required passing sight distance is 1,000 ft (305 m). 

The adjustment factor for percent no-passing zones is displayed in table 3.16. The effect 
of no-passing zones increases to a maximum at two-way flow rate of 400  pc/h  and then 
decreases at higher volumes. The effect of no-passing zones first increases as passing 
demand increases. As two-way flow increases above 400  pc/h,  passing opportunities 
are more and more restricted by opposing traffic, and the effect of no-passing zones 
decreases.  
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Table 3.16: Adjustment ffor the effect of percent no-passing zones on average travel speed 
on two-way segments in HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) 

Two-way demand Reduction in  ATS  (km/h) 
flow rate Percent no-passing zones (%) 

qpcl(pc/h)  0 20 40 60 80 100 
0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

200 0.0 1.0 2.3 3.8 4.2 5.6 
400 0.0 2.7 4.3 5.7 6.3 7.3 
600 0.0 2.5 3.8 4.9 5.5 6.2 
800 0.0 2.2 3.1 3.9 4.3 4.9 

1000 0.0 1.8 2.5 3.2 3.6 4.2 
1200 0.0 1.3 2.0 2.6 3.0 3.4 
1400 0.0 0.9 1.4 1.9 2.3 2.7 
1600 0.0 0.9 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.4 
1800 0.0 0.8 1.1 1.6 1.8 2.1 
2000 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.6 1.8 
2200 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.5 1.7 
2400 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 
2600 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.6 
2800 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.4 
3000 0.0 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.3 
3200 0.0 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1  

P1'SF  is a function of (passenger-car equivalent) two-way flow rate  qpc,  and it is adjusted 
for the combined effect of directional distribution and percent no-passing zones  (fd,np): 

=  100 (1 - e_ °°°°879 )  + fd,np. 	 (3.23) 

For directional flows the model is 

=  100  (i  - e'c) + 	 (3.24) 

where f is the adjustment for percent no-passing zones, and parameters a and b 
are given in table 3.17. As figure 3.7 shows, the two-way and directional models are 
not totally compatible. The PTSF is lower in the two-way model. According to the 
directional model the effect of directional distribution on P1'SF is minimal (less than 
three percent), and the PTSF decreases as the skewness of the directional distribution 
increases. For example: When two-way flow rate is 2,000 pc/h and directional split is 
80/20, the PTSF is 86.4 %. Even directional split gives a larger PTSF value (88.4 %). 

Table 3.17: Parameters used in estimating PTSF for directional segments in HCM 2000 
(Transportation Research Board 2000) 

Opposing demand 
flowrate  a b 
q0/(pclh)  

200 -0.013 0.668 
400 -0.057 0.479 
600 -0.100 0.413 
800 -0.173 0.349 

1000 -0.320 0.276 
1200 -0.430 0.242 
1400 -0.522 0.225 
1600 -0.665 0.199  
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Figure 3.7: Percent time spent following in directional segments according to HCM 2000 
 (Luttinen  2001) 
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The 1985 HCM model (3.14) adjusted the v/c ratio for the combined effect of terrain 
type and percent no-passing zones (table 3.12). Service flow rate was adjusted for 
directional distribution (table 3.9), but the combined effect of no-passing zones and 
directional distribution was not considered. 

HCM  2000 will not have a multiplicative service flow adjustment factor, but the adjust-
ment  fd,np  for the combined effect of directional distribution and percent no-passing 
zones is added to the base PTSF (table 3.18 and figure 3.9). The effect of no-passing 
zones is dominant, especially, when the percentage increases from zero to 60. Dir-
ectional distribution does not have a significant effect on PTSF on highways with no 
passing restrictions. For evenly distributed traffic the adjustment is largest, when total 
flow rate is 400 pc/h. For unevenly distributed traffic the adjustment is largest at low 
flow rates  (  200 pc/h). At 2,000 pc/h on highways with 20 % no-passing zones, the 
adjustment is lowest when directional split is 70/30. On the other hand, on highways 
with 40 % no-passing zones and 2,000 pc/h the adjustment is largest, when directional 
split is 70/30. This adjustment is also larger than the adjustment for other percentages 
of no-passing zones. 
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Figure 3.9: Adjustment  fd,np  for the effect of directional distribution and percent no-passing 
zones on PTSF in HCM 2000 

For directional segments the adjustment of both  ATS  and PTSF is based on free-flow 
speed, percent no-passing zones, and opposing demand flow rate. The adjustment is 
highest when the opposing demand flow rate is 200 pc/h. When the percent no-passing 
zones is low, the adjustment of PTSF is largest at high free-flow speeds. As the percent 
no-passing zones increases, the adjustment increases, and the adjustment becomes 
largest at low free-flow speeds. At high free-flow speeds the standard deviation of 
speeds is higher than at low free-flow speeds. On highways with high free-flow speeds 
the passing demand is higher, but large speed differences makes passing easier than 
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Table 3.18: Adjustment  fd,flPfor  the effect of directional distribution and percentage no-passing 
zones on  PTSF  in  HCM  2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) 

Two-way Increase in PTSF (%) 
flow rate Percent no-passing zones (%) 

qpc/(pc/h)  0 	20 	40 	60 80 100 
Directional split  =  50/50  

< 	200 0.0 	10.1 	17.2 	20.2 21.0 21.8 
400 0.0 	12.4 	19.0 	22.7 23.8 24.8 
600 0.0 	11.2 	16.0 	18.7 19.7 20.5 
800 0.0 	9.0 	12.3 	14.1 14.5 15.4 

1400 0.0 	3.6 	5.5 	6.7 7.3 7.9 
2000 0.0 	1.8 	2.9 	3.7 4.1 4.4 
2600 0.0 	1.1 	1.6 	2.0 2.3 2.4 
3200 0.0 	0.7 	0.9 	1.1 1.2 1.4 

Directional split =60/40 
< 	200 1.6 	11.8 	17.2 	22.5 23.1 23.7 

400 0.5 	11.7 	16.2 	20.7 21.5 22.2 
600 0.0 	11.5 	15.2 	18.9 19.8 20.7 
800 0.0 	7.6 	10.3 	13.0 13.7 14.4 

1400 0.0 	3.7 	5.4 	7.1 7.6 8.1 
2000 0.0 	2.3 	3.4 	3.6 4.0 4.3 
2600 0.0 	0.9 	1.4 	1.9 2.1 2.2 

Directional split  =  70/30 
< 	200 2.8 	13.4 	19.1 	24.8 25.2 25.5 

400 1.1 	12.5 	17.3 	22.0 22.6 23.2 
600 0.0 	11.6 	15.4 	19.1 20.0 20.9 
800 0.0 	7.7 	10.5 	13.3 14.0 14.6 

1400 0.0 	3.8 	5.6 	7.4 7.9 8.3 
2000 0.0 	1.4 	4.9 	3.5 3.9 4.2 

Directional split  =  80/20 
< 	200 5.1 	17.5 	24.3 	31.0 31.3 31.6 

400 2.5 	15.8 	21.5 	27.1 27.6 28.0 
600 0.0 	14.0 	18.6 	23.2 23.9 24.5 
800 0.0 	9.3 	12.7 	16.0 16.5 17.0 

1400 0.0 	4.6 	6.7 	8.7 9.1 9.5 
2000 0.0 	2.4 	3.4 	4.5 4.7 4.9 

Directional split  =  90/10 
< 	200 5.6 	21.6 	29.4 	37.2 37.4 37.6 

400 2.4 	19.0 	25.6 	32.2 32.5 32.8 
600 0.0 	16.3 	21.8 	27.2 27.6 28.0 
800 0.0 	10.9 	14.8 	18.6 19.0 19.4 

> 	1400 0.0 	5.5 	7.8 	10.0 10.4 10.7 

on highways with low free-flow speeds. Because the adjustment does not depend on 
the flow rate in the analyzed direction, it is possible that PTSF reaches values outside 
the range 0-100 %  (Luttinen  2001). The adjustment of  ATS  is lowest at low free-flow 
speeds, irrespective of percent no-passing zones. 

The grade adjustment factor (table 3.19) represents the difference in  ATS  or PTSF 
between a traffic stream q composed of passenger cars in level terrain and a similar 
traffic stream in rolling terrain or a specific grade (g). The grade adjustment factor for 

 ATS  is 

fg,v= i55 (q,  g)  - i35(q)  
q+  i3q)  

1  - 	
g)  - i55(q)  

0.0125q 

(3.25)  
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where  i3(q,  g) is  theATS of flow q composed of 100% passenger cars in grade g,  i3(q)  
is the corresponding  ATS  in level terrain, and i3 (q) is the slope of the speed-flow curve 
(3.21) at flow rate q. The adjustment factor for  PTSF  is similarly 

fg,W  
q  

Pw(q,g)-Pw(q) =  
q+  

P,(q)  
1+  

Pw(q,  g)  - Pw(q)' 
0.0879q e-°°O°S79 

(3.26) 

where  Pw(q,  g) is the  PTSF  of flow q composed of 100% passenger cars in grade 
g,  Pw(q)  is the corresponding  PTSF  in level terrain, and  P(q)  is the slope of the 
PTSF-flow curve (3.23) at flow rate q. 

Table 3.19: Grade adjustment factors in HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) 
Two-way flow Directional flow Level terrain Rolling terrain 

rate (pc/h) rate (pc/h) ATS(krn/h) FFSF ATS(km/h) PTSF  
0-600 0-300 1.00 1.00 0.71 0.77 

601-1200 301-600 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
>  1200 >  600 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 

Level terrain generally includes grades of no more than two percent. The grades in 
rolling terrain are no more than four percent and of short to medium length. Other 
roadway segments should be analyzed with the specific upgrade or downgrade proced-
ures for directional segments. Any upgrade with a grade of three percent or more and 
a length of 0.4 km or more may be analyzed as a specific upgrade. Any upgrade with a 
grade of three percent or more and a length of one kilometer or more must be analyzed 
as a specific upgrade. The directional segment in the opposite direction to a specific 
upgrade must be analyzed as a specific downgrade. (Harwood et al. 1999) 

The heavy vehicle adjustment factor is computed as follows: 
I 

fhv 1+PT(ET-1)+PR(ER -l)' 	
(3.27) 

where PT and PR are the proportions of trucks and recreational vehicles, respectively, 
and ET and ER are the respective passenger car equivalencies (table 3.20). Buses are 
not treated as a separate vehicle type, but are included in the truck population. 

Table 3.20: Passenger-car equivalents in HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) 
Two-way flow Directional flow 	Level terrain 	Rolling terrain 

rate (pc/h) 	rate (pc/h) 	ATS(km/h) PTSF ATS(km/h) PTSF 
Trucks 

0-600 0-300 	1.7 1.1 2.5 1.8 
601-1200 301-600 	1.2 1.1 1.9 1.5  
>  1200 >  600 	1.1 1.0 1.5 1.0 

Recreational vehicles 
0-600 0-300 	1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 

601-1200 301-600 	1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0 
>  1200 >  600 	1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0  

ATS  and PTSF have separate passenger-car equivalents for trucks and recreational 
vehicles, as suggested by van Aerde & Yagar (1984). The passenger-car equivalency of 
trucks for average travel speed in HCM  2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) is 

ET  =  1  + 	
g, PT)  - i5(q,  g)] f5, 	 (3.28) 

-O.O125PTq 
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where (q, g, PT) is the  ATS  of mixed flow q of passenger cars and trucks in grade g, 
and PT is the proportion of trucks in the flow. The  PCE  for  PTSF  is  

ETW=1+ 
[Pw(q,  g, PT)  - Pw(q,  g)]  fg,W  

0.0879 
(3.29) 

where  Pw(q,  g, PT) is the  PTSF  of mixed flow q of passenger cars and trucks in grade 
g.  

HCM  2000 has a specific procedure for directional segments with passing lanes on 
level and rolling terrains. Before the passing lane the properties of the traffic flow are 
assumed similar to the observed roadway segment assuming no passing lanes. In the 
roadway section containing the passing lane the  ATS  increases and  PTSF  decreases 
(figs. 3.10 and 3.11). The effects of a passing lane are lost after an effective length 
downstream of the passing lane.  

Vs,L 

VsU  

C,, 

Distance 

d 	dL 	 dE,A 	 dnA 

dT  

Figure 3.10: The effect of a passing lane on average travel speed  (ATS)  according to  HCM  2000 
(Transportation Research Board 2000) 

A segment having a total length of  dT  is divided into four regions (figures 3.10 and 
3.11): 

1. Distance (du) upstream of the passing lane 

2. Length  (dL)  of the passing lane 

3. The effective length downstream of the passing lane  (dE) 

4. The distance  (dD)  downstream of the effective length of the passing lane  

Upsteam  of the passing lane the traffic flow has  ATS  equal to  3s,U  and  PTSF  equal to  
Pw,u,  which are equal to the directional service measures for the roadway segment 
assuming no passing lanes, as given by equations (3.22) and (3.24), respectively. The 
effects of passing lanes on  ATS  and  PTSF  are estimated by factors  (fL,A)  and  (fLy), 

 respectively, as displayed in table 3.21. The effect of the length of the passing lane is 
not considered. 

The downstream length  (dE)  of a roadway affected by the passing lane is given in table 
3.22. These values represent the downstream distance required for  PTSF  or  ATS  to  
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Figure 3.11: The effect of a passing lane on percent time spent following  (PTSF)  according to 
 HCM  2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) 

Table 3.21: Factors for estimation of  ATS  and  PTSF  within a passing lane in  HCM  2000 
(Transportation Research Board 2000) 

Directional flow rate (pc/h)  ATS  (fJA)  PTSF (fr.,p)  
<300 	 1.08 	0.58 

301-600 	 1.10 	0.61 
>600 	 1.11 	0.62 

return to the value it would have had if there were no passing lane present (Harwood 
et al. 1999). 

Table 3.22: Downstream length of roadway affected by passing lanes in  HCM  2000 
(Transportation Research Board 2000) 

Directional 	Length (km) 
flow rate  (pc/h)  ATS,  dEA PTSF,  dEp  

200 	20.9 	2.8 
400 	13.0 	2.8 
700 	9.1 	2.8 

1000 	5.8 	2.8 

The service measure of the roadway segment is the weighted average of the entire 
directional segment:  

VSUdT 
Vs,T = 	 (3.30)  2dE.A 

du+dD,A++ 1+fL,A  
1  + !L,P Pw,u  (du  + dD,p + fL,pdL + 	2  dEP). 	(3.31)  PWT = 

dT  

If the length  (dA  or d) of the segment downstream of the passing lane is shorter 
than the effective downstream length  (dE , A  or  dE,p)  of the passing lane, the method has  
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to be slightly modified:  

VS,UdT 
Vs,1 	 (3.32) 

24A  

fL,A 	 dE,A_dA 
l+fL,A+(fL,A —l)  dE.A 

- Pw,U / 

	

PWT -  d 	+ fL.PdL + fLP4,p  +  I 
 - fL,P  (d)2 	

(3.33) 

	

T 	 2 	dEp/ 

The change in  ATS  and  PTSF  per unit distance is considered constant. The  ATS  and 
 PTSF  for the downstream length  dE.A  is simply the corresponding arithmetic mean. Let 

us assume that the speed decrease per unit distance is constant. With some simplification 
in notation we obtain  

dv 	dv 	a 
—=—=–=a, 	 (3.34)  
ds 	vdt 	v 

where s is distance, a is deceleration (speed change per unit time) and a is the constant 
speed change per unit distance 

a  = 	
=  (1  —fi.,A)s,U 	 (3.35) 

The deceleration is a linear function of current speed  

a(t) = av(t). 	 (3.36) 

That is, after the passing lane the deceleration in the  ATS  is first stronger and decreases 
towards the end of the length  dE.A.  

By integration  
fVsU dv 	'2 

J - = / adt 	 (3.37)  
VsL 	V 

the travel time over distance  dEA  is obtained as  

ln 	- ln sL - dE,A ln () 	 (3.38)  -  tl  = 	
-  (1  - fLA)s,u  a 

The average speed is then  

dEA 	(l  - fL,A)s,u 
VsE 

= - = 	in  (_-i_'\ 	 (3.39)  
IL » AJ 

HCM  2000 uses  
- 	(1  + fL,A)vu 
V5E = 	 . 	 (3.40) 

2 
For  fL,A  1.1, as in  HCM  2000, the difference between the methods is negligible. 

3.2 Germany 

German guidelines  (Brilon, GroBmann & Blanke  1994) use average travel speed of 
passenger cars as a level-of-service measure (see table 3.23). Speed-flow curves 
are presented for five terrain classes  (Steigungskiasse),  four curvature  (Kurvigkeit) 
classes (0-75, 75-150, 150-250, and  >  250  gonlkm),  and heavy vehicle percentages 
0, 5, 10, 15, and 20. Terrain classes are based on the speed of a design truck (table 3.24). 
Capacity under ideal condition (terrain class 1, curvature 0-75  gonlkm)  is 2,500  vehlh. 
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Table 3.23: Limiting values for level of service on German two-lane highways (Brilon et al. 
1994) 

LOS  ATS,  i5s , pcl(km/h)  
A 	80 
B 	70 
C 	60 
D 	50 
E 	50 
F 	40 

Table 3.24: German terrain classes (Brilon et al. 1994) 
Speed of Terrain 

design truck  VTI(km/h) class 
>70 1 

60-70 2 
45-60 	 3 
30-45 	 4 
<30 	 5 

The German guidelines (Brilon et al. 1994) do not have passenger-car equivalents for 
heavy vehicles. Instead, curves for percentages 0-20 % of heavy vehicles are presented 
for each specific speed-flow diagram. Heavy vehicle adjustment factors and the concept 
on pcu were discarded, because they could not be used to simplify the results. They were 
considered useful if they were dependent only on external factors, such as gradients or 
if they were constant values. The conversion factors, however, depended on gradients, 
traffic volumes and even on heavy vehicle percentages (Brilon & Weiser 1998). 

Brilon &  Weiser (1998) have studied capacity and speed-flow relationships on rural 
two-lane highways in Germany. They used video recordings, automatic traffic counts 
and simulations. The speed-flow curves had a concave shape that was estimated by a 
square root function 

-  b  + 	 (3.41) 

where b0 and b1 were parameters estimated by least squares techniques. 

The capacity of a level and nearly straight two-lane highway was estimated to be in 
the range of 2,500 veh/h. For rather steep and curved roads, the capacity was as low 
as 1,000 to 1,500 veh/h. The measurements and simulations resulted in a maximum 
capacity of 1,400 veh/h in each direction. Transition to congestion was not continuous, 
but rather a sudden drop to lower speeds and high densities. Directional split was not 
considered to have any significant effect on capacity or average travel speeds. 

The advantages and disadvantages of highways with 5-6.5 m wide lanes have been 
studied by Frost & Keller (1994). On extra-wide lanes there were four times more 
passings, passenger-car speeds were about 25 km/h higher, and at reference flow rate 
of 1,000 veh/h the proportion of headways less than two seconds decreased from 50 
percent to 25 percent as compared with a standard highway. Capacity was not reached, 
but extra-wide highways could serve 1,700 veh/h per direction while still in steady 
state conditions. On standard highways instabilities occurred at flow levels 1,500 to 
1,700 veh/h. Total highway capacity was considered to be in the range of 3,000 veh/h. 
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3.3 Great Britain 

Britain has not adopted the HCM level-of-service approach for road design, although 
in 1963 the well known Buchanan report Traffic in Towns (Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office 1963) introduced the concept 'enviromnental capacity' of streets. Environmental 
capacity was defined as "the capacity of a street or an area to accommodate moving and 
stationary vehicles having regard to the need to maintain the (chosen) environmental 
standards." This amount of traffic would "in all probability" be much lower than the 
"crude capacity". Pedestrian delay was the principal measure of the environmental 
capacity. Other factors would be noise, air pollution, etc. Acceptable traffic volumes 
decreased as the width of 'carriageway' increased. Volumes greater than 500 pcu/h were 
not acceptable under any conditions presented. The approach was, however, suggested 
for urban areas. 

Two years later the Road Research Laboratory published a summary of British road 
research (Road Research Laboratory 1965). For 'average composition' (25 % com-
mercial vehicles) of traffic on rural roads the average speed (i3) of traffic (mi/h) was 
expressed in terms of total flow (q,  veh/h) and carriageway width (Wt, feet): 

i5 = 51  - 
 q  + 1400 	

or 43 mi/h, whichever is lower. 	(3.42) 
6w 

Average speeds were lower than in the 1950 HCM (Bureau of Public Roads 1950), but 
the slope was similar. 

The relation between average speed and flow was used as a guide to highway capacity, 
because loss of time was considered the main concern, and it could be calculated 
from average speed. The report considered both 'theoretical capacity' and 'practical 
capacity' as defined in the 1950 HCM (Bureau of Public Roads 1950). In addition, a 
third capacity concept was defined: 

The Economic capacity of a road is the total traffic passing along it in 
a year which, with the hourly distribution and composition by vehicle 
type throughout the year peculiar to that road, is just not sufficient to 
make the most economical improvement economically justifiable when 
the monetary benefits to road users are compared with the overall cost 
of the improvement, taking the normal return on capital investment as 
standard. 

This is a more logical definition of economic capacity than the definition given by 
OECD expert group nearly 20 years later: "Economic capacity can be defined as 'the 
smallest of all traffic volumes which need to be attained so that the road project is 
justified by cost-benefit analysis'."(OECD Scientific Expert Group 1983) 

The economic capacity of a two-lane highway in pcu per 16-hour day was 6,000, 
and 12,000 for a three-lane highway. Peak hour traffic was estimated to be about ten 
percent of the 16-hour daily average. The 'economic capacity' concept has been applied 
in France also (OECD Scientific Expert Group 1983). 

'Passenger car unit equivalents' (table 3.25) were found to be approximately the same 
for all roads and road widths. For buses the PCE's, however, varied with the bus flow 
rates. The PCE value was 5  pcu at 30 buses per hour and reached unity when the number 
of buses was greater than 250 per hour. 

In 1974 TRRL published a study of speed/flow relations on rural highways (Duncan 
1974). The free-flow speed, which was defined as the average travel speed at 300 vehlh, 
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Table 3.25: British 'passenger car unit equivalents' in the 1950's (Road Research Laboratory 
1965) 	____________________________________  

Rural Urban 
Vehicle type roads streets 
Cars and light vans 1.0 1.0 
Commercial vehicles medium 3.0 1.75 
Commercial vehicles heavy 3.0 2.5 
Buses and coaches 3.0 3.0 
Motorcycles 1.0 0.75 
Pedal cycles 0.5 0.33 

was estimated as a function of grade  (Ih  m/km) and average curvature (I  degrees/km): 

=  77.3 - °128'h - 0.l45I 
	

(3.43 a) 

VOhv =  67.2 - °•1931h - 0.086I 
	 (3.43b) 

'h /196 + Ph " 	lc /245 + Phv ' 

=  77.3 - O.lPiv - 7.25 
	211 	) - 7.35 	230 

 )' 	
(3.43c) 

where 	is the average free-flow speed of light vehicles (3 or 4 tires),  VOhv  is the 
average free-flow speed of heavy vehicles (more than 4 tires),  vo  is the free-flow speed 
of all vehicles, and  Phv  is the percentage of heavy vehicles. 

The use of pcu factors was discarded because: 

1. The pcu value of a heavy vehicle was different under different conditions. Hence, 
the main attraction of this approach—its simplicity—was lost. 

There was very little experimental backing for the conventional general-purpose 
rural values, and the process for deriving appropriate values was not as straight-
forward as it may appear. 

Even if traffic flows were expressed in pcu's, the average traffic speed was still 
a function of the proportion of heavy vehicles, so the use of pcu factors did not 
fully express the effect of traffic composition. 

The pcu factors obtained by linear regression analysis were unstable, which was due 
mainly to the fact that light vehicles had little effect on speeds, so that small errors 
in estimates of their effects gave large errors in the ratio 'effect of heavies / effect of 
lights'. 

Speed/flow  data was analyzed in 10-minute time intervals. On two-lane highways 
the data indicated a marked reduction in speed as flow increased. The relation was 
linear with no suggestion of curvature. Although the effect of opposing vehicles on 
speeds was about 2/3 of the effect of vehicles in the observed direction, no consistent 
difference in speed between the two directions was found at any level of flow, and the 
directional split was regarded as unimportant. It was assumed that on highways with 
high curvature free-flow speeds are low and speed/flow slope will be flat. On hilly 
roads light vehicles are able to maintain fairly high speeds unless they are obstructed 
by slow heavy vehicles. The combination of grade and a high proportion of heavy 
vehicles would produce a steep speed/flow curve. These considerations led to a model 
of form: 

V  = VO +  (b1  - b2v0 + b3PIh)qd, 	 (3.44) 
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where v0 was the free-flow speed and b 1  . . .  b3  were regression coefficients. After 
some arbitrary alterations to the results of regression analysis the following model was 
accepted: 

v  = vo +  (17.5 -  0.5v  - O.O267PhIh)qd. 	 (3.45) 

On level and straight highways with five percent of heavy vehicles speeds decreased 
10.5 km/h as flow rate on a lane increased 1,000 veh/h. 

In capacity analysis heavy vehicles were estimated as 1.5 pcu's. The measurements 
did not cover congested conditions, but the capacity of a two-lane highway was taken 
as 1,100 veh/h per standard lane at standard vehicle composition (15 percent heavy 
vehicles), regardless of road layout or directional split. 

The British studies have established design standards based on 'practical capacity' (cf. 
the 1950 HCM (Bureau of Public Roads 1950)). The selection of appropriate cross 
section is based on average annual daily traffic (AADT) flows for the 15th year after 
opening and on recommended design flows for different road types. The design volume 
(AADT) for a normal 7.3 m two-lane highway is up to 13,000 vehicles, while wide 10 m 
highways are suggested for volumes of 10,000 to 18,000 vehicles. Design flows are 
expressed in vehicles, not equivalent passenger car units. (O'Flaherty 1997) 

3.4 Denmark 

In Denmark new guidelines for capacity and level of service are under development. 
The discussion below is based on the draft capacity manual (Vejdirektoratet 1999a). 
The Danish method and other Scandinavian methods have been described by  Luttinen 

 (2000b). 

Levels of service are expressed in terms of volume-to-capacity ratios (v/c) and average 
travel speeds, without any classification, such as A—F used in the HCM. The Danish 
method does not have any adjustment for terrain type. The effect of vertical highway 
geometry is included only in the adjustment factor for heavy vehicles  (fH  y). There is 
also an additional adjustment factor f for slow vehicles, such as tractors or harvesters. 
The 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) estimate (2,800 pc/h) for ideal 
capacity is applied in Denmark. Wide two-lane highways have a capacity of 3,200 pc/h, 
but this estimate is not considered accurate (Vejdirektoratet 1 999b). In one direction 
the maximum flow rate on Danish wide two-lane highways is 2,300 pc/h. 

The ideal capacity of three-lane (2+1) highways is 1,900 pc/h per direction, which gives 
two-way capacity of 2,660 pc/h, when the effect of directional distribution is considered. 
Passing lanes are assumed to be 900-1,400 m long. 

The draft guidelines (Vejdirektoratet 1999a) define four (1—IV) grade categories  (stign-
ingskategori)  based on the average gradient and grade length (figure 3.12). The grade 
categories are applied in the estimation of passenger-car equivalents for heavy vehicles. 
In terms of heavy vehicle adjustment the Danish grade category  ffi  is similar to the 
1985 HCM rolling terrain. 

The Danish draft guidelines use two categories of heavy vehicles. Category a includes 
5.8-12 meters long vehicles. Category b includes vehicles longer than 12 meters. 
Accordingly, the adjustment factor for heavy vehicles is 

fHv =  
100 

100+  Pa(Ea -  l)+  Pb(Eb  1) 
(3.46) 

The passenger-car equivalents (table 3.26) for heavy vehicle categories a and b are 
defined according to the grade categories in figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: Danish grade categories by grade length (meters) and gradient (per mill) 
(Vejdirektoratet 1999a) 

Table 3.26: Equivalent values for heavy vehicles in Denmark (Vejdirektoratet 1999a) 

Grade 
category Ea  Eb  

I 2.5 3.0 
II 3.5 4.5  
ffi  5.0 7.0 
IV 8.0 10.0 

For level terrain (CG I) the adjustment in Denmark is larger than in the HCM. For 
grade category  ffi  the Danish method has the same passenger-car equivalent for trucks 
as the rolling terrain in HCM  (Ea  =  ET  =  5.0), but the capacity is higher, because the 
Danish method does not have any terrain type adjustment for passenger cars. 

The Danish adjustment for directional distribution uses the percent no-passing zones 
as an additional parameter. This approach is now followed in the HCM 2000 
(Transportation Research Board 2000), although the adjustment there will also depend 
on the two-way flow rate. 

The adjustment factors in table 3.27 are applied on a directional basis. For a two-lane 
highway with no passing restrictions (P  =  0) the adjustment is, within rounding 
precision, the same as in the 1985  HCM. The adjustment factor is 0.70, if directional 
distribution is 50/50 (Pd  =  0.5), or if there are no passing zones on the highway 
segment being analyzed. Other adjustment factors in table 3.27 have been derived by 
linear interpolation (horizontally). 

Assuming that the opposing flow does not have any effect on capacity, the capacity 
in one direction is 2,000 pc/h. Without any adverse effect of the opposing flow the 
two-way capacity would be 

=  'd 
 pc/h. 	 (3.47) 

The capacity adjusted for the effect of opposing flow is 

C  = fd,np 	pc/h, 	 (3.48) 

where  fd,np  is the adjustment factor for directional distribution (Pd) and percent no- 
passing zones (P) as displayed in table 3.27. For an even directional distribution with 
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Table 3.27: Adjustment factors for directional distribution on two-lane highways in Denmark 
(Vejdirektoratet 1999a) 

Directional 
distribution 0% 

Percent no-passing zones, P, 
20% 	40% 	60% 	80% 100% 

100/0% 1.00 0.94 0.88 0.82 0.76 0.70 
90/10  %  0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75 0.70 
80/20  %  0.92 0.88 0.83 0.79 0.74 0.70 
70/30  %  0.87 0.84 0.80 0.77 0.73 0.70 
60/40  %  0.79 0.77 0.75 0.84 0.72 0.70 
50/50  %  0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 

no passing restrictions the capacity is 

C  =  0.70 x 2 x 2000  =  2800  pc/h. 	 (3.49) 

Figure 3.13 displays rolling terrain capacities with 15 percent heavy vehicles (trucks). 
The Danish capacities are calculated for grade category III and type 'a' heavy vehicles. 
The combined effect of directional distribution and percent no-passing zones is much 
larger in the Danish method than in the 1985  HCM.  
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Figure 3.13: HCM 1985 and Danish (dashed line) capacity on two-lane highways by directional 
distribution and percent no-passing zones (percentages on the right, rolling terrain / grade 
category II!, 15% trucks, other conditions ideal) 

The Danish draft guidelines have an adjustment factor (f) for slow vehicles with a 
maximum speed of 25 km/h. These vehicles, such as harvesters, are usually driven 
as far on the shoulder as possible. Passing is thus easier on wide highways. The 
adjustment factor is based on lane width and the number of slow vehicles per hour in 
both directions (figure 3.14). 

3.5 Other international studies 

The OECD report Traffic Capacity of Major Routes (OECD Scientific Expert Group 
1983) of 1983 reported that in most European countries flow rates much higher than  
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Figure 3.14: Adjustmentfactorfor slow vehicles on Danish two-lane highways (Vejdirektoratet 
1999a) 

2,000 vehlh had been observed. The highest reported flow rate on the third ring road 
of Madrid, Spain was 3,042 vehTh with a directional split of 57/43. The maximum 
recorded flow rate in one direction was 1,691 veh/h. In Edmonton, Canada 2,983 veh/h 
in both directions and 1,729 veh/h in heavy direction had been reported. Also several 
other countries had measured total flow rates higher than 2,000 vehlh. For short road 
segments, such as tunnels and bridges, opposing flow has only a minor effect on capacity, 
and the the capacity in each direction approaches the capacity of a fully loaded lane. 

The report (OECD Scientific Expert Group 1983) also considered two opposite simpli-
fying assumptions: 

1. The Highway Capacity Manual (Highway Research Board 1965) indicated that 
the total capacity for both directions is independent of the directional split of 
traffic. However, some observations seem to disagree with this point of view. 

2. It may be argued that the maximum flow in one direction is independent of passing 
opportunities, and therefore of opposite traffic and sight distance. However, 
even at capacity, possibilities of passing very slow vehicles seem to be of some 
importance—especially for three-lane roads with a median lane. 

Consequently, the report suggested that directional split and sight distance should be 
considered as parameters influencing capacity. 

The Australian capacity manual (Austroads 1988) follows very closely the 1985 HCM 
(Transportation Research Board 1985). The manual, however, uses both percent time 
delayed and average speed as service measures. The average speed criteria (table 3.28) 
have been defined for highways with a design speed equal to or greater than 100 km/h. 
The criteria are the metric versions of the 1985 HCM criteria (table 3.12 on page 61). 
If the design speed is lower, the speed criteria are reduced by 6 km/h for each 16 km/h 
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reduction in design speed. The PTD criteria are the same as in the 1985 HCM (table 
3.12). 

Table 3.28: Level-of-service criteria for average speed (km/h) in the Australian capacity manual 
(Austroads 1988) 

Level of Terrain type 
service Level Rolling 	Mountainous 

A >93 >91 >90 
B >88 >86 >86 
C >83 >82 >78 
D >80 >78 >72 
E >72 >64 >56 
F <72 <64 <56  
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4 CAPACITY STUDIES IN FINLAND 
4.1 Early studies 

Until the end of 1960's no research had been conducted to estimate the capacity 
of Finnish two-lane highways. The guidelines of the Finnish National Roads and 
Waterways Administration utilized the German guidelines, which were based on the 
1950 HCM (Bureau of Public Roads 1950). In connection with other studies, capacity 
issues were addressed by examination of the speed-flow relationship (Hevonoja 197 la). 
The 1965 HCM (Highway Research Board 1965) was adopted in use soon after its pub-
lication. In 1971 a Finnish translation (Tie -ja  vesirakennushallitus  1971) of HCM was 
published. 

A rather extensive study on the dependence of vehicle speeds on different factors was 
conducted by  Wahlgren  (1967) in 1965. At that time the speed of passenger cars was 
not restricted, but the maximum speed of passenger cars with trailers, as well as vans, 
buses and trucks was 70 km/h (on freeways 80 km/h). Tractors were allowed to move 
30 km/h. The spot speeds of passenger cars were higher than speeds of other vehicle 
classes. The speed difference to vans was 13km/h, to buses and trucks 18km/h, to 
trucks with trailers 19 km/h, and to tractors 61 km/h. 
Under low volumes the speed-volume and speed-density curves were almost horizontal. 
High volume data could not be obtained. The data were also unable to reveal the effect 
of roadway width on vehicle speeds, but the increase of shoulder width by one meter 
increased the average running speed of passenger cars by 10.5 km/h. No definite results 
were obtained from the effect of grades on travel speeds, but average curvature proved 
to be the best (r  =  0.86) independent variable in the linear regression analysis of pas-
senger car travel speeds. As the average curvature decreased one radian per kilometer, 
the average travel speed increased 9.4 km/h. As the proportion of no-passing zones 
increased, the average travel speed and corresponding standard deviation decreased 
following equation 

v  =  90.4  - l6.7P, 	 (4.1) 

where  i)  was the running speed (space mean speed) and P, was the proportion of sight 
distances less than 500 m. 

At the turn of the 1970's several reports were published on the level of service of Finnish 
two-lane highways. Syyrakki (1968) studied platoons and passings on Finnish two- 
lane highways under low flow rates (30-233 veh/h in one direction). Table 4.1 displays 
passenger-car equivalencies based on the number of passings. PCE's based on passive 
passings were close to the guideline values of that time. The number of all passings 
did not indicate significant differences between vehicle classes. 

Table 4.1: Passenger-car equivalencies based on the number ofpassings (Syyrakki 1968) 
Vehicle Passive All 

type passings passings 
Van 1.7 0.8 
Bus 2.6 1.2 

Truck 2.3 0.9  
Truck^Trailer 	2.6 	1.0 

The percentage of platoomng vehicles (Pp) was estimated by a linear model 

Pp  =  8.2 + O.l82q, 	 (4.2) 
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where q  was flow rate in one direction. The correlation coefficient was 0.77. The 
model was improved (r  =  0.83) by introducing the percentage (P) of sight distances 
less than 500 m as an additional parameter: 

Pp  =  0.4  + O. 2Olq +  0.123P. 	 (4.3) 

These models were, however, based on very low flow rates. 

In 1970 the Finnish National Roads and Waterways Administration conducted a study 
on two-lane highway capacity  (Hevonoja  1971 a,  Hevonoja  1971 b). Travel speeds in 
the major direction were measured by license-plate surveys. These measurements were 
supplemented by radar measurements in the minor direction. Speeds of heavy vehicles 
on grades were measured by a car-following method. A computer program called  NOP

-70 was developed for data processing  (Hevonoja  1971 b). This methodology was also 
applied in several other capacity studies in the early seventies. 

On highway sections with 60-400% of sight distances longer than 460m  (i.e.,  P,  = 
 0.6... 1.0), the time mean speed decreased by 6 km/h as the total traffic flow rate 

increased by 1,000  veh/h:  
VT  =  94.8  -  0.0060q. 	 (4.4) 

The correlation coefficient was r  =  0.620. Speeds were measured in the major direction 
only. On lower standard highway sections (P 0.15) free-flow speeds were lower 
and speeds decreased steeper with increasing flow rate:  

i3'r =  91.8  -  0.0105q. 	 (4.5) 

The correlation coefficient was r  =  0.734. 

As flow rate approached 1,000  veh/h  nearly all vehicles moved in platoons. Under 
flow rates less than 400  veh/h platoomng  was lower than estimated in the 1965  HCM. 

 Measured  platooning  rates were close to  HCM  for flow rates 600-800  veh/h,  although 
traveling speeds were higher. 
As the highest measured two-way flow rate was only 1,602  veh/h,  no direct capacity 
estimate could be obtained. If the 85-percent speed 

7)55  =  110.8— 0.0113q 	 (4.6) 

was estimated equal to the time mean speed (4.4) under capacity conditions, the resulting 
capacity would have been about 3000  veh/h.  This was, however, considered too high. 
The capacity under ideal conditions was estimated to be 2,000-2,500  pcu/h,  and the 
estimate for speed at capacity was 60-70 km/h. Both estimates were higher than in the 
1965  11CM,  where q  =  2,000  veh/h  and v  =  48 km/h. 

The study also indicated that the 1965  HCM  overestimated the influence of trucks. The 
speeds of loaded trucks on upgrades were on average 30 km/h higher than in the  HCM, 

 and the critical lengths (truck speeds below 48 km/h) were longer. The main reason for 
this was considered to be that the initial speed of trucks was higher in Finland (80 km/h) 
than in the  HCM  (64 km/h). The number of observations was, however, only 86.  
Roine  (1972) studied the capacity of two-lane highways with a low geometric standard. 
He used similar methods as (Hevonoja  197 la). Travel speeds were measured in the 
major direction using license-plate surveys. Traffic volumes were counted in both 
directions. 

A number of linear models were estimated for the speeds of heavy vehicles. Under 
low volumes the drivers adjusted their speeds according to the roadway geometry. The  
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effect of traffic volume on travel speeds started to grow as flow rates increased above 
400  veh/h. The linear model for average travel speed of passenger cars was  (Roine  1972)  

	

=  52.2  +  4.65w  +  3.47w  +  10.5 	-  0.01  lq, 	(4.7) 

where Wt is traveled-way width and w is shoulder width. The proportion 	of sight 
distances less than 460 m could be used also as a descriptor of highway geometry. 
Average travel speeds were higher, and the effect of traffic volume on travel speed was 
lower than in the 1965  HCM (Highway Research Board 1965). 

Adjustment factors were based on the 85 percent speed estimates: 

V85,s,pc =  50.2  +  6.59w  +  4.39w  +  12.7P  -  0.0148q. 	(4.8) 

The adjustment factor f for prevailing conditions was 

+  0.0148q  
fp  = 	0.0148C1 	

' 	 (4.9) 

where V85  was the difference of prevailing 85-percent speed and the speed in ideal 
conditions as flow rate approached null. The resulting adjustment factors for traveled- 
way width (table 4.2) were extremely low, especially for level of service B. 

Table 4.2: Adj ustment factors for lane and shoulder width  (Roine  1972) 
Shoulder wi =  3.6m =  3.3m 3.Om 

ws/m LOSB  LOSE LOSB  LOSE LOSB  LOSE 
1.8 1.00 1.00 0.70 0.87 0.41 0.73 
1.5 0.90 0.96 0.60 0.82 0.31 0.69 
1.0 0.74 0.88 0.44 0.75 0.14 0.61 
0.5 0.57 0.81 0.27 0.67 -  0.54 
0.0 0.41 0.73 0.11 0.60 -  0.47 

Passenger-car equivalents were estimated using a model for 85 percent speed 

v85  = biq + b2qh +  b3, 	 (4.10) 

where v85 was the 85 percent speed,  q,c  and  hv  were the proportions of passenger cars 
and heavy vehicles, respectively, and b1  . . .  b3 were regression coefficients. The model 
was also be expressed as 

V85  =  (Pc  + 	hv)  b1  +  b3, 	 (4.11) 

where  b2/b1  was the passenger-car equivalence factor. The resulting PCE's did not 
differ markedly from the 1965  HCM values. The report could not find any effect of 
heavy vehicles on average passenger car travel speeds, because the increase of traffic 
volumes canceled the effect of decreasing heavy vehicle proportions. On specific grades 
the effect of heavy vehicles was ascertained. 

Capacity was not reached in any measurement period. Highest flow rate was 1,869  pcu/h 
with average travel speed 79.5 km/h. It was estimated that capacity on two-lane Finnish 
highways was somewhat larger than 2,000  pc/h, and the speed estimate at capacity was 
about 70 km/h. 
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Roine  (1973) also combined the results of earlier measurements  (Roine  1972, Hevonoja 
197 la). The estimates for passenger car speeds were: 

=  52.4  +  4.54w  +  3.59w  +  9.6P  - O.0103q 	(4.12a) 
V85s,pc =  59.1 +5.21w +5.82w + 11.9P - 0.0157q. 	(4.12b) 

Adjustment factor f was accordingly 

+  0.0157q  
fp= 	 (4.13) 

0.O157C  

The resulting adjustment factors (table 4.3) did not reach as low values as before (table 
4.2). Otherwise the results were in accordance with the results of  Roine  (1972). 

Table 4.3: Adjustment facto rsfor traveled-way and shoulder width  (Roine  1972) 
Shoulder traveled-way width 

ws/m wt=7.2m 	wt 7.0m 	wt=3.Om  
1.8 1.00 	0.97 0.90 
1.5 0.94 	0.91 0.84 
1.0 0.85 	0.82 0.75 
0.5 0.76 	0.73 0.66 
0.0 0.67 	0.63 0.57 

4.2 Speed limit experiments in 1973-1976 

In the 1960's and at the beginning of 1970's the increasing number of traffic accident 
fatalities motivated a series of speed reduction experiments (Salusjärvi 1981). During 
the experiment period of 1973-1976 speed limits were set on a large number of road 
sections in three phases (table 4.4). An additional impetus was given by the energy 
crisis. Starting from December 21, 1973 a nationwide speed limit of 80km/h was in 
force. No higher differentiated speed limits were allowed until after June 1974. The 
effect of speed limits on traffic flow properties were a subject of extensive research 
efforts. 
Piirainen  (1974) compared traffic flow measurements during the phase I differenti-
ated speed limit experiment to earlier (Hevonoja 197 la,  Roine  1972) measurements. 
Measurements and data analysis followed the method developed by Hevonoja (1971 b). 
Accordingly, license-plate surveys were carried out in the major direction only. In the 
minor direction, only traffic volumes were counted. 

Speed limits 80 km/h and 100 km/h decreased mean speed, 85  % speed, and standard 
deviation of speeds, and thus decreased passing demand also. Linear regression equa-
tions for 80 km/h, 100 km/h, and 120 km/h highways before and after setting the speed 
limit were 

=  85.3  -  0.00737q, before 80km/h (4.14a) 
=  78.3  -  0.00427q, after 80km/h (4.14b) 

i3  =  91.8  - 0.0055lq,  before 100km/h (4.14c) 
=  86.4  -  0.00296q, after 100km/h (4.14d) 

i5  =  92.3  -  0.00630q, before 120km/h (4.14e) 
i3 	91.2  - O.00093q, after 120km/h. (4.14f) 
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Table 4.4: Historical overview of traffic regulations in Finland 
Year Regulation 
1962 General 90 km/h speed limit in three southern provinces (1962-06-01-1962-09-30) 
1963 General 90 km/h speed limit during important festival days in 1963 
1964 General 90 km/h speed limit during important festival days in 1964 
1965 Speed limit of trucks raised from 60km/h to 70km/h (starting 1965-01-01) 
1966 General 90km/h speed limit (1966-10-01-1966-11-30) 
1968 General 110 km/h speed limit in summer and 90 km/h in autumn 1968 
1968 Driving on shoulder forbidden 
1972 80 km/h speed limit for new drivers (starting July 1) 
1973 80km/h speed limit for vans and trucks with trailers (starting July 1) 
1973 Phase I of differentiated speed limit experiments (1973-08-01-1973-12-20) 
1973 General 80km/h speed limit(1973-12-21-1974-06-30) 
1974 General 80 km/h speed limit (1974-07-01-1976-06-30) 
1974 Phase II of differentiated speed limit experiments (1974-07-01-1975-06-30) 
1975 Phase  ffi  of differentiated speed limit experiments (1975-07-01-1976-06-30) 
1976 General 80km/h speed limit (1976-07-01-1978-09-30) 
1978 100km/h speed limit for buses on freeways and in Lapland (starting July 1) 
1978 General 80km/h speed limit (starting October 1) 
1978 80 km/h speed limit for buses in Lapland (starting October 1) 
1982 Driving on shoulder permitted to give way to passing vehicles (starting April 1) 
1987 Phase I of winter time speed limit experiment 
1988 Phase II of winter time speed limit experiment 
1989 Reduced differentiated speed limits in winter time (several revisions 1990-1995) 
1996 No special speed limit for new drivers (starting January 1) 

Speed limit decreased free-flow speeds and made the slope of the speed-flow curve 
flatter. Speed limit 120 km/h did not have any significant effect on free-flow speeds. 

Setting speed limits did not have a statistically significant effect on the platoon per -
centage (figure 4.1).' On 80km/h highways a 10 rn/km increase in hilliness increased 
platoon percentage by 7 units. On 100 km./h highways a 10 percent increase in 460 m 
passing sights decreased platoon percentage by one unit. The effect of heavy vehicles 
could not be estimated, because there was a strong negative correlation between flow 
rate and proportion of heavy vehicles. An interesting result was that the the proportion 
of passenger cars as platoon leaders was higher than their proportion in the whole traffic 
flow. 

In later studies (Salusjärvi &  Pusa  1977, Salusjärvi 1981) spot speed measurements by 
radar equipment were used. A vehicle was considered platooning, if its headway was 
less than five seconds, and speed difference was not greater than 15 km/h. Data were 
collected from 80 observation points in all parts of the country. Data collection covered 
more than 5,000 hours and more than half a million vehicles. 

Salusjärvi  (1981) has summarized the most important findings of speed limit exper-
iments and research during 1962-1978. For traffic flow analysis the most important 
findings in his summary were: 

Speed limits decreased the standard deviation of speeds, even when the limit 
was high. Low speed limits decreased the highest speeds. Speed dispersion 

'Piirainen  considered vehicles with a headway not greater than 4.8 seconds—i.e., 8/100 minutes— 
and speed difference not greater than 15km/h as platooning. The first vehicle in the platoon was also 
included, but single vehicles were not counted as platoons.  Enberg  (1988) estimated that under low flow 
rates platoon percentage increased by 20 percentage units, when platoon leaders were included. The 
difference decreased as flow rate increased. 
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Figure 4.1: Platoon percentage on two-lane highways with speed limits 80 km/h (upper curves) 
and 100km/h (lower curves) before (solid curves) and after (dashed curves) setting the speed 
limit (according to Piirainen 1974) 

decreased the more the lower the speed limit. The dispersion-reducing effect of 
high speed limits was caused by increases in the lowest speeds. 

2. Speed limit did not reduce the average speed until it was so low that at least 
13.5 % of the drivers would have exceeded it under free-flow speed conditions. 

3. The effect of speed limit on the standard deviation of speeds increased as the 
geometric standard of highways improved. On highways with wide shoulders 
speed limit affected more the upper than the lower speeds, whereas on highways 
with wide pavements speed limit affected the speeds more at the lower end of 
the distribution. 

The most important factors explaining mean speed in the order of importance were 
 (Valtioneuvosto  1978, Salusjärvi 1981): 

1. Curvature 

2. General speed limit 

3. Weather 

4. Proportion of passing zones 

5. Shoulder width 

6. Proportion of passenger cars 

7. Flow rate 

8. Pavement width 

9. Hilliness 
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10. Differentiated speed limits 

Standard deviation of speeds was best explained by  (Valtioneuvosto  1978, Salusjärvi 
1981): 

1. General speed limit 

2. Differentiated speed limits 

3. Hilliness 

4. Curvature 

5. Weather 

6. Shoulder width 

7. Proportion of passenger cars 

8. Pavement width 

In the models for percentage platoomng the order was  (Valtioneuvosto  1978, Salusjärvi 
1981): 

1. Flow rate 

2. Hilliness 

3. Pavement width 

4. Weather 

5. Speed limits 

6. Curvature 

Finally, the most important explanatory factors for theoretical passing demand were 
 (Valtioneuvosto  1978, Salusjärvi 1981): 

1. Flow rate 

2. Pavement width 

3. Speed limits 

4. Hilliness 

5. Shoulder width 
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Figure 4.2: Flow-density diagram for arterial 4/5 based on aerial photograph data from 1979 
(Tie-  ja liikennelaboratorio  1980) 

decreased 7.8-9.5 km/h as flow rate increased by 1,000  veh/h.  For all vehicle types the 
decrease was 5.8-7.2 km/h. On semi-motorways, where free-flow speed was higher, 
the decrease was steeper (12.1 km/h). 
During 1982-1984 traffic analyzer data (point measurements, fig. 4.3) were collected in 
13 points on two-lane highways in Southern Finland  (Pursula &  Sainio  1985). Largest 
one-way and two-way flow rates were 1,500-1,600  veh/h  and 1,900-2,000  veh/h,  re-
spectively.  

500cm 	200cm  

H 
Inductive 	Reference 

loop 	 line 

Figure 4.3: Inductive  ioops  of the traffic analyzer  (Luttinen  1996) 

The mode of the time headway distribution was at 1-2 seconds, irrespective of flow 
rate. As flow rate increased above 1,200  veh/h  the coefficient of variation of  headways 

 dropped rapidly, even below unity. Under high flow rates drivers were assumed to be  
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content with driving in platoons. The proportion of headways less than five seconds 
increased very regularly according to flow rate. 

On highways with a 100km/h speed limit, free-flow speeds were 89.3-94.8km/h, and 
space mean speed in major direction decreased 6.0-10.3 km/h as flow rate increased 
1,000 veh/h. On 80 km/h road sections the corresponding values were 73.5-86.0 km/h 
and 3.3-6.5 km/h. High speeds decreased steeper than low speeds, but not as steep as 
in the 1985 11CM. The effect of opposing flow was from one third to a half of the effect 
of traffic flow in the observed direction. These values were based on linear regression 
analysis of directional data collected in five minute time intervals. No clear connection 
between road width or other indicators of road standard and the speed values were 
found. 

Simple loglinear regression models were estimated for the platoon percentage as a 
function of a 15-minute flow rate. Platooning was similar to that in the Netherlands 
(Botma 1986). The analysis suggested that the service flow rates corresponding to the 
PTD values given in the 1985 11CM were clearly higher in Finland than in the United 
States. Because the difference was small on good roads, the reason was assumed to be 
in the adjustment factors. 

The model of May (4.16) and a higher power model (4.17) were fitted to the speed- 
density data: 

I  /  k 
v  = v0e) 	 (4.16) 

I  '  k  
= v0e) , 	 (4.17) 

where V was free-flow speed and k was critical density. Although observations near 
capacity were scarce it was estimated that the capacity in one lane was about 1,700-
2,000 veh/h on highways with 9-10 m wide pavements. On highways with pavement 
width 7-8 m, lane capacity estimate was about 1,700 veh/h or less. Directional distri-
bution was about 70/30 and the proportion of heavy vehicles 5-10  %.  It was concluded 
that the total capacity was greater than 2,000 veh/h, perhaps 2,800-3,000 veh/h. The 
speed at estimated capacity was 50-60 km/h on highways with better geometry and 45-
50km/h on lower standard highways. Critical densities were estimated as 30-40 vehI(h 
lane), but all these figures were considered uncertain.  

Enberg  and Pursula  (Enberg  1988, Pursula &  Enberg  1991) analyzed platooning on two- 
lane highways using the same data. Whereas the earlier report (Pursula &  Sainio  1985) 
analyzed the data mainly in five-minute time intervals,  Enberg  used 15-minute time 
time intervals. Space mean speeds decreased 2.3-8.3 km/h as total flow rate increased 
1,000 veh/h (fig. 4.4). Proportion of vehicles in platoons F (5) as a function of flow 
rate (q) was estimated by an exponential model 

	

F(5)  = 1  _ebl+b2q 	
(4.18) 

which was linearized by a logarithmic transform 

ln[1 -  F(5)] =b1  +b2q. 	 (4.19) 

Figure 4.5 displays the models for directional data. In figure 4.6 both directions are 
combined. Corresponding curves for random headways (exponential distribution) are 
displayed for reference. In figure 4.6 the directional distribution of random flows is 
assumed even. The data also indicated that platoon percentage and platoon lengths 
increased as opposing flow rate increased. 
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Figure 4.4: space mean speed as afunction offlow rate according to  Enberg  (1988) 
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Figure 4.5: Pmportion of vehicles in platoons according to  Enberg  (1988) (directional data) 

The effect of highway geometry on platoon percentage could not be determined. For 
highways with speed limits 80 km/h and 100 km/h models for the platoon percentage  
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Figure 4.6: Proportion of vehicles in platoons according to  Enberg  (1988) (both directions 
combined) 

were estimated both for one direction and both directions combined: 

Pp  =  (100  - e445_000l7) %,  
Pp  =  (100  - e455_000u) %,  
Pp  =  (100  -  e4 " °°°')  %,  
Pp  =  (100  - e4l4_000l2) %,  

Pp  =  (100  - e443_OOOl7) %,  
Pp  =  (100  - e4s7_000ll) %,  

80 km/h, main direction (4.20a) 
80 km/h, both directions (4.20b)  
100km/h,  main direction (4.20c) 
100 km/h, both directions (4.20d) 
80-100 km/h, main direction (4.20e) 
80-100 km/h, both directions. (4.20f) 

The coefficient of determination (R2) was between 0.926 and 0.963. In main direction 
there was no significant difference between 80 km/h and 100 km/h highways. When 
both directions were combined, the proportion of trailing vehicles was about five percent 
lower on 100 km/h highways under low flow rates.  
Enberg  (1988) also compared her results with some earlier results. After adjusting 
with the differences in platoon definition, the curves of  Piirainen  (1974) were slightly 
higher on 80 km/h highways and slightly lower on 100 km/h highways. Contrary to 

 Piirainen  the proportion of heavy vehicles as platoon leaders was clearly higher than 
their proportion in the whole traffic flow. The platoon percentages of  Salusjärvi &  Pusa 

 (1977) were significantly lower than the results of  Enberg,  which were close to the 
results obtained in Canada and the Netherlands  (Botma  1986). 

For a given flow rate, the percent time delays of 1985  HCM  were higher than the platoon 
percentages of  Enberg  indicating that service flow rates in Finland were generally 
higher than those calculated according to  HCM.  In good road conditions, the difference 
was, however, small. It appeared that  HCM  overestimated especially the effect of 
passing sights and grades. The possible effect of different measures —PTD  and platoon 
percentage—was not analyzed. 

The speed-flow curve in the 1985  HCM  decreased steeper than the curves estimated by 
 Enberg.  For a 1,000  veh/h  increase in flow rate average speed decreased about 8 km/h 
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in the HCM while it decreased only about 5 km/h in the Finnish data. 

These data together with data collected from two-lane roads having lower speed limits 
were also used in a statistical analysis of vehicle time headways  (Luttinen  1996). The 
highest directional flow rate was 1,837 veh/h. It was observed on a highway with 
100 km/h speed limit and the observation was based on five minutes of stationary data. 
Space mean speed was about 63 km/h. 

The mode of the headway distribution was about 1.5 seconds. Neither speed limit nor 
flow rate had any effect on the mode. The proportion of headways less than five seconds 
(fig. 4.7) was, however, higher on roads with higher (80-100km/h) speed limits than 
on lower (50-70km/h) speed limit roads. 
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Figure 4.7: Proportion of  headways  less than five seconds  (Luttinen  1996) 

Standard deviation of speed differences between consecutive vehicles increased as 
time headway increased up to about nine seconds. This indicated that a driver was not 
affected by the vehicle ahead, when the headway was greater than nine seconds. The 
result was similar to the original HCM (Bureau of Public Roads 1950). Goodness-of-fit 
tests for exponential tail gave similar results. An examination of speed distributions 
indicated that on two-lane highways with speed limits 80-100 km/h the proportion of 
trailing vehicles was approximately the same as the proportion of headways not greater 
than three seconds. 

In 1986 the National Board of Roads and Waterways published a manual for level-
of-service calculations for two-lane highways (Tiensuunnittelutoimisto 1986). The 
manual was based on the 1985 HCM with some modifications to adjust the method 
to Finnish conditions and to available data. Adjustment factors for terrain type (table 
4.5) and passenger-car equivalents (table 4.6) were defined in terms of Finnish hilliness 
classes (HC). HC1 was equal to the level terrain and HC3 to the rolling terrain in the 
1985 HCM. HC4 did not reduce capacity as much as mountainous terrain. Hilliness 
classes were based on the hilliness index as displayed in table 4.7. 

The adjustment factors for roadway width (table 4.8) were based on the 198511CM, 
but were expressed in terms of standard cross sections. The ideal capacity estimate for 
semi-motorways (3,080 pc/h) was higher than capacity under ideal conditions in the 
1985 HCM. On highways with 6.5-9.5 meters wide pavements the Finnish adjustment 
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Table 4.5: 	Adjustment factor (v/c)E for terrain type on two-lane highways in Finland 
(llensuunnittelutoimisto  1986) 

Hilliness Percent No Passing Zones 
Class 0 20 	40 	60 	80 100 
HCI  1.00 1.00 	1.00 	1.00 	1.00 1.00 
HC2  0.98 0.97 	0.96 	0.96 	0.95 0.95  
HC3  0.97 0.94 	0.92 	0.91 	0.90 0.90 
HC4  0.94 0.91 	0.88 	0.87 	0.85 0.84 

Table 4.6: Equivalent values for trucks, recreational vehicles and buses on two-lane highways 
in Finland (Tiensuunnittelutoimisto 1986) 

	

Hilliness 	Equivalence 
class 	ET ER EB 
HC 1 
	

2.0 	1.6 	1.6 
HC2 
	

3.5 	2.4 	2.2 
HC3 
	

5.0 3.3 2.9 
HC4 
	

8.5 4.2 4.7 

Table 4.7: Hilliness classes in Finland (lie, suunnittelutoimisto 1986) 
Hilliness 	Hilliness 

Class 	Index (m/km) 

	

HC I 	<9 

	

HC2 
	

10-16 

	

HC3 
	

17-22 

	

HC4 	>23 

factors were slightly below the HCM factors. 
Passing behavior on two-lane highways with a 100 km/h speed limit was studied dur-
ing 1987-91 using both video recordings and test cars (Kaistinen & Summala 1991, 
Kaistinen 1994a). Average distances and times spent in passing maneuvers were 210 
meters and 7.4 seconds, respectively. On roads with wide shoulders (12 m roadway), 
average distances and headways were a little shorter: 190 meters and 6.0 seconds. 
When distance to oncoming vehicle was 700-900 meters, 85 % of drivers accepted the 
passing opportunity. On wide roads the required distance was 630 meters. Assuming 
that the speed of both passing and oncoming vehicles was 100 km/h, the respective 
relative time headways were 13-16 seconds and 11 seconds. As passing opportunities 
were limited by sight distance only, 85 % of drivers required a distance of about 900 
meters, irrespective of the roadway width. 

4.4 Semi-motorways 

Finnish semi-motorways have a high geometric standard, grade-separated intersections, 
and full access control. Pedestrians, unmotorized and slow vehicles are not allowed. 
Pavement width is 12.0-12.5 m and lane width typically 3.75 m. 

At the end of 1980's the research interest on two-lane highways shifted to semi- 
motorways, including 1+2-lane and wide-lane semi-motorways. Data were gathered 
using traffic analyzers and license-plate surveys. 

Summala  (1987) reported a comparative study of traffic flow on Finnish and Swedish 
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Table 4.8: Adjustment factor for the width of two-lane highways in Finland 
(Tiensuunnittelutoimisto 1986) 

Cross section 
Type Pavement width (m)  fw  
Semi-motorway 12.0 1.10 
12.5/7.5 12.0 1.00 
11.5/7.5 11.0 1.00 
10.5/7.5 10.0 0.97 
10/7 9.5 0.95 
9/7 8.5 0.91 
8/7 7.5 0.85 
7 6.5 0.77 
6.5 6.0 0.74 
6 5.5 0.66 
5.5 5.0 0.58 
5 4.5 0.50 

semi-motorways. Both semi-motorways had similar cross sections: 7.5 traveled-way 
and 12 m pavement width on Finnish E4, and 7.5 m traveled way with a 13 m pavement 
width on Swedish E3. The license-plate survey in Finland indicated that for an increase 
of 1,000 vehlh in directional flow rate the average travel speed decreased 11.8 kin/h. 
The result was similar to earlier (Summala, Hietamäki,  Lehikoinen, Tättölä & Vierimaa 

 1986) results (see page 90 above), but the decrease was much steeper than in Sweden 
(3.9 kin/h): 

=  103.0 - 0.01 18q, 	Finnish semi-motorway E4 	(4.21a) 
=  103.5 -  0.0039q, 	Swedish semi-motorway E3 	(4.21b) 

Low volume speeds were similar despite different speed limits: 100 km/h on Finnish 
E4 and 110 km/h on Swedish E3. Steeper slope in Finnish data appeared to be a 
consequence of different driving culture. In Sweden passenger cars normally moved to 
the shoulder when a faster car was approaching from behind, thus allowing a passing 
opportunity without any delay. In Finland this strategy applied only to trucks and vans, 
whereas slow passenger cars used wide shoulders only occasionally. 

In 1990 Helsinki University of Technology  (Enberg & Pursula  1991,  Enberg & Pursula 
 1992) conducted traffic-analyzer and register-plate surveys on semi-motorways. The 

largest flow rate for a 15-minute time interval was 1,697 veh/h in one direction and 
2,198 veh/h in both directions. Average travel speed measured by license-plate surveys 
decreased about 5 km/h as flow rate increased 1,000 veh/h: 

=  95.9 - O.0O52q. 	 (4.22) 

All vehicle types were included, and opposing flow was mostly less than 500 veh/h. 
Coefficient of determination was R2  = 0.401. Standard deviation of travel speeds 
decreased also: 

o(v5) =  8.6 - O.O027q, 	(R2  =  0.612). 	 (4.23) 

Space mean speeds calculated from spot measurements were a little higher than average 
travel speeds measured with license-plate surveys. The slope was, however, similar: 

	

=  98.08 - 0.0065q, 	(from Helsinki) 	 (4.24a) 

	

=  96.20 - 0.0047q, 	(to Helsinki) 	 (4.24b) 

	

=  99.46 - 0.0051q, 	(total). 	 (4.24c) 
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Coefficient of determination was 0.35-0.47. The slope was similar to ordinary two- 
lane highways, but it was not as steep as in the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research 
Board 1985) and in earlier Finnish studies. Speed decrease was steeper for trailing 
vehicles than for free vehicles. The standard deviation of spot speeds was estimated as 

=  10.17 -  0.0009q, (from Helsinki) (4.25a) 
=  11.02 -  0.0020q, (to Helsinki) (4.25b)  
=  11.94— 0.0016q, (total). (4.25c) 

Platoon percentage (fig. 4.8) for vehicles with headways less than five seconds was 
estimated by exponential models: 

P  = (100 - e453 °°°'°'l) %, 	(traffic analyzer data) 	(4.26a) 
=  (100 - e42l_000l5) %, 	(license-plate data). 	(4.26b) 

Platoon percentage and average platoon length increased as opposing traffic increased. 
As compared to the percent time delay in the 1985 HCM the measured platoon percent-
ages were higher. HCM, accordingly, gave a too optimistic view of the level of service 
on Finnish semi-motorways. The adjustment factors in the HCM were considered to 
overestimate the effect of geometric properties of highways. Because semi-motorways 
had a very high geometric standard HCM overestimated the service flow rates. 
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Figure 4.8: Proportion of  headways less than five seconds on semi-motorways and ordinary 
two-lane highways with speed limit 100 knilh  (Enberg & Pursula  1991) 

These results were compared (Cielecki & Pursula 1994) with traffic flow studies in Po-
land, Hungary and the Netherlands. Speeds were lower and slope on speed-flow curve 
steeper in Poland and Hungary than in Finland and the Netherlands. The difference 
was considered to be a consequence of lower road standards and higher heavy vehicle 
percentages in the first two countries. On the other hand, Polish platoon lengths and 
percentages were somewhat lower than the Finnish ones. The high percentage of trucks 
in Polish highways was assumed to result in different driving behavior. Manual data 
collection may also have caused some inaccuracies in the Polish data. 
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Huttunen  (1994) studied passings and level of service on Finnish semi-motorways using 
both license-plate surveys and a test vehicle equipped with a traffic impedance analyzer. 
Test vehicle was assumed to start trailing when the driver switched off the fixed speed 
controller, and trailing continued until the fixed speed controller was switched on again. 
The percent time delays obtained (fig. 4.9) were lower than platoon percentages (fig. 
4.10) and also lower than the PTD in the 1985 HCM. Under congested conditions the 
difference was small. In 87 % of cases the passing maneuver lasted nine seconds or 
less. 
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Figure 4.9: Percent time delay of a test vehicle with objective speeds 100  kmflz  and 110  kin/h 
 (Huttunen  1994) 
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Figure 4.10: Percent time delay of a test vehicle and platoon percentage with objective speeds 
 100km/h  and  110km/h  (Huttunen  1994)  
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The second part of the study consisted of license-plate surveys. Highest observed 
flow rate in one direction was 1,860  veh/h.  As flow rate in the observed direction 
increased to 1,000  veh/h  the average passing density increased to about 150 passings 
per kilometer and hour. Number of passings per vehicle and kilometer was 0.15. As 
flow rate increased further, the average passing density did not change, but the standard 
deviation increased. At flow rates above 1,200  veh/h  the number of passings per vehicle 
and kilometer started to decrease. Opposing flow was less than 600  veh/h.  The results 
were very similar to the results obtained by  Normann  (1942) in the 1940's. An analysis 
of passive passings suggested that the proportion of heavy vehicles in passive passings 
was not greater than the proportion of heavy vehicles in the traffic stream. 

Passing demand was estimated by the  Wardrop  equation (2.14) with mean desired speed 
98.08 km/h and standard deviation 10.17 km/h as obtained earlier by  Enberg  & Pursula 

 (1992). This theoretical passing demand 

	

D  =  0.000596q 2 	 (4.27) 

was compared with a quadratic regression model for passing rate  

	

=  0.000556q, 	(R2  =  0.51). 	 (4.28) 

An intercept term did not significantly improve the model. The regression model 
was based on passing data collected from a three-lane section of a semi-motorway. 
The results indicated that the theoretical model (4.27) only slightly overestimated the 
passing  sensity.  The validity of passing density on a three-lane section as an indicator 
of passing demand on a two-lane highway was not discussed. 

Passing density-to-demand ratio  (rn )  was estimated by two regression models:  

=  0.555  - O.00O2&3q 	 (4.29a)  
r  =  e -O.392-O.00lO9q 	 (4.29b) 

Using these ratios and the model for passing demand (4.28), the passing rate of a vehicle 
can be estimated as in figure 4.11. According to the linear model (4.29a) no passings 
were possible as flow rate reached 1,960  veh/(h  lane), which  Huttunen  considered as 
an indicator of capacity. Exponential model (4.29b) gave much higher passing rates 
under high flow conditions.  

Huttunen  concluded that passing demand-to-density ratio could be used as a level-of-
service measure. The increase in the ratio as flow rate increases was similar but not as 
steep as increase in the  PTD.  Passing demand was possible to estimate once the speed 
distribution under low flow conditions was known. Passing density was, however, 
much more difficult to measure than the platoon percentage, which was preferred as a 
level-of-service indicator. 

4.5 Three-lane highways 

Passing lanes or climbing lanes on long, steep upgrades have been built in Finland since 
1972  (Kehittämiskeskus  1992). In early 1980's the performance of passing lanes on 
two steep upgrades were evaluated by disturbance rate, which was a measure based 
on the comparison of observed spacings and theoretical spacings in a random flow  
(Summala  1984,  Summala, Hietamäki,  Lehikoinen  & Vierimaa  1986). About five 
times more passings per hour and kilometer were performed on passing lanes than on 
the stretch between. The study also suggested that passing lanes shorter than 1.5 km 
could not be recommended.  
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Figure 4.11: Passing rate per vehicle and kilometer based on the linear (solid line) and expo-
nential (dashed line) densiry-to-demand models of  Huttunen  (1994) 

In 1991 a 20-kilometer stretch of arterial highway 4 (a semi-motorway) was changed 
into a three-lane highway with 1.0-1.7 km long passing lanes alternating in both dir -
ections (Kehittämiskeskus 1992). Design principles are presented in figure 4.12. The 
highest observed 15-minute flow rate in one direction was 1,860 veh/h, which was 
measured on the two-lane highway segment north of the three-lane highway. 
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Figure 4.12: Passing lanes on arterial highway 4 (Kehittämiskeskus 1992) 

The highway segment was analyzed using the TRARR simulation model calibrated for 
local conditions (Pursula &  Siimes  1993,  Siimes & Pursula  1994). The implementation 
of passing lanes increased travel speeds on average by 5 % and decreased the PTD by 
11 %. As the percent no-passing zones on a 10-km long three-lane highway increased 
from zero to 100 %, the PTD increased by 25 percentage units. Travel speeds decreased 
from 103-106km/h to 80-94km/h. 

The study indicated that the the decrease in PTD gained in the passing lane ended about 
3.3 km downstream of the end of the passing lane. The speed-increasing effect gained 
in the passing lane ended about 2.7 km downstream of the end of the passing lane. 
The result was similar to the HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) value 
of 2.8 km (see table 3.22 on page 72). The optimum length for a passing lane in an 
alternating passing lane arrangement was estimated to be between 1.0 and 1.5 km. 

Before-after studies were perfonned using both traffic analyzers, license-plate surveys 
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and simulations  (Enberg & Aarnikko  1993,  Enberg  1994,  Enberg & Pursula  1997). 
Number of passings increased 20-40 percent in daytime traffic and more than doubled 
in weekend peak-hour traffic. On the other hand, on the two-lane highway both down-
stream and upstream of the passing lanes, the number of passings per vehicle decreased. 

The overall average travel speeds were slightly higher, and speed decreased a little more 
slowly with increasing traffic on the three-lane sections as compared with the two-lane 
sections. The regression equations for the entire three-lane section in before (two-lane) 
and after (three-lane) situations were as follows  (Enberg & Pursula  1997): 

= 	98.58  -  0.0069q, R2  =  0.87 (before, northbound) (4.30a) 
=  100.89  -  0.0103q, R2  =  0.91 (before, southbound) (4.30b) 
=  101.31  -  0.0063q, R2  =  0.64 (after, northbound) (4.30c) 
=  102.16  -  0.0080q, R2  =  0.78 (after, southbound). (4.30d) 

Travel speeds at low flow rates were 1-2km/h higher in the after situation than in 
the before situation. At high flow rates the increase in travel speeds was 4-5 km/h, 
but the traffic sometimes 'broke down' for short periods, which reduced travel speeds. 
The capacity in the main direction was 1,500-1,600 veh/h both in the before and after 
situations. 

No significant changes were found in travel speeds downstream of the three-lane high-
way. Upstream of the three-lane highway, travel speeds decreased by 1-3 km/h at low 
flow rates but increased by 4-6 km/h at high flow rates  (Enberg & Pursula  1997): 

=  102.22  -  0.0148q, R2  =  0.94 (before, southbound) (4.3 la) 

i3  = 	97.83  -  0.0077q, R2  =  0.72 (after, southbound). (4.31b) 

Platoon percentages on three-lane sections were clearly smaller than in the before 
situation and on the no-passing sections between successive passing lanes  (Enberg  & 
Pursula  1997): 

ln(100 -  Pi,)  =  4.34  -  0.0015q, R2  =  0.93 (north, before) (4.32a) 

ln(100 - 	,) =  4.14  -  0.0015q, R2  =  0.92 (south, before) (4.32b) 

ln(100 -  I)  =  4.28  -  0.0009q, R2  =  0.92 (north, passing lane) (4.32c) 

ln(100 -  Pi,)  =  4.29  -  0.001  lq,  R2  =  0.87 (south, passing lane) (4.32d) 

ln(100 - f'j,) =  4.45  -  0.0016q, R2  =  0.97 (north, no passing) (4.32e) 

ln(l00 -  P,)  =  4.35  -  0.00 16q, R2  =  0.94 (south, no passing). (4.32f) 

On no-passing sections the changes in platoon percentage were quite small compared 
with the before situation. However, at the beginning of no-passing sections platoon 
percentages were smaller than in the before situation, but at the end of the sections 
platooning increased. Downstream and upstream of the three-lane highway platoon 
percentages were on the same level, or in some cases slightly smaller than, in the 
before-situation. 

Another study (Kaistinen,  Nieminen  & Summala  1994) of the same three-lane high-
way found no differences in passing velocities between before and after situations. 
Neither did the three-lane highway result in passing behavior changes on the highway 
downstream. Also, no major disturbances were observed at the end of passing lanes. 
Congestion problems cumulated on the longest no-passing section. 
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Siimes  (1999) has performed a comparative study of new road types in Finland. On 
three-lane highways the effect of speed-increase on a passing-lane section lasted for 
2.7 km downstream of the passing lane. At one kilometer downstream of the passing 
lane the platoon percentage had returned to the same level as before the passing lane. 

4.6 Wide-pavement designs 

In order to improve the level of service the pavement on some highways has been 
widened. During 1989-91 the passing behavior on three wide-shoulder highways was 
studied by  Kaikkonen, Kaistinen & Summala  (1991). The pavement width was between 
11.5 and 12.5 meters, while lane width in all four locations was 3.75m. Only 20-
40 % of passenger cars being passed moved to the shoulder, while for heavy vehicles 
the percentage was above 50. Because less than half of passed vehicles used the 
wide shoulder, and the passing behavior indicated safety problems, the wide-shoulder 
highways were not recommended. 

In autumn 1995 a 20-kilometer long wide-lane semi-motorway was opened between 
Lahti and  Uusikylä.  A before-after study  (Pajunen  1997) could not find a statistically 
significant speed-flow relationship. The arithmetic mean of travel speeds increased 
3.2-4.3 km/h for cars and vans and 0.5-1.3 km/h for heavy vehicles after the building 
of the wide-lane highway. The proportion of short (0-1 s) headways was below 10 % 
before, but increased to 17-20 % in the alter situation. Platoon percentages were lower 
in on the wide-lane highway, but the results were based on linear regression analysis. 
Wide-lane design increased passing density so that it was in afternoon traffic three to 
five times higher on the wide-lane highway. In daytime traffic the passing density at 
most doubled. 

In comparison, a Swedish experiment (Carlsson &  Lundkvist  1992) found no changes 
in trafficability, when a 2 x (3.75  + 2.75) m highway was changed into a 2 x (5.5+1) m 
highway. Edgeline width was changed from 10cm to 30cm. Travel speeds, passing 
density, and proportion of free vehicles (headway greater than six seconds) did not show 
any statistically significant change. These results, however, did not necessarily apply 
to Finnish conditions, because here vehicles being passed did not use the shoulder as 
extensively as in Sweden (Summala 1987). 
On a Finnish wide-lane semi-motorway pas sings were typically flying passings without 
any speed reduction as a faster vehicles approached a slower vehicle. Many passing 
vehicles did not move to the opposing lane during the passing operation, and many of 
the slower vehicles yielded to the margin of their own lane, thus facilitating the passing. 
(Kaistinen 1 994b) 

Widening lane width changed the lateral position of vehicles on the cross section. On 
a straight road section vehicles were moving 1.2 meters further away from the center 
line on a wide-lane highways than on a wide-shoulder highway. The proportion of 
passing vehicles that used only their own lane for passing increased increased from 2 % 
to 22 %. (Kaistinen,  Laakso & Summala  1997) 

A summary report  (Siimes  1999) indicated that on both three-lane and wide-lane high-
ways the number of passings was remarkably higher (20-100 %), average travel speeds 
were higher (1-5 km/h), and platooning was lower than on a traditional wide-shoulder 
semi-motorway. The capacity of a three-lane semi-motorway was estimated to be 
equal to the capacity of an ordinary semi-motorway. The capacity of a wide-lane semi- 
motorway was probably larger. Conclusions about which of these two test-road types 
was better could not be drawn. 
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4.7 Drivers' perception of traffic conditions 

In recent years, much attention has been paid to the driver perception of traffic con-
ditions.  Kiljunen & Summala  (1996) studied the applicability of the Alert C protocol 
(free/heavy/slow/queueing/stationary traffic) that had been proposed for the RDS-TMC 
traffic information system. The Alert C traffic conditions can be defined as follows: 

1. Traffic flowing freely—Average travel speed is greater than 90 % of free-flow 
speed. 

2. Heavy traffic—Average travel speed is 75-90  % of free-flow speed. 

3. Slow traffic—Average travel speed is 25-75  % of free-flow speed. 

4. Queuing traffic—Average travel speed is 10-25 % of free-flow speed. 

5. Stationay  traffic—Average travel speed is less than 10 % of free-flow speed.  

Kiljunen  and Summala suggested a Finnish modification: fluent / platooning  I slow 
/ queuing / stationary. In addition, the 'fluent' situation could be further divided into 
'free' and 'fluent'. 

Journey speed did not explain perceived traffic conditions in a better way than the 
parameters measured at one spot. Fifty percent of car drivers reported that their driving 
comfort decreased when the average headway was shorter than five seconds, or when the 
average spot speed was eight percent slower than free flow speed. The results suggested 
that traffic was not irritating because of growing density but because of driver and trip 
related factors and the behaviour of other drivers  (Kiljunen & Summala  1996). 

According to  Kiljunen & Summala  (1998) drivers' perception of traffic conditions 
is connected with design standard of highways, speed levels, illumination, drivers' 
expectations and backgrounds. When drivers expect high traffic volumes they also 
consider traffic more fluent under high volumes. During bad weather and in the dark 
the quality of traffic was considered lower. These observations make it difficult to 
directly connect 'traffic quality' to the 11CM levels of service. 

With some qualifications they suggested that traffic condition fluent in the modified 
Finnish Alert C classification corresponds to levels of service A–C in the HCM.  Pia-
tooning  corresponds to levels of service D–E. Level of service F include traffic condi-
tions slow, queuing, and stationary traffic. When spot speeds stayed above 77-78 kmlh, 
more than half of the drivers considered traffic conditions 'fluent'. Fifty percent of car 
drivers considered the traffic 'fluent' when the difference between target speed and 
driving speed was less than 10 km/h.  

Luoma  (1998) studied the estimation of transportation system efficiency. The best 
efficiency indicator for passenger car drivers seemed to be the difference between in-
dividual, condition dependent target speed and driving speed. The target speed was 
calculated using the driver estimated arrival time and the distance to destination. When 
the difference was more that 20 km/h, only 0-10 % of drivers considered the transport-
ation system efficient. For commercial vehicle operators the predictability of travel 
times was more important. 

The predictability of truck travel times have been studied with the help of tachometers 
 (Luoma & Jaatinen  1999). It was found that the Finnish  IVAR  calculation method, 

which follows the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985), on average over-
estimates the travel times of trucks. The definition of confidence limits for travel times, 
however, requires further research. 
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In addition to driver related factors, the government is interested on total social costs 
of transportation. Finnra (Keskushallinto 1995) has studied the estimation of optimal 
travel speed; i.e., the speed that minimizes the social transportation costs under pre-
vailing conditions. It was, however, found that transportation economic calculations 
do not provide an adequate basis for defining the optimal speed level. 

Finnra (Kehittäiniskeskus  1993) has defined a four stage quality classification for urban 
arterials. The classification is defined in terms of traffic quality and environmental 
quality. The traffic quality factors are shortly stated as follows: 

1. Good—Traffic is fluent and safe. Travel speed is good. 

2. Fair—Momentary congestion is possible and drivers must occasionally be espe-
cially on the alert. During congestion travel speeds decrease a little. 

3. Tolerable—Traffic is congested during peak hours, and drivers must be especially 
on the alert. During congestion travel speeds are considerable lower than free- 
flow speeds. 

4. Bad—Traffic becomes frequently congested and goes at crawl speed even at 
non-peak hours. 
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5 DATA COLLECTION 
5.1 Loop detector data 

5.1.1  Traftic  Monitoring System 

The purpose of data collection was to obtain a database sufficient to determine the 
parameters for capacity and level-of-service analysis. The locations were selected so 
that the data would cover a wide range of traffic flow and roadway conditions. Only 
road sections with speed limit 80 or 100 km/h were considered. Locations of high 
traffic volumes were preferred. 

The Finnish Road Administration (Finnra) has installed a Traffic Monitoring Sys-
tem  (TMS)  of more than 200 automatic traffic recorders (ATRs) all over the country 
(Tiehallinto 1997). These ATRs collect traffic data 24 hours a day. The data is stored 
in a central database. 

The ATR device DSL-3 (Insinööritoiinisto  Harri Jokela Oy  n.d.b)  operates day and 
night processing impulses coming either from inductive loops in the pavement or from 
other accessories like the weigh-in-motion sensors (Tielaitos 1995). For each vehicle 
that has passed the ATR, the following data have been stored: 

1. Year 

2. Day (running number from January 1 ) 

tTT  

4. Minute 

5. Second 

6. 1/100 second 

7. Vehicle length 

8. Lane 

9. Direction 

10. Vehicle class (see table 5.1) 

11. Spot speed (km/h). 

Table 5.1: Vehicle classification in the ATR  (Insinööritoimisto Harri Jokela Oy  n.d.b)  
Code Vehicle class 

1 Passenger car or van 
2 Truck 
3 Bus 
4 Truck and semitrailer 
5 Truck and full trailer 
6 Passenger car and trailer 
7 Passenger car and house trailer  

ATRS  store the data, which can be automatically poiied by any computer with access 
code. A computer connects to each ATh at preset time intervals for data transfer and 
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processing, and permanent storage in CD -ROMs.  Traffic and the movement of vehicles 
can also be displayed on a computer monitor in real time. (Tielaitos 1995) 

In addition to the permanent ATRs, a portable device DSL- 1  (Insinööritoimisto Harri 
Jokela Oy n.d.a)  is available. It provides flexibility for short term data collection needs. 
For data polling it is possible to use radio communication, in case that no telephone 
line is available. The portable unit can store data and operate without recharging for 
ten days (Tielaitos  1995).  

TMS  produces versatile and reliable data on traffic. It provides services for (Tielaitos 
1995): 

1. Traffic policy decisions 

2. Road, maintenance and traffic planning 

3. Road safety studies 

4. Monitoring of vehicle speeds and weights 

5. Traffic capacity evaluation 

6. Information services for users 

7. Traffic control and monitoring 

5.1.2  ATR  locations 

On the basis of road geometry and traffic volumes, 18 ATRs were selected for data 
analysis (figure 5.2). Data were retrieved from the Finnra database covering rainless 
days during summers 1997 and 1998. Table 5.2 displays basic properties of these 
ATR locations. ATR's 106, 113, 1226, and 9999 are located on semi-motorways (two- 
lane highways with high alignment standard, grade-separated intersections, full access 
control, and only motorised vehicles allowed). 

Road section is the number of the road section in the Finnra Road Register into which 
the ATR belongs. Shoulder width covers both paved and unpaved (typically 0.25 m) 
shoulder. 
The sight distance of 300 m has been used as a criterion for passing zones, following the 
HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000). It is also the sight distance criterion 
for no-passing lines on Finnish highways with design speed 100 km/h (Tiehallitus 1992). 
This distance is, however, used only as a guideline for pavement markings. It not a 
realistic passing-sight distance. In a recent report  (Lehtinen  1999) new passing-sight 
distances are proposed as 850 m for 100 km/h highways (currently 650 m) and 700 m 
for 80 km/h highways (currently 550 m). 

The geometric properties presented are the properties of road sections as reported in the 
Finnra Road Register. If properties differ by direction, the average over both directions 
is presented. If the ATR located closer than 2km to either end of the road section some 
adjustments have been made. 
Access point density was counted on a road section of 5 km in both directions from the 
ATR. Access points considered insignificant were not included in the count. The count 
has an inevitable subjective nature. 

In addition, data were collected from a three lane section (ATR 601) and a low-speed 
highway (ATR 138, 60 km/h, figure 5.3). One ATR  (125, figure 5.3) is near the starting 
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Table 5.2: ATRs used in data collection 

Road Speed Lane and Average No-passing Access point  
ATR  Road section limit shoulder Hilliness Curvature zones density  

VL/(klTI/h)  (WI  + Ws)/m Ih/(nl/km) Ic/(°/km)  PI%  Pa/km  
105 1 12 80 3.50+1.00 17 19 26 5.0 
106 2 1 100 4.25  +  3.00 12 23 8 2.1 
111 6 117 100 3.50+ 1.00 15 13 29 4.9 
113 7 16 80 3.50+0.50 20 41 30 0.1 
134 51 13 100 3.90  +  3.00 7 19 10 3.5 
201 1 21 100 3.50+ 1.00 14 23 35 3.8 
203 3 204 100 3.50+ 1.50 19 7 11 2.4 
207 8 202 80 3.50+ 2.00 11 12 8 3.8 
221 2 45 100 3.50+ 1.00 12 3 14 3.5 
433 3 131 100 3.50+ 1.25 10 10 10 3.3 
436 3 138 80 3.75  +  2.00 17 44 4 2.0 
522 6 210 100 3.75  +  2.50 12 19 19 2.3 
523 6 303 80 3.75  +  1.25 20 5 38 1.7 
602 5 119 100 3.50+0.50 21 17 28 2.8 
623 4 214 100 3.50+0.50 7 12 11 3.9 
901 4 303 100 3.50± 1.50 14 6 21 4.3 

1023 8 404 80 3.50  +  1.50 8 22 8 3.8 
1223 20 4 80 3.50+0.75 5 9 5 3.0 
1226 4 365 100 3.75+2.25 3 17 0 1.2 
9999 4 115 100 3.75+2.00 7 6 0 0.0 

Figure 5.1: An automatic traffic recorder (ATR) with a DSL-3 device attached to a wooden 
lighting pole 
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Figure 5.2: Location of  ATRs outside Helsinki metropolitan area 
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point of a four-lane highway. Measurements of two AThs (228 and 404) were corrupted. 
Data from the AThs mentioned above were not been used in basic analyzes. 

Hämeenlinnanväylä  
Tuusulantie 

Figure 5.3: Location of  ATRs in the Helsinki metropolitan area 

After a preliminary analysis additional data were collected in order to obtain more data 
from congested conditions. From ATR 436 (fig. 5.4), the southern bypass of the city 
of Tampere, data were collected from summers 1997 and 1998, but also during June 
1999. This road section is not a typical rural highway. Some disturbances are caused 
by interchanges surrounding the observation point. The data were, however, included 
in the analysis because such an extensive amount of high volume data was not found 
elsewhere. 

Figure 5.4: ATR 436 

Supplementary data were collected with a mobile DSL-1 counter on arterial highway 4 
(ATh 9999) during two weeks in June 1999, including the Midsummer Night weekend. 
This section was part of a semi-motorway, which is currently the western traveled way 
of a freeway. The eastern traveled way was then under construction, as seen in figure 
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5.5. The freeway from Helsinki to the north ended about four kilometers to the south 
of the observation point, and continued as a semi-motorway. The constructor informed 
that the construction work did not disturb the traffic during 18 June 1999 (starting from 
1 pm) and 24-27 June 1999. 

Figure 5.5: Supplementary data collection location on arterial highway 4 (ATR 9999) 

Data analysis revealed some disturbances (low speeds at low densities), during 18 
June which were most likely caused by external factors. This day was not included in 
the analysis. The data, however, revealed some interesting results. Maximum traffic 
density on a lane was 38 vehlkm during which the average speed was 29 km/h and flow 
rate 1,116 vehlh. Proportion of heavy vehicles was 7 %. Maximum observed flow rate 
in one direction was 1,548 veh/h. It was reached at density 18 veh/h and average speed 
86 km/h. Proportion of heavy vehicles was 6 %. 

On Sunday (June 27) the road surface was wet and there was slight rain occasionally, 
but the data were accepted for analysis in order to obtain high volume data entering the 
observation point along a long section of a high standard semi-motorway. Usually the 
highest daily traffic volumes in a year towards Helsinki occur on the Sunday following 
the Midsummer Night. Because the observation point located at the border of two road 
sections, table 5.2 presents the average values of the two road sections. 

5.1.3 Measurement periods 

In order to avoid the effects of bad weather and darkness, the measurements were 
restricted to daylight time and dry (no rain) weather. During rain the moisture has 
an adverse effect on visibility, and wet road surface decreases the skidding resistance. 
This causes the drivers to lower their speeds and increase the spacings. Dimness and 
darkness also lowers the visibility. The driver population in the night time is also 
different from the driver population during the daylight time. 

Weather data were collected from the databases of both Finnra (Road Weather Stations) 
and the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI). The Road Weather System consists of 
about 270 weather stations. Road weather data from June 13 - July 13, 1998 were used 
for preliminary analysis. 
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The density of the FMI weather stations was not as high as the density of Road Weather 
Stations. Rain data were collected from ten stations (Helsinki, Pori, Turku, Tampere, 
Lahti,  Lappeenranta, Jyväskylä, Mikkeli,  Kokkola  and Oulu). The measurement period 
started at 9:00 am and continued to 9:00 am on the next day. 

Comparison of these two databases indicated that the density of FMI data was adequate, 
and the data were more reliable than the Finnra data. For the time period June 13 - July 
13, 1998 the days with no rain in the FMI data base were compared with the Finnra 
data. It was evident that the rain indications of many road weather stations during these 
days were unreliable. By a careful examination of the data it would have been possible 
to isolate probable measurement errors, but this was considered too laborious. FMI 
data appeared to be both more reliable and adequate for the selection of thy periods. 
Consequently, FMI data from the summers (May-September) of 1997 and 1998 were 
analysed, and  TMS  data from 69 days (table 5.3) were selected. 

Table 5.3: Rainless days selected for analysis 
Year 	Month Days 
1997 	May 23-27 

31— 
June —8 

17-2 1 
July 11-14 

16-21 
August 7-11 

28— 
September —2 

1998 	May 12-18 
27-28 

June 24-28 
August 31— 
September —8 

During the period of 12 May -8 September, in the area between Helsinki and Oulu the 
sun rises not later than 6:30 am and sets not earlier than 8:00 pm. For each day, traffic 
flow data were collected during the daylight time (6:30 am - 8:00 pm). The first day 
in a multi-day measuring period was an exception: Because rain data were collected 
in 24-hour periods starting at 9 am, traffic data collection was started from 9 am on the 
first day of the period. 

5.2 License-plate surveys 

License-plate surveys were conducted on two locations (table 5.4) to supplement the 
 TMS  data. (ATR 111 is located in survey location 4.) Properties of survey locations 

(table 5.4) were obtained from Finnra Road Register. Traffic flow was recorded with 
video cameras in both directions at both ends of the road segment. During each survey 
four video cameras recorded traffic flow for three hours. 

License-plate data at locations 40102-42112 were collected in May 1990. Only one 
direction of travel was surveyed. The survey has been described by  (Enberg  1994). The 
ID refers to the original locations. ID 41914 indicates that the data are from highway 
4 between locations 19 and 14. 

The license number, vehicle type and passing time of every vehicle were stored in a 
data base. In both directions the data were combined by matching license numbers. 
For each vehicle observed at both ends of the road segment the following data were 
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Table 5.4: Properties of license-plate survey locations 

Road Speed Lane and Average No-passing 
ID Road section Length limit shoulder Hilliness curvature zones  

sim  vL/(km/h) (Wi + ws)/m IhI(m/km) I/(°/km)  P/% 
4 6 117 5320 100 3.50+1.00 15 13 29 
5 120 4-6 11380 80 3.50+ 1.00 21 33 57 

40102 4 108 1340 100 3.75+2.50 5 17 0 
40119 4 108-112 21760 100 3.75+2.75 6 11 0 
41202 4 108-111 16190 100 3.75+2.75 6 11 0 
41914 4 112-116 22060 100 3.75+2.50 6 9 0 
42112 4 111-114 14300 100 3.75 +2.75 8 9 0 

recorded: 

1. Entry time 

2. Exit time 

3. Travel speed (km/h) 

4. Travel time (sec) 

5. License number 

6. Vehicle type 

All vehicles could not be observed at both ends of the road section either because they 
did not travel from entry point to exit point during the measurement time, or the license 
number was not correctly entered into the data base. In addition, travel time and travel 
speed were not recorded for vehicles with travel speed lower than 60 km/h. The travel 
time included the stopped delay time. 

The license-plate survey data were not used in the development of the LOS calculation 
methodology. In section 9.5 the license-plate data are, however, compared with the 
new calculation model. A summary of the data is presented in appendix A.2.  
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6 METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
6.1 Preliminary analysis 

The data were checked for consistency. Days with large number of obvious detector 
malfunctions were discarded. All data from ATRs 228 and 404 were considered unreli-
able. In the remaining data, observations with speeds less than 5 km/h were considered 
measurement errors and they were discarded. Typically the observed speed was 1 km/h. 
These observations consisted most likely of lane changing or stopping vehicles. In no 
case could such a low speed be attributed to congestion. 

6.2 Data aggregation 

6.2.1 Time interval 

The headway in front of each following vehicle is also a 'personal capacity' for the 
vehicle. For short periods and few vehicles in a platoon it is possible to reach very high 
capacities. As these capacities can only occur for very short periods of time, they are 
not useful in practical capacity analyzes. 

In the Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board 2000) the capacities 
and service flow rates are based on 15-minute time intervals. This is a compromise 
between considerations on short term fluctuations in traffic flow and stability of mac-
roscopic traffic flow measures. Shorter time interval would allow better adjustment 
for short traffic fluctuations. The generalization of the results to stable flow conditions 
would, however, be problematic. Longer interval length would describe stable condi-
tions better, but nonstationarity of the traffic flow within the time interval could cause 
bias to the results. These considerations are illustrated in figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. (The 
low number of vehicles per time interval causes the striped patterns in figure 6.3.) The 
analyzes presented below are based on 15-minute time intervals. 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the effect of measurement interval length on capacity estimates. 
As time interval increases capacity estimates based on a flow-density diagram tend to 
decrease slightly. Adopting a ten-minute interval amounts to taking the center of gravity 
of five consecutive two-minute points. The center of gravity of points on a concave 
curve is below this curve (OECD Scientific Expert Group 1983). 

Sampling in fixed time intervals (T) makes sample size (n) a linear function of estimated 
flow rate: 

n=T. 	 (6.1) 

Low volume samples have fewer observations than high volume samples. Assuming 
that average travel speeds follow normal distribution, sample standard deviation s (ii) 
is a function of flow rate (q): 

s(i3) 
= 	

(6.2) 

Platoomng  makes the dependence of s (ii) on flow rate even stronger. 

Data aggregation in time intervals of exactly 15 minutes would arbitrarily cut between 
vehicles in platoons. This would separate the cause (platoon leader) and effect (platoon) 
into different measuring time intervals. This problem can be avoided by allowing the 
sampling time interval extend so that after 15 minutes the counting is continued until 
the time interval to the arrival of the next vehicle is longer than some threshold value 9. 
The expected counting time extension (8) is equal to the expected sum of consecutive 
headways  (H) less than eight seconds. It can be calculated as the product of expected 
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Figure 6.1: Basic traffic flow properties atATR 105 with 15-minute time intervals 
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Figure 6.2: Basic traffic flow properties atATR 105 with 5-minute time intervals 
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number of consecutive  headways  less than the threshold 6 and the expected length of 
the  headways: 

P{H  <OJ  
=  1  —P{H 

0} E(H  I H <0)  

F(0) 	f  hf(h) dh 	
(6.3)  - 	x  

Th—F(0) 	F(8)  
- fhf(h) dh 
-  1—F(0) 

If  headways  are independent and identically distributed, the number of consecutive 
 headways  follows geometric distribution. Assuming that  headways  are independent 

and follow negative exponential distribution, the expected extension is (fig. 6.5) 
e  

=  lo hqe"dh 
e q  

1 _e-9(i  +Oq) = 	 (6.4)  
qe -G  

=  I (e0  -  1)  -  0. 
q 
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Figure 6.5: Expected counting time extension with threshold 8  =  8s 

In order to obtain more reliable results about the proportion of short  headways  and the 
effect of heavy vehicles, time intervals were allowed to be extended, but by at most 
one minute. After 15 minutes the time interval was extended until a headway of at 
least eight seconds was found in both directions, or until the maximum extension (one 
minute) was reached. Eight seconds has been found as the threshold value for the 
exponential tail of the headway distribution  (Luttinen  1996). The same study indicated 
that for  headways  greater than eight seconds there was no discernible speed adjustment 
due to the speed of the vehicle ahead. The extension period was limited to one minute 
in order to avoid significant deviations from the 15-minute time interval. 

For each time interval the following measures were obtained:  
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1. Flow rate (veh/h) 

2. Space mean speed (km/h) 

3. Proportion of heavy vehicles 

4. Proportion of time headways less than or equal to three seconds 

Low volume data present a sampling problem: Analysis of very small samples result 
in large variances. Exclusion of small samples prevents the analysis of low volume 
data. In addition, if samples with low volumes in one direction are excluded, no data is 
available for the analysis of directional flow with low opposing flow. Even though the 
analysis of an empty sample is of no interest, it would be profitable to have samples of 
traffic flow with directional split 100/0. 

Samples were included in the analysis, if the number of observations in at least one 
direction was at least 10. This allowed the analysis of samples with directional flow 
rates above 40 vehlh. If there were less than 10 observations in one direction, only flow 
rate was recorded for this direction. Speed, density, platoon percentage etc. were not 
calculated, but it was possible to use this flow rate as opposing flow rate in the analysis 
of the other direction. 

62.2 Flow rate  

HCM  2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) defines the flow rate as: 

The equivalent hourly rate at which vehicles, bicycles, or persons pass a 
point on a lane, roadway, or other trafficway; computed as the number of 
vehicles, bicycles, or persons passing a point, divided by the time interval 
(usually less than 1 h) in which they pass; expressed as vehicles, bicycles, 
or persons per hour. 

Flow rate is accordingly 
N 

q  = -, 	 (6.5) 
t 

where N is the number of vehicles, and r is the length of the observation period. 

Traffic flow on a lane past an observation point can be described as a point process: 
Points along a time axis describe the passage times (t,) of vehicles (fig. 6.6). The 
time headway between vehicles  i  and  i  +  1 is h,1  = t 4 1  -  t,. The number of 
arrivals in time interval (0, a] is  N(a),  and during (a, b] the number of arrivals is 
N(a,b] = N(b) —N(a).  

S... 	••  S 	•SSS  S  •  
t1 	t2 	t3 t4  t5t6 	 Time 

Figure 6.6: Traffic flow as a point process 

The time measured from the immediately preceding vehicle to time instant t is called 
the backward recurrence time (fig. 6.7) 

U=inf{u  >0:  N(t—u,t]>0}. 	 (6.6) 
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Forward recurrence time is the time measured from an arbitrary time instant t to the 
next vehicle after t (fig. 6.7): 

V1  =inf{u  >0:  N(t,t+uJ >  0}. 	 (6.7) 

The headway of the next vehicle  i  +  1 after t is the sum of backward and forward 
recurrence times h1+1  =  U  +  Vt .  

Backward recurrence time, U Forward recurrence time, V 

ti 	 t 	 ti + 1  

Figure 6.7: Backward  (Ui )  and forward (V1 ) recurrence times 

Asynchronous counting begins at an arbitrary time instant a and continues the length 
(r) of counting period (Haight 1963). The next counting period starts immediately 
after the previous period has ended (fig. 6.8): a 3  +  r. 

Asynchronous counting 
r 

r 
Synchronous counting 

Figure 6.8: Synchronous and asynchronous counting 

The mean of an asynchronous counting process is (Haight 1963) 
t  

E(N(r)) = -. 	 (6.8) 

The flow rate estimate is accordingly the reciprocal of the mean headway  
E(N(r)) 	1 

q= 	=. 	 (6.9) 
h 

The  HCM  method is accordingly based on asynchronous counting. The flow rate is 
q3  = N(a, a+i]/(a+i -  a3 ). 

Synchronous counting begins just after an arbitrary arrival a  =  to and continues the 
length of counting period (t). Counting period j ends at a  +  r. The next j  +  1 
counting period starts just after the next arrival after the end of the previous (j) period: 

a3 1 =a +r  +inf{u  >0:  N(a +r,cr  +r +u] >01. (6.10) 

Each counting period (j) consists of a number (n 3 ) of  headways  and a backward 
recurrence time after the last vehicle in the period  

N(aj  +r)  
h 1 +U+1 . 	 (6.11)  

i=N(a)+1  

Because the mean headway in period j is  
N(a+t)  

t  - Uaj .- 
hJ_ N(aj,j] 	hi=N(aj,aj+t] 	 (6.12)  

i=N(a)+1 
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equation (6.9) would overestimate the flow rate. 

While in the asynchronous counting process the mean flow rate is equal to the recip-
rocal of mean headway, this relation does not necessarily hold for a specific counting 
period, because the forward and backward recurrence times at the beginning and end, 
respectively, of the counting period do not necessarily sum up to the headway of the first 
vehicle. Under low flow rates this may cause some additional variability in a model 
which uses flow rate as an independent variable. The behavior of the first vehicle 
should be explained in terms of its real headway, not in terms of the sum of forward 
and backward recurrence times of the counting period. This problem is avoided by a 
doubly synchronous counting process  (Luttinen  2000a), in which each counting period 
both begins and ends at the time of vehicle arrival. If counting period j has started 
at a3 , the period ends and the next period starts at the passage time of the last vehicle 
before a3  +  v. If no vehicles arrive during (ai , a3  + v}, a is the arrival time of the 
next vehicle after a3 : 

	

a + i  ={t1  :i  =max{N(a+r),N(a)+l}}. 	(6.13) 

The length of a counting period is equal to the sum of vehicle headways during the 
counting period 

N(a + i) 

= 	h•. 	 (6.14) 
i=N(a)+1  

Flow rate  (qj)  of counting period j is the reciprocal of the average time headway  ()  
in the same counting period (Hall 1997): 

	

N(a3 ,a +iJ - N(a,a3+i] - 	1 	=  j (6.15)  qj = 	
- .s N(aj^ i) 	-  1 	\_N(aJ±1) 	h  L_i=N(a)+1  h1 	N(a,aj+ iJ L_.d=N(a)+1  i  

This method enabled the calculation of flow rate even for samples with some discarded 
observations. The asynchronous method would have underestimated the flow rate, if 
some observations had been missing. Even more importantly, the doubly synchronous 
method enabled the study of a subset, such as passenger cars, of a sample. This point 
is further discussed in section 6.4. 

The difference between asynchromzed and doubly synchronized counting methods is 
exemplified in figure 6.9. The methods differ in the way the time at the beginning 
and end of the interval is taken into account. Asynchronized method includes the 
time from the start of the interval to the arrival of the first vehicle (forward recurrence 
time) and the time from the arrival of the last vehicle to the end of the measurement 
interval (backward recurrence time). In terms of flow rate calculations, the headway 
of the first vehicle is assumed equal to the sum of the forward recurrence time and the 
backward recurrence time. The doubly synchronized method includes the time from 
the last vehicle preceding the measurement interval to the arrival of the first vehicle in 
the interval. The time after the last vehicle is not considered. It can be argued that this 
method gives more reliable results, and it has a more solid theoretical foundation. 

The counting period was extended, as described in section 6.2.1, in order to avoid 
stopping the count during the arrival of a platoon. In extended counting periods the 
last vehicle in the period is not randomly selected. The extension tends to include short 
headways at the end of a period and a long headway as the first observation. This may 
cause some additional variation in flow rate estimates among samples. 
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Asynchronous counting period 

Time 

Doubly synchronous counting period 

Figure 6.9: Asynchronous and doubly  synchmnous  counting methods 

In asynchronous counting with extension care should be taken to ensure that the end 
of the counting period remains random. If during extension counting is stopped at the 
time instant of an arrival, the process is no more asynchronous. The counting omits 
the backward recurrence time at the end of the period. The start of the next counting 
period is then also synchronized, which may cause a bias in the flow rate estimates. 
This bias is avoided in the doubly synchronous counting. 

6.2.3 Space distribution of speeds 

Spot speed measurements represent the time distribution of speeds. The aritmetic mean 
of spot speeds  (Vt)  is the time mean speed. The fundamental relationship between 
the key traffic flow variables is, however, based on the space distribution of speeds 
(Edie 1974): 

q = i3k. 	 (6.16) 

Assuming that traffic flow is stationary in space and time, space mean speed is the 
harmonic mean of speeds from time distribution (Wardrop 1952) 

i35  = 
	fln 	

(6.17) 

Wardrop  (1952) has also derived the general relation between time and space means: 

cr(v)  
t=s+  S 
	 (6.18) 
VS 

The standard deviation of space distributed speeds can thus be calculated, if both time 
and space mean speeds are known: 

a5 (v) 	..Jiti35 -  i5. 	 (6.19) 

The space mean and standard deviation of speeds were estimated using equations (6.17) 
and (6.19). 

6.3 Directional analysis of traffic flows 

In early capacity manuals (Bureau of Public Roads 1950, Highway Research Board 
1965) directional split was not considered to have any effect on the operating conditions 
on a two-lane highway. The third edition of the HCM (Transportation Research Board 
1985) introduced adjustment for directional distribution. The adjustment is same at all 
flow rates indicating that the proportion of traffic in the opposing direction is considered 
more meaningful than the opposing flow rate. 11CM 2000 (Transportation Research 
Board 2000) makes an adjustment for directional distribution and percent no-passing 
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zones in the calculation of percent time spent following. There is also a separate model 
for directional analysis of PTSF. In the analysis of  ATS  the effect of traffic flows in both 
directions are considered equal. 

The analysis of directional flows can be considered superior to the analysis of total flow 
and directional distribution for a number of reasons  (Luttinen  2000a): 

Total flow and directional split give an unequivocal description of traffic flow in 
both directions. For passing opportunities opposing flow rate is, however, a more 
important factor than directional distribution. 

2. The effect of heavy vehicles depends on the direction of flow studied. As the 
proportion of heavy vehicles increases, passing demand and platooning in the 
same direction increases also. Platoomng, however, provides more passing op-
portunities for the opposing flow. l'his twofold effect is hidden, if only total flow 
is analyzed. Opposing flow rate and proportion of heavy vehicles were based 
on total counts in each sample, even when the properties of passenger cars only 
were analyzed in the observed direction. 

3. Density is not a meaningful measure for two-way flow on two-lane highways 
with a skew directional distribution, because the major flow cannot effectively 
use the free space on the opposite lane. Let us consider an extreme example: If 
the directional split is 100/0 and traffic in one direction is highly congested, the 
density of the roadway is half of the density of the congested lane. At this density 
traffic should flow rather smoothly. Directional analysis avoids the averaging of 
the characteristics of traffic flow. 

4. The analysis methods for multilane highways and freeways are based on dir-
ectional analysis. The same approach for two-lane highways would make the 
analysis on these different types of facilities more compatible. 

In two-way analysis a 50/50 directional split is considered ideal. In directional analysis 
the conditions in the observed direction are ideal if there is no opposing traffic. 

6.4 Refined passenger-car flow rate 

(McShane et al. 1998) have suggested that the traffic stream could be divided into four 
types of headways: 

P-P: passenger car following a passenger car 

 P-T:  passenger car following a truck 

T-P: truck following a passenger car 

 T-T:  truck following a truck. 

Such analysis assumes that trucks do not have any influence on any P-P pairs. Because 
passenger cars driving in a platoon led by a truck are clearly influenced by the truck, a 
more reliable description of ideal traffic conditions is obtained, if the whole platoon is 
excluded from the analysis. 

In the analyses below, the direct effect of heavy vehicles has been eliminated by ana- 
lyzing only passenger cars which were not in platoons following heavy vehicles. All 
heavy vehicles were excluded, as well as all vehicles following heavy vehicles in a 
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platoon, until a headway larger than eight seconds occurred. The analysis of the effect 
of opposing flow was, however, based on the total flow rate of oncoming vehicles. 

A subset S of vehicles includes vehicles that are neither heavy vehicles nor vehicles in 
a platoon behind a heavy vehicle. The size of a subsample of counting period j is  

N(a+i) 

Ns(cx, a+i] = 	p s (i), 	 (6.20) 
i=N(a)+1  

where p  (i)  is a membership function 

(6.21) 
{o 	if vehicle  i  is not a member of subset S, 

if vehicle  i  is a member of subset S. 

Another possibility would have been to analyze only time intervals with no heavy 
vehicles. This would have, however, greatly reduced the number of feasible samples. 
Because only a subset of vehicles in a sample were analyzed, flow rates were calculated 
using time headways, as explained in section 6.2. This modified flow rate is called the 
refined passenger-car flow rate  (Luttinen  2000a). 
Analysis of a subsample of vehicles would be problematic if the size of the subsample 
Ns(a, a+i]  was only a small proportion of the total volume  N(a, a+i].  The prop-
erties of a small subsample would not necessarily adequately describe the prevailing 
traffic conditions. The minimum sample size requirement (page 117) alleviated this 
problem, but it was not sufficient under high volumes. Consequently, an additional 
requirement for sample size was set. The size of the subsample should be greater 
than 80 % of the expected sample size for flow rate  qs,j  based on the headways of the 
subsample 

	

Ns(a3 , a+i] > O.8qs , 3 r. 	 (6.22) 

For example, if the calculated flow rate for a subset of a 15-minute counting period 
was 400 vehlh, only samples with more than 0.8 x 0.25 x 400 = 80 observations were 
accepted. Because the flow rate of subsample  j is  

Ns(a1,ci+i] 	
, 	 (6.23) = 	N(a+i) 

>i=N(uj)+1 ILs(i)  h, 

condition (6.22) states that the sum of headways in a subsample should cover more 
than 80 % of the counting period 

N(cr + t) 

	

/2(i)h > O.8rj . 	 (6.24) 
i=N(a3 )+1  

The use of refined passenger-car flow rates eliminates the direct effect of heavy vehicles: 
All passenger cars that cannot move freely because of a heavy vehicle ahead are elim-
inated from the analysis. There is, however, a possibility of an indirect effect: Drivers 
adjust their speeds to the overall conditions caused by heavy vehicles, even though they 
are not under the direct influence of any single heavy vehicle. In addition, there may 
be difficulties in obtaining data at very high flow rates. 

License-plate survey data were analyzed by similar methods as  TMS  data. Flow rates 
and PTSF were calculated at exit points. The data were supplemented by data from year 
1991. Because the older data were collected in one direction of travel only, the effect 
of opposing flow could not be estimated. The basic characteristics of the license-plate 
data are displayed in appendix A.2. 
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6.5 Local platoon percentage as a surrogate measure for  PTSF  

The percent time spent following (PTSF) describes "the average percent of travel time 
that vehicles must travel in platoons behind slower vehicles due to inability to pass" 
(Transportation Research Board 2000). Local platoon percentage is the percentage of 
time headways less than or equal to a given value. For percent time delay (PTD) the 
critical value in the 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) was five seconds. 

Based on simulation studies HCM 2000 uses headways of three seconds or less as a 
surrogate measure for P1'SF (Harwood et al. 1999). This approach has three major 
problems: 

PTD  and PTSF are measured along a distance, while the local platoon percentage 
is measured at a single spot. 

2. Not all vehicles with headways less than three or five seconds are delayed. Some 
vehicles are passing or starting a passing maneuver, or they are just being passed. 

3. Even vehicles with larger headways, up to eight seconds, may suffer some delay 
 (Luttinen  1996). 

Pursula  (1995) observed that local platoon percentage is a biased estimator for PTh. 
The bias is similar to the bias of using time mean speed as an estimator forATS. Pursula 
has shown that the bias can be corrected by multiplying the local platoon percentage 
by the ratio of the space mean speed (i5)  of the total traffic and the space mean speed 
(i3,) of the platooned traffic 

PTD =  F(5) --100%. 	 (6.25) 
vs , p  

This correction increases the PTD estimate by approximately two percent. 
Pursula  (1995) noted that all vehicles within a five-second time interval behind another 
vehicle are not followers. Especially, slower vehicles behind faster vehicles should not 
be classified as platooning. He did not, however, consider the effect of this correction 
toPTD. 

The effect of excluding slower vehicles behind faster vehicles [i.e.,  (v  - 	)/v1  >  
0.1] was tested using the present (local) data. This exclusion reduced the five-second 
platoon percentage on the average by two percent. This indicates that these corrections 
approximately cancel each others. 

On Finnish two-lane highways with speed limit 80-100km/h the proportion of trailing 
(delayed) vehicles is, however, approximately equal to the proportion of headways 

3 s  (Luttinen  1996). Accordingly, the HCM 2000 practice is followed below. 

6.6 Two-stage regression analysis 

The ATR locations were selected so that there was as large a variability in the roadway 
conditions as possible. The range of variables is, however, not fully satisfactory. There 
is also some correlation between the geometric properties of highway sections (table 
6.1). The elements of cross section, lane and shoulder widths, have a strong positive 
correlation (0.802). The effect of hilliness on no-passing zones can be seen in the high 
(0.716) correlation coefficient, but the increase of no-passing zones due to curvature is 
weak (r  = 0.132). This kind of correlation in the data is natural and hard to avoid, but 
mutual correlation of parameters makes modeling more complicated. 
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Table 6.1: Correlation coefficients for roadway conditions 
Speed 	Lane 	Shoulder Hilliness Curvature No-passing 

Measure 	 limit 	width 	width 	index 	index 	zones 
Lane width 	0.184 
Shoulder width 0.207 0.802 
Hilliness index -0.204 -0.177 -0.354 
Curvature index -0.370 0.203 0.101 	0.253 
No-passing zones -0.08 1 -0.286 -0.492 	0.7 16 	0.052 
Access point density -0.059 -0.518 -0.374 	0.005 	-0.003 	0.345 

The ATh locations were selected in order to have large variability of traffic conditions. 
It was, however, difficult to find locations with very high flow rates. Consequently, 
only a few ATh had high flow rate data. Also, the number of samples is very different 
between ATR locations. 

The unplanned nature of traffic flow data presents two major problems: 

The correlation between geometric properties of the locations (multicollinearity) 
makes it difficult or impossible to see which one of the correlated independent 
variables causes the changes in the dependent variable. 

2. ATR locations with a high number of samples, high flow rate samples in particular, 
have too large effect on the model. 

The multicollinearity problem can be avoided by careful selection of independent vari-
ables. Predictor variables with high mutual correlation should not be used in the same 
model. 

The second problem is avoided by a two-stage regression analysis. At the first stage, a 
separate model is fitted for each ATR. Only traffic conditions are used as independent 
variables at this stage. At the second stage, roadway conditions are used to predict the 
parameters of the first model. Because a model based on a large range of flow rates 
can be considered more credible, such models are given more weight. A more detailed 
description of the modeling process is given in the next chapter. 

6.7 Estimation of heavy vehicle impact 

6.7.1 General considerations 

The impact of heavy vehicles on traffic flow has been discussed in section 2.8. Since the 
1965 HCM (Highway Research Board 1965) this impact has been described in terms 
of passenger-car equivalencies (PCEs). In recent years this approach has been found 
more complex than originally assumed: 

1. The PCEs should be defined in the same terms as the service measures. Ac-
cordingly, separate PCEs should be estimated for capacity, speed and platooning 
analyzes (van Aerde & Yagar 1984). 

It is possible that at certain conditions PCEs are infinite or undefinable (Jacobs 
1974). The quality of service in mixed traffic may be such that it does not occur 
at any flow rate of passenger cars only (see section 2.8). 

3. PCEs vary not only with roadway conditions, such as terrain type, but also with 
traffic conditions, such as heavy vehicle percentage and even flow rate. This 
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was the main reason, why the PCE concept has been rejected in the German 
guidelines (Brilon et al. 1994, Brilon & Weiser 1998) and in Britain (see page 
76). The problem was acknowledged in the preparation of the HCM 2000. PCEs 
were found to vary "not only with terrain and traffic volume, but also with the 
percentage of of trucks or RVs in the traffic stream" (Harwood et al. 1999). The 
pattern found was, however, not consistent, and the vehicle-mix effect was not 
incorporated in the operational analysis procedures.—Elefteriadou et al. (1997), 
however, found no relationship between PCEs and traffic flow or between PCEs 
and percentage of trucks. 

In directional analysis the impact of heavy vehicles in the opposing flow should also 
be estimated. The estimation of PCEs on a directional basis was suggested by van 
Aerde & Yagar (1984). The impact of heavy vehicles may also be different depending 
on the free-flow speed or posted speed limit on the highway. Even in level terrain 
the differential speed limits reduce the speeds of heavy vehicles. There may also be 
interactions between various vehicle types (Sumner et al. 1984). In a vehicle mix of 
passenger cars, trucks, and recreational vehicles the impact of the latter vehicle type 
may be less than in an equivalent mix of passenger cars and recreational vehicles only. 

HCM  2000 will have only two types of heavy vehicles: trucks and recreational vehicles 
(RVs) (Harwood et al. 1999). Buses can be considered as trucks. The impact of RVs on 
level and rolling terrain is very small. No impact is considered for PTSF. For average 
travel speed ER  = 1.1 in rolling terrain. In level terrain RVs can be considered as 
passenger cars. Because the RVs in Finland have a 80 km/h differential speed limit, 
they are classified as heavy vehicles. 

6.7.2 Mixed traffic speeds vs. passenger-car speeds  

HCM  2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) uses the  ATS  of mixed traffic as 
a level-of-service measure. The German guidelines (Brilon et al. 1994), however, 
measure the  ATS  of passenger cars. The latter approach had been adopted also by 
St. John &  Kobett  (1978) and Huber (1982). Figure 6.10 displays the difference between 
the two methods. McLean (1989) points out a theoretical difficulty in the first approach: 
The PCEs are very large at low flow rates when impedance effects are negliglible (see 
also  Buber  1982). He does not, however, consider this as a great problem provided that 
the method of derivation is clearly stated and the PCE values are applied consistently. 

St. John (in Huber 1982) noted that, if the car-only form is used, there is no direct 
measure of the speed depression experienced by trucks due to a steep sustained upgrade. 
This is a problem especially at low-flow conditions, when trucks do not have a major 
impact on passenger-car speeds. If the speeds of heavy vehicles at low-flow conditions 
are a major concern, it is, however, possible to make a separate model of heavy-vehicle 
speeds (Duncan 1974, Kehittämiskeskus 1995). 

The  ATS  of mixed traffic at low flow rates and a high percentage of heavy vehicles 
may be low because of the differential speed limits (see section 2.8). If the  ATS  of all 
vehicles was used, this would indicate a low level of service even though practically all 
vehicles traveled at their desired speed. The  ATS  used as a level-of-service measure in 
this report is the average travel speed of passenger cars in the traffic flow. The heavy 
vehicle adjustment for PTSF is naturally based on the PTSF in the mixed traffic flow. 
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Figure 6.10: Average travel speed ofpassenger cars, mixed traffic, and passenger cars in mixed 
traffic 

6.7.3 Estimation methods 

The data, collected from field measurements, does not allow the use of similar methods 
as in simulation experiments (Sumner et al. 1984, Elefteriadou et al. 1997). van Aerde & 
Yagar (1984) have suggested multiple linear regression analysis, which can be expressed 
in terms of  ATS  and flow rates as: 

=  b0  + biqc + b2q1 + b3qR + b4qo + b5q0 , 	 (6.26) 

where b are regression coefficients (b0 is the free-flow speed),  qc  is the flow rate of 
passenger cars, and q,  q'  qo,  q0  are the flow rates of trucks, RVs, other vehicles, and 
opposing vehicles, respectively. PCEs were estimated as the ratio 

	

E  = 	 (6.27) 

Refering to the discussion about the impact of heavy vehicles in section 2.8, this linear 
approach is not considered adequate. 

The linear regression models of Duncan (1974) for the speeds of light vehicles  (VL)  and 
heavy vehicles  (VH) 

VL = boL + bl,Lqd,L + b,Lq,I-j  + b3,Lq0,L + b4,Lq0,J-j 	(6.28a) 
vii  = bo,H + b1,qdL + b2,Hqd,H + b3,q0,L + b4,Hq0 , 	 (6.28b) 

were considered unrealiable. For two-lane highways the PCE varied from 31 to —22. 
This result supports the conclusion above. 

Equation (2.53) on page 40 stated that 

- q  

	

ET=l+ 	, 	 (6.29) 
PTq 
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where q is the equivalent passenger-car flow rate of a mixed flow rate q with a fraction 
PT of trucks. If sample j has a mixed flow rate q and a level-of-service measure  a V,, the 
corresponding LOS measure at passenger-car flow rate q is  a(q),  and the slope (a') of 
the a-flow curve is constant, the PCE can be expressed as 

a3  - a(q)  
ET  =  1  + 	 (6.30)  

a'Pq  

which is essentially the equation (2.58). This equation can be applied also in the case 
that the measure of LOS is the  ATS  of passenger-cars. 

The approach in the HCM 2000 (equations 3.28 and 3.29 on page 70) is a direct applic-
ation of the above equation with a correction for the effect of grade. The slope of the 
PTSF-flow curve is not constant, but for low heavy vehicle percentages and low PCEs 
the error due to nonconstant slope can be considered insignificant. This approach will 
be used below. 

The speed-flow curve and PTSF-flow curve were estimated for each location. Because 
it was not possible to use a theoretically sound design of experiments, the use of an 
overall slope (as in HCM 2000) could introduce additional errors in the PCE estimates. 
Consequently, for average travel speed the PCE of sample j at location  i  is: 

s  ET ,, 3 (q, Phv ) 	1  + ' 	' 	-'  'p 	 (6.31) 

where 
Phv =  the fraction of heavy vehicles in the sample 

q  =  flow rate of the sample 
i5,, (q)  =  ATS  of passenger-car flow rate q at location I  

=  ATS  of passenger cars in the sample 
=  slope of the speed-flow curve at location  i.  

The PTSF-flow curve Pw  (q) in  HCM  2000 is not linear, but the logarithmic transform  
= ln[1 - Pw,(q)]  is linear. This transform can be used to estimate the PCE: 

ET,,J(q,  PT)  =  1  + cb1, -  ø,1(q) 	 (6.32)  
PTqØ  

where 
Ø (q)  =  logarithmic transform of PTSF for passenger-car flow rate q at location  i  

=  logarithmic transform of PTSF in the sample; i.e., ln(l - Pw,, 3 )  
slope of the 	(q) curve. 
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7 CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAFFIC FLOW 
7.1 Free-flow speed 

Free-flow speeds were estimated by a method slightly modified from the HCM 2000 
(Harwood et al. 1999): 

1. Only speeds of passenger cars not in a platoon behind a heavy vehicle ('refined 
passenger-car flow') were analyzed (see section 6.4). 

2. Flow rate should not exceed 100 veh/h in either direction. The criteria was applied 
to both actual flow rate and refined passenger-car flow rate. 

3. For each location, at least five samples should meet the criteria. 

The results are presented in table 7.1. Free-flow speeds for ATRs 1226 and 9999 could 
not be estimated, because the data did not meet the criteria presented above. 

Table 7.1: Free-flow speeds  
ATR  Free-flow speed Speed limit  

v0/(km/h) VL/(kffl/h)  
105 89.7 80 
106 100.5 100 
111 96.8 100 
113 88.6 80 
134 101.9 100 
201 95.0 100 
203 99.1 100 
207 88.0 80 
221 93.4 100 
433 101.5 100 
436 86.4 80 
522 101.0 100 
523 89.9 80 
602 98.2 100 
623 99.5 100 
901 99.8 100 

1023 86.2 80 
1223 85.2 80 
1226 98.5 100 

Average 87.7 80 
98.8 100 

On 80 km/h highways the estimated free-flow speed ranged from 85.2 km/h to 89.9 km/h 
with average free-flow speed 87.7 km/h and standard deviation 1.8 km/h. On highways 
with a 100km/h speed limit the range was 93 .4-101.9 km/h with mean and standard 
deviation 98.7 km/h and 2.6 km/h, respectively. The average within-sample standard 
deviation was 9.4km/h on 80km/h highways and 10.7km/h on 100km/h highways. 
Coefficient of variation is 0.11 irrespective of speed limit. The effect of roadway 
conditions have not been eliminated from these results. 

The standard deviation of free-flow speeds can be estimated by a linear model: 

&(vo) =  -1.306+0.112v0. 	 (7.1) 
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The model is statistically significant (P  =  0.002) with R2  =  0.45. The coefficient of 
variation based on this model 

1.306  
=  0.112  - 	. 	 (7.2)  

vo  

is about 0.10. It is lower than the coefficient of variation (0.11-0.14) suggested by 
McLean (1989) for desired speeds. Lower standard deviation suggests a more level 
slope for speed-flow curves (Beckmann et al. 1956). Because higher standard deviation 
of free-flow speeds suggests steeper speed-flow curves, the results indicate that on 
highways with higher free-flow speeds speed-flow curves are steeper. Lower standard 
deviation also suggest lower platoon percentages. 

Because of the minimum sample size requirement (see page 117), the data did not 
include very low volume  (<  40  veh/h)  samples. If speed decreases with increasing 
flow rate even at flow rates less than 100  vehlh,  as figure 2.4 suggests, the estimates 
provided by the available data may be a little too low. The estimates can, however, be 
considered reasonably accurate. 

7.2 Standard deviation of average speeds 

As Appendix A shows, there is a larger scatter in speed-flow diagrams at low flow rates 
than at high flow rates. The increase in standard deviation of average speeds is due to 
three factors: 

1. Trailing vehicles must adjust their speeds to the speed of the vehicle ahead. This 
decreases speed variation. At low volume conditions there is less  platooning  and, 
consequently, standard deviation a (v) is higher. 

2. In samples covering fixed time intervals, such as 15 minutes, sample size (n) is 
a linear function of flow rate. 

3. The expected sampling time interval extension is larger at high flow rates. This 
further increases the difference in sample sizes between high and low flow rates. 

4. The adjustment for passenger car traffic ('refined passenger-car flow rates') in-
creases the variation in sample sizes (fig. 7.1). 

If the standard deviation of vehicle speeds is  a(v),  the standard deviation a (ii) of 
sample mean speeds is  

- 	a(v) 

	

a(v) = .-, 	 (7.3) 

where N is the sample size. When sampling time interval is 15 minutes, sample size 
is one quarter of the traffic volume (q) in the observed direction. Standard deviation 

 a(i3)  is  
- 	2a(v) 

a(v) = 	. 	 (7.4) 

See also equation (6.2). For 'refined passenger-car flow rates' sample sizes are slightly 
lower: N  = O.22Sq.  The estimate for standard deviation  [a(i3)]  is then  

a(v)  
â(i5) 

 = .J0.225q 	
(7.5) 
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Figure 7.1: Sample sizes for 'refined passenger-car flow rates' 

The effect of flow rates on standard deviation of vehicle speeds was estimated by linear 
regression analysis. The estimated model is model: 

&(v)  = ao(v) - O.0024lqd - 0.001 10q 0 , 	 (7.6) 

where  ao(v)  is the standard deviation at free-flow conditions. It was estimated sep-
arately for each sample using dummy variables. The average standard deviation at 
free-flow conditions was 9.2 km/h. Standard deviation decreased with increasing flow 
rate (q), as described by Beckmann et al. (1956). The model was statistically signi-
ficant with R2  = 0.23 1 and P  =  0.000. 

Without the effect of opposing flow the model was 

å(v)  = ao(v) - O.0028 lqd. 	 (7.7) 

In this model the average standard deviation at free-flow conditions was 9.1 km/h. The 
model was statistically significant with R2  = 0.228 and P  =  0.000. The slope of 
the model is very similar to the slope in the model for Finnish semi-motorways (4.23). 
Collins, Fitzpatrick, M.  &  Harwood (1999) and Collins et al. (1999) have demonstrated 
that "higher standard deviations are associated with higher speed" on  U.S.  two-lane 
highways. 

The estimate for standard deviation of average speeds can now be expressed as  

- O.0O28lq  
â(i) 

 = 	/O.225qj 	 (7.8) cr0(v) - 
 0.005924J. 

= 4JO.225qd 

Figure 7.2 displays this curve for  o0(v) =  9s. This curve can be approximated by a 
simpler curve 

(7.9) 
qd 
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Figure 7.2: Standard deviation of average speeds according to equations 7.8 (solid) and 7.9 
(dashed) 

which is displayed as a dashed curve in figure 7.2. 

In regression analysis more emphasis should be given to those observations which have 
small variation. Because heteroscedasticity was a function of flow rate, the data were 
transformed homoscedastic by deflation (Madansky 1988). The observations were 
weighted by 0.25 q 65 . It appeared that this deflation slightly exaggerated the effect 
of flow rate on standard deviation. Additional weight on high volume samples were, 
however, considered acceptable in order to balance the low number of high volume 
samples (see figs. 7.3 and 7.1). 
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Figure 7.3: Number of samples at  dWerenr  'refined passenger-car flow rates'  
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7.3 Speed-flow relationships 

7.3.1 Speed-flow relationship in  HCM  

The 1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985) uses percent time delay (PTD) 
as the primary service measure. Average travel speed  (ATS)  estimates are provided for 
information only. In HCM 2000 average travel speed will be used together with percent 
time spent following (PTSF) as a level-of-service criteria (Harwood et al. 1999). 

In Finland the inclusion of a travel speed estimation procedures as a part of the level-of- 
service estimation has been considered necessary  (Luttinen  1998). Speed information is 
useful both as an indicator of service quality and as a measure for economic calculations. 

The speed-flow diagram (fig. 3.5) of the 1985 HCM describes speed decrease as a 
function of two-way volume. The shape of the curve is concave: the decrease is 
steeper at low volumes, and not as steep at higher traffic volumes. In HCM 2000 the 
speed-flow relationship in base conditions, as displayed in equations (3.21) and (3.22), 
is linear. 

HCM  2000 uses sight distance less than 300 m as a surrogate measure for no-passing 
zones. The same criterion is used below. The percentage of sight distances longer than 
or equal to 300 m is available in the Finnra Road Register. 

7.3.2 Linear speed-flow models 

Linear speed-flow relationship has been found in earlier Finnish studies (see section 
4). These results were based on the analysis of two-way traffic flow. 

In this study the speed-flow relationships were estimated using 'refined passenger-car 
flow' data. In order to avoid indirect effects of heavy vehicles, only measuring periods 
having less than 10 % heavy vehicles were accepted. Both directions were analyzed 
separately, as discussed in section 6.3. Samples with an absolute residual higher than 
three times residual standard deviation were considered outliers and were excluded 
from the analysis. 

In order to estimate the effect of both directions of flow, a three-parameter linear model 

=  bo + blqd + b2q0 	 (7.10) 

was used, where 
estimated space mean speed of passenger cars (km/h) 

q  = directional 'refined passenger-car flow rate' (pc/h) 
q0  = opposing flow rate (veh/h) 

b0 , b 1 , b2  =  parameters of the model, estimated by linear regression analysis. 
The model was weighted by 0.25q°65 , as explained above. In order to exclude congested 
data, only samples with traffic density less than 20 vehl(lane km) were analyzed. All 
samples passed this test. 

The results are displayed in table 7.2 and figure 7.4. Column N shows the number of 
time intervals analyzed. Appendix B displays speed-flow curves for each ATR. The 
curves as well as data points have been adjusted for 50/50 directional split. The models 
describe the traffic flow in each location under ideal traffic conditions. The effect of 
geometric conditions still exists. 

The estimates of parameter b0  (85.6 km/h and 99.3 km/h in the average) are well in line 
with the free-flow speed estimates presented above. Free-flow speed can be estimated 
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Table 7.2: Linear speed-flow model parameters  
ATR 	vjj(kiTi/h) 	N 	b0 	 b2 

105 80 479 86.5 -0.0098 -0.0026 0.27 
481 86.2 -0.0066 -0.0017 0.10 

106 100 916 101.0 -0.0030 -0.0037 0.06 
917 99.5 -0.0051 -0.0036 0.11 

111 100 599 94.4 -0.0093 -0.0025 0.09 
598 97.7 -0.0113 -0.0055 0.21 

113 80 301 84.4 -0.0037 -0.0053 0.07 
303 87.5 -0.0083 -0.0036 0.12 

134 100 880 103.6 -0.0072 -0.0062 0.15 
875 102.5 -0.0059 -0.007 1 0.13 

201 100 388 96.7 -0.0037 -0.0057 0.07 
389 90.9 -0.0016 -0.0040 0.03 

203 100 467 95.8 -0.0089 0.0014 0.09 
467 99.6 -0.0048 -0.00 13 0.04 

207 80 436 86.8 -0.0085 -0.0032 0.34 
437 86.2 -0.0082 -0.0027 0.30 

221 100 382 93.6 -0.0071 -0.0041 0.23 
382 93.1 -0.01 10 -0.0028 0.30 

433 100 474 99.2 -0.0085 -0.0011 0.20 
470 102.3 -0.0096 -0.0051 0.41 

436 80 531 85.6 -0.0056 -0.0034 0.26 
531 83.0 -0.0051 -0.0009 0.16 

522 100 319 101.7 -0.0067 -0.0033 0.09 
321 101.3 -0.0067 -0.0060 0.11 

523 80 563 90.3 -0.0073 -0.0030 0.19 
564 89.1 -0.0044 -0.0017 0.12 

602 100 507 97.5 -0.0090 -0.0046 0.18 
506 100.0 -0.0032 -0.0071 0.12 

623 100 411 101.1 -0.0149 -0.0091 0.17 
412 99.2 -0.0044 -0.0104 0.11 

901 100 288 101.3 -0.0136 -0.0068 0.37 
287 102.3 -0.0205 -0.0044 0.37 

1023 80 543 83.1 -0.0052 0.0008 0.05 
545 83.7 -0.0059 0.0009 0.06 

1223 80 533 83.9 -0.0042 -0.0007 0.06 
531 82.4 -0.0022 -0.0006 0.01 

1226 100 181 98.2 -0.0088 -0.0044 0.30 
181 97.5 -0.0074 -0.0035 0.23 

9999 100 68 107.6 -0.0155 -0.0056 0.48 
69 104.7 -0.0101 -0.0037 0.66 

Average 80 85.6 -0.0061 -0.0020 0.15 
100 99.3 -0.0084 -0.0046 0.21  

&o=89.71.28pa , 	vL=8Okm/h 	 (7.11a) 

=  103.4  i.28 i0a , 	 VL = 100km/h. 	 (7.11b)  

where Pa 5 the access point density. Lane width and shoulder width did not have 
a statistically significant effect, but there were no observations on narrow  (<  3.5 m) 
lanes. 

As rate of flow in observed direction increases by 1,000  veh/h,  the speed decreases on 
average by 6.1 km/h on highways with a 80 km/h speed limit and 8.4 km/h on highways 
with a 100 km/h speed limit. The effect of opposing flow is about 1/3.. .1/2 of the effect 
of traffic flow in the observed direction: 2.0 km/h and 4.6 km/h, respectively. Some  
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100/0 directional split 
	

50/50 directional split 

Figure 7.4: Linear speed-flow curves for directional flow rates with no opposing flow (left) and 
50/50 directional split (right), and speed limits 100 km/h (solid curves) and 80 km/h (dashed 
curves) 

earlier speed-flow studies (Normann 1939, Duncan 1974, van Aerde & Yagar 1984, 
McLean 1989) have given similar results. 

Assuming a 50/50 directional split the slopes are 4.1 km/h and 6.5 km/h per 1,000 veh/h 
increase. The effect of increasing total flow rate is stronger, if directional split is uneven. 
In all cases the slope is less steep than in the HCM 2000. An alternative regression 
relationship obtained in the 11CM 2000 background research (Harwood et al. 1999) 

3s  = 	- 0.0097q 	 (7.12) 

was closer to the results above, but this model is not used in HCM 2000. 

Speed as a function offlow rate decreased steeper when free-flow speed was high or 
lane was narrow: 

=  —0.00838 + 0.00718w1 - 0.000267b 0 , 	 (7.13) 

The model has R2  =  0.300, and its significance probability is P  =  0.001. The speed- 
flow curves are displayed in figure 7.5. This result was suggested by the higher standard 
deviation of free-flow speeds on highways with high average free-flow speeds. Similar 
results have been obtained earlier (Pursula & Saimo 1985) 

A two-stage regression analysis was used, as explained in section 6.6. To give more 
weight to samples with a large range of flow rates, each sample  i  was weighted by the 
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Figure 7.5: Speed-flow curves for dire ctional flow rates with  bi  estimated using equation (7.13) 
(b0 and speed limit from table 7.2, lane width 3.5 m, no opposing flow) 

square root of flow rate range  

/max(qd ,1 ) - min(q, 1 ) 

Wi = 	1000 	' 	 (7.14) 

where  max(qd, 1 )  and  min(q,)  are the maximum and minimum 'refined passenger-car 
flows' of sample  i  in the observed direction. 
The effect of speed limit was also statistically significant leading to model  

=  0.01327  +  0.00873w1  -  0.00059b0  + O.00S3OL(lOO), 	(7.15) 

but it was considered unreliable. Because all free-flow speeds (b0, 1) at speed limit 
100 km/h were higher than free-flow speeds at speed limit 80 km/h, the model overes-
timated the effect of free-flow speed. 

The effect of opposing flow was also correlated with the free-flow speed:  

=  0.0151  -  0.000199b0. 	 (7.16) 

The regression was significant (P  <  0.0005) with R2  =  0.353. In this analysis the 
square root of opposing flow rate range  

Wi= 
max(q0 , 1 ) - min(q0 , 1 )  

'ss  (7.17)  

was used as a weighting factor. 

Applying equations (7.13) and (7.16) for b1 and A respectively, to equation (7.10) 
gives 

L's  =  V0  +  (0.0168  - O.000267vO)qd +  (0.0151  - 0.000199v0)q0 , 	 (7.18) 
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assuming that lane width is 3.5 m. When flow rates are evenly distributed, the speed- 
flow relationship on a two-lane highway with 3.5 m wide lanes is  

= vo+(0.0l59-0.000233vo)q. 	 (7.19) 

Figure 7.6 displays the effect of directional split on speed decrease per 1000  vehlh 
 increase in total flow rate assuming that lanes are 3.5 m wide. Speed decrease is steeper 

when free-flow speeds are high and directional split is uneven. The maximum speed is 
reached when directional split is even.  
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Figure 7.6: Speed decrease per 1,000  veh/h  increase in total flow rate with free-flow speeds 
80-110 km/h  (Luttinen  2000a) 

The effect of no-passing zones could not be analyzed. The data collected did not have 
a large enough range on no-passing zone percentages. The adjustment would be a non-
linear function of flow rate, opposing flow rate, free-flow speed and percent no-passing 
zones. Such an analysis would require simulation studies, which are suggested as a 
topic for further research. 

The large random variation of space-mean speeds combined with rather level speed- 
flow curves presents some problems. Although all models are statistically significant, 
the coefficients of determination for the models are low. Only a small proportion of the 
total variation about the mean in the data could be explained. The relationship between 
speeds and flow rates, however, does exist. 

7.3.3 Concave speed-flow models 

Concave speed-flow curve was estimated using the square root function proposed by 
 Brilon &  Weiser (1998):  

f3s=bø+bi'. 	 (7.20) 

The shape of the curve is similar to the  Erlander  model (fig. 2.4 on page 34). Concave 
speed-flow curves were also obtained in a simulation study of highways with a 80-km/h 
design speed (Botha, Sullivan  & Zeng  1994).  
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The effect of opposing flow q0  was estimated using a third parameter: 

s  =bo+bi..,/+b2q0 . 	 (7.21) 

The linear effect of the opposing flow was suggested by the  Erlander  model (fig. 2.5 
on page 34). A model of type 

	

I'  =bo+b1J+b2.,/ 	 (7.22) 

was also estimated. It produced slightly higher  R2 s,  but overestimated the speed at 
high flow rates. Also free-flow speed estimates were considered too high. 

Table 7.3 displays the parameters of the concave speed-flow model. Appendix C dis-
plays speed-flow curves for each  ATR.  The curves as well as data points have been 
adjusted for 50/50 directional split. The model was weighted by 0.25q°65, as ex-
plained above. In order to exclude congested data, only samples with traffic density 
less than 20  vehl(lane  km) were analyzed. All samples passed this test. 

Because the curves (fig. 7.7) decrease steeper at low volumes, the resulting free-flow 
speed estimates b0 are higher than the estimates of the linear model: 87.7 on 80 km/h 
highways and 101.7 km/h on  100km/h  highways, on the average. Free-flow speed b0 
can be estimated using  lane+shoulder  width, curvature index, and speed limit  

=  81.7  + l.76(wi +  w)  - 0.l14I, 	VL = 80km/h 	(7.23a)  

=  94.0  + l.76(wi +  w)  - 0.l14I, 	VL = 100km/h. 	(7.23b) 

The model is statistically significant (P  <  0.0005 and R2  =  0.80). For 2 x (3.5  + 
 1.5) m wide roadways with no curvature the free flow speed estimates with 80  kin/h 

 and 100 km/h speed limits the free-flow speed estimates are 90.5 km/h and 102.8 km/h, 
respectively. Access point density (Pa)  also had a statistically significant effect, but 
models involving Pa  proved to be inferior to the model above. 
The steepness of the decrease with increasing flow rate depends on the flow rate in the 
observed direction. The effect of the opposing flow is considerably weaker. 
Steepness (b 1 ) of the speed-flow curve with the flow rate in the observed direction (fig. 
7.8) correlates with free-flow speed (b0), and lane width (w 1 ):  

=  —0.166  -  0.00906b0  +  0.213w. 	 (7.24) 

Speed decreases steeper, if free-flow speed is high or lane is narrow. The coefficient 
of determination is not high (R2  =  0.33), but regression is statistically significant 
(P  =  0.001). The effect of speed limit was also significant, but it was not included in 
the model for reasons discussed concerning the linear model. The same weight function 
(7.14) was used as in the estimation of the linear model. 

The effect of the opposing flow rate correlates with the free-flow speed:  

=  0.0150  -  0.000191b0. 	 (7.25) 

The regression is significant (P <0.0005) with R2  =  0.35. The same weight function 
(7.17) was used as in the estimation of the linear model. The effect of no-passing zones 
was not statistically significant. 

The data suggests that the most important factors to affect the average space mean speed 
are:  
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Table 7.3: Concave speed-flow model parameters  
ATR 	VLI(klTI/h) 	N 	b0 	b1 	b2 	R2  

105 80 478 90.6 -0.4087 -0.0023 0.33 
481 89.1 -0.2829 -0.0015 0.21 

106 100 917 102.1 -0.1195 -0.0037 0.07 
916 101.3 -0.1994 -0.0033 0.14 

111 100 599 97.2 -0.3339 -0.0022 0.12 
597 100.6 -0.3766 -0.0053 0.24 

113 80 302 85.0 -0.1037 -0.0048 0.06 
303 89.7 -0.2804 -0.0035 0.13 

134 100 880 106.1 -0.2779 -0.0062 0.17 
874 104.4 -0.2190 -0.0070 0.15 

201 100 388 97.9 -0.1345 -0.0055 0.07 
389 91.3 -0.0565 -0.0040 0.04 

203 100 468 98.1 -0.2947 0.0014 0.10 
467 101.0 -0.1681 -0.0012 0.05 

207 80 437 90.0 -0.3440 -0.0028 0.39 
437 88.9 -0.3 109 -0.0026 0.36 

221 100 382 95.7 -0.2548 -0.0038 0.27 
383 95.7 -0.3476 -0.0028 0.33 

433 100 473 102.0 -0.3192 -0.0009 0.24 
470 105.4 -0.3503 -0.0050 0.47 

436 80 531 88.0 -0.2470 -0.0029 0.33 
531 85.1 -0.2134 -0.0007 0.20 

522 100 319 103.6 -0.2360 -0.0030 0.11 
320 103.0 -0.2192 -0.0060 0.13 

523 80 564 92.3 -0.2551 -0.0025 0.21 
564 90.6 -0.1689 -0.0014 0.14 

602 100 506 99.7 -0.2999 -0.0042 0.22 
506 100.8 -0.1054 -0.0070 0.12 

623 100 411 104.3 -0.4516 -0.0086 0.18 
412 100.2 -0.1419 -0.0103 0.11 

901 100 288 105.2 -0.4738 -0.0063 0.42 
287 107.4 -0.6620 -0.0041 0.43 

1023 80 543 84.9 -0.1994 0.0012 0.07 
545 85.4 -0.2119 0.0012 0.09 

1223 80 533 85.3 -0.1544 -0.0005 0.08 
531 83.2 -0.0887 -0.0004 0.02 

1226 100 182 100.3 -0.2674 -0.0051 0.31 
181 100.1 -0.2826 -0.0033 0.28 

9999 100 68 111.6 -0.5124 -0.0056 0.57 
68 108.9 -0.4331 -0.0035 0.72 

Average 80 87.7 -0.2335 -0.0017 0.19 
100 101.7 -0.2899 -0.0045 0.23 

1. free-flow speed 

2. flow rate in the observed direction 

3. flow rate in the opposing direction 

4. cross section of the highway (lane and shoulder widths) 

5. curvature index. 

Applying equations (7.24) and (7.25) for 1 'i and 12  to equation (7.20) gives 

i3  = vo +  (0.580  - 0.0O9O6vo) 4J +  (0.0248  - O.000278vo)q0 , 	 (7.26)  
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assuming a straight highway (l  = 0) with 3.5 m wide lanes and 1.5 m wide shoulders. 

The concave speed-flow model gives a slightly better fit to the data than the linear 
model. Especially at low volumes the shape of the speed flow curve appears to be 
concave. The shape also has a theoretical foundation, as shown in section 2.5.4. The 
linear model, however, leads to simpler models without any significant compromise in 
accuracy. The analysis methods suggested below are based on the linear speed-flow 
model. 

74 Capacity 

As traffic flow reaches capacity, platoon percentage approaches 100 %, and it is no more 
possible to find passenger-car traffic unaffected by heavy vehicles. Consequently, the 
refined passenger-car flows obtained from the data do not cover the highest flow rates. 
The discussion below is based on total vehicle flows. 

It was difficult to find congested conditions on two-lane highways. The quality of 
service on two-lane highways becomes so low that it is often widened into a multilane 
highway or a freeway before major congestion problems. Highest flow rates were 
observed at AThs 436 and 9999. Of these the location of ATR 9999 is currently on a 
freeway. 

A few observations were from congested conditions. Congestion occurred typically 
during weekends, when directional distribution was very skew. 
Basic properties of the data are presented in appendix A. The highest flow rate 
(1,597 veh/h) was observed at ATR 436 (fig. 7.9). The average travel speed was 
72.2 km/h, which indicated a density of 22.1 veh/km. The proportion of heavy vehicles 
was 10 % and opposing flow rate 919 veh/h  (Pd  =  63.5). Using density 25 veh/km as 
a threshold for congested traffic the speed-flow curve can be estimated as displayed in 
figure 7.10. 

Figure 7.9: Flow-density diagram of  ATR  436  
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Figure 7.10: Speed-flow diagram 0fATR 436 

The figures indicate that the scatter in flow rates increases near the capacity conditions. 
Due to disturbances in the flow the highest flow rates are unstable. As the density 
increases beyond the critical density, a flow rate of approximately 1,300 veh/h can still 
be sustained, at least under moderate densities (< 40 vehlkm). This suggests that under 
uncongested (or unrestricted) conditions a flow rate of approximately 1,600 veh/h can be 
reached. If the density increases beyond the critical density, the maximum sustainable 
flow rate decreases to approximately 1,300 veh/h with average speeds below 60 km/h. 
Cassidy (1999) criticizes the HCM approach of using the uncongested capacity es-
timates as unduly optimistic. In his discussion about freeway bottlenecks he suggests 
the long-run discharge rate as a reasonable capacity estimate. According to figure 7.9 
a capacity estimate of 1,300 vehlh could be used as an estimate of one-way capacity 
under congested conditions. This estimate is based only on a few observations at a 
single location. Some earlier undocumented observations, however, give some support 
to this estimate. The data in figure 4.2 from year 1979 indicates a slightly lower max-
imum flow rate under congested conditions. German studies (Brilon & Weiser 1998) 
discussed in section 3.2 estimated the capacity as 1,400 veh/h. 

The highest flow rate atATR 9999 in figure 7. iiis  1,525  veh/h. In addition to these data, 
high flow rates were measured on 18 June 1999. Because of some external disturbances, 
the measurements during this day excluded from the data set. Maximum observed flow 
rate in one direction was 1,548 veh/h. It was reached at density 18 veh/(lane km) and 
average speed 86 km/h. The proportion of heavy vehicles was 6 % and opposing flow 
rate was 516 veh/h  (Pd  =  0.75). Figure 7.11 does not display any congested data. 
There may be two explanations for this fact:  i)  The highway has a very high geometric 
standard with full access control and no intersections within several kilometers from 
the measurement station. ii) About four kilometers to the south the highway became 
a freeway. Consequently, in both directions bottlenecks were located upstream of the 
ATR station. 
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Figure 7.11: Flow-density diagram of  ATR  9999 

Figures 7.12 and 7.13 display comparisons of speed-flow and flow-density curves 
between the linear model (7.21) and the HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 
2000) model (3.21). Lanes are assumed to be 3.5 m wide. For free-flow speeds 100 
and 110 km/h the speed limit is 100 km/h, and for free-flow speeds 80 and 90 km/h the 
speed limit is 80 km/h. Figure 7.12 indicates that the steepness of speed-flow curves 
in HCM 2000 is approximately the same as the steepness of the Finnish model (7.18) 
for free-flow speed 105 km/h in one-way traffic. Figures 7.14 and 7.15 display similar 
comparisons for the concave speed-flow model. 

If traffic flows in one direction only, the capacity in HCM 2000 is reached at con-
siderably higher speed than in evenly distributed traffic. Slower speed at capacity in 
evenly distributed traffic also gives higher per lane critical densities. Models (7.18) and 
(7.19) give more consistent results in this respect. Assuming the capacity estimates of 
HCM 2000, critical densities are about 22.5-23.Opc/(lane km) and 20.5 pc/(lane km) 
on highways with speed limits 80 km/h and 100 km/h, respectively. These values are 
similar to the results of ATRs 436 and 9999 (figs. 7.9 and 7.11). 

Similar results were obtained in the measurements on arterial 4/5 at the end of 1970's 
(fig. 4.2), although these data were based on aerial photographs. Figures 4.2 and 
7.9 also indicate that under forced flow conditions relatively high flow rates can be 
maintained even at densities approaching 40 veh/h. 

Although the data were not adequate for direct analysis of capacity, the following 
indications can be observed: 

1. The highest observed directional flow rate was about 1,600 km/h at ATR 436. At 
ATR 9999 a flow rate of about 1,550 veh/h was reached. Traffic and roadway 
conditions at both locations were good, but not ideal. 

2. The observations (figs. 7.9 and 7.11) as well as earlier research support the ideal 
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lane-capacity estimate of 1,700 pc/h in HCM 2000. 

3. One-way capacity estimate 1,700 pc/h indicates that optimum densities are 
slightly above 2øpclkm (fig. 7.13), which is similar to observed values (figs. 
7.9 and 7.11). 

4. When traffic flow is evenly distributed between both directions, the flow-density 
relationships (figure 7.13) indicate that optimum densities are reached at a flow 
rate near 3,200  pc/h,  which is also the capacity estimate of HCM 2000. 

Based on these observations the HCM 2000 capacity estimates can be applied in Finland. 
The capacity is, however reached at higher speeds and lower densities than estimated 
in the HCM 2000. 

HCM  2000 assumes that capacity in observed direction is 1,700  pc/h,  but it reduces 
as opposing traffic increases above 1,500 pc/h. Theoretical studies (Brilon 1977, 
Heidemann 1993) have, however, indicated that the effect of opposing flow on passing 
opportunities does not change significantly as opposing flow increases above 350-
450  veh/h. Earlier results do not give support to the assumption that opposing flow 
does not have any effect on capacity in observed direction until after the opposing flow 
rate increases above 1,500 vehlh. 

Flow rates 1,700 pc/(h lane) with directional distribution 100/0 and 1,600 pc/(h lane) 
with evenly distributed traffic are reached at approximately equal traffic densities. On a 
highways with 3.5 m wide lanes and free-flow speed 90 km/h the linear model estimates 

 ATS 77.6km/h,  when flow rate is 1,700  pc/h  and directional split 100/0. Traffic density 
in the observed lane is 21.9 pc/km. For evenly distributed flow rate 3,200  pc/h  ATS  
is 73.8 km/h, which gives traffic density 21.7 pc/km. Because q =  kv  and speed is a 
linear function of opposing flow, this suggest a linear relationship (fig. 7.16) between 
directional capacity  Cd  and opposing flow rate: 

Cd =  1700 - l00—--- = 1700 - - Pd)C 27200Pd 
1600 	 '6Pd 	= l5Pd+1 	

(7.27) 

Total capacity C is then 

c  = 	
= 27200 	

(pc/h), 	 (7.28) 
Pd 	l5Pd -i-1 

where Pd is the proportion of traffic flow in the major direction. Figure 7.17 displays 
C and the capacity curve of HCM 2000 

11700 
CHCM =  min 	, 3200 	(pc/h). 	 (7.29) 

J  
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7.5 Percent time spent following 

7.5.1 Model estimation  

HCM  2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) uses percent time spent following 
(PTSF) as a service measure for both Class I and Class II highways. The percentage of 
headways less than or equal to three seconds is used as a surrogate measure for PTSF. 
This approach is used also here, as discussed in section 6.5. 
In a random flow, vehicle time headways follow the negative exponential distribution. 
The proportion of headways less than three seconds on a single lane is 

F(3 I  qd) = 1 - —3d/36OO = - —d/l2OO 	 (7.30) 

If the directional distribution is 50/50, F (3) for both lanes and thus for the whole 
roadway is 

F(3 1q12)  = 1 - _3q/(2x36OO) =  1— e"2400 . 	 (7.31) 

Negative exponential distribution is, however, realistic under very low flow conditions 
only  (Luttinen  1996). 

In random flow the proportion of headways less than or equal to three seconds follows 
equation (7.30). The model can be made linear with a logarithmic transformation: 

—3q 	—q  ln(1—F(3Iqd))= 	=- 	 (7.32) 
3600 	1200 

A plot of ln[ 1 -  F (3 I  qi)]  against flow rate (q) indicated that the relationship was 
linear in the collected data. 

Linear regression analysis was used to estimate the parameters b1 and b2 of model 

qd 

	

ln(1 -  P(3))  =  b1 — +b2/ 0 , 	 (7.33) 
3600 

Flow rates were 'refined passenger-car flows'. The square root of opposing flow was 
used, because the marginal effect of opposing flow decreases at high opposing flow 
rates. 
In order to give more weight to high flow rates, each observation I was weighted by the 
square root of the flow rate 

	

w, 
 = 	

(7.34) 

No intercept term (b0) was used, because at low volumes headways can be assumed to 
follow negative exponential distribution, which has F (3 I 0) = 0. A three-parameter 
model 

ln(1 -  P(3))  =  b0  +  b 1 	+ 	 (7.35) 

was also estimated, but it did not have a significantly better fit than the two-parameter 
model. 

Parameters (table 7.4) of the model 

P(3) = 1 - exp {  b1 —  + 

	

/ 	d 	b2 /) 	 (7.36) 
\  3600 

were estimated for both directions at each ATh using the transformation (7.33). The 
resulting models are displayed in appendix D and in figure 7.18. Parameters and the 
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coefficients of determination (R 2) are presented in table 7.4. The average R2  is 0.88, 
although the descriptive value of R2  in a linear regression model with no intercept term 
(b0) is questionable (Montgomery 2001). All models were statistically very significant 
(P <0.0005). 

Table 7.4: Parameters for the  fr(3)  model (7.36)  
ATh 	VL 	N 	b1 

105 80 482 -4.3433 -0.3838 0.95 
485 -4.4364 -0.5801 0.93 

106 100 922 -3.7547 -0.0732 0.92 
922 -4.3348 -0.1146 0.86 

111 100 608 -4.5232 -0.3139 0.87 
612 -4.5021 -0.4699 0.91 

113 80 307 -4.2358 -0.6500 0.85 
307 -4.7019 -0.6688 0.84 

134 100 885 -4.3770 -0.4385 0.93 
882 -4.1068 -0.2153 0.93 

201 100 389 -5.3121 -0.2226 0.89 
388 -4. 1046 -0.1068 0.85 

203 100 469 -4.2361 -0.3207 0.86 
473 -3.7335 -0.1295 0.88 

207 80 440 -3.8169 -0.2858 0.95 
440 -3.8351 -0.1596 0.97 

221 100 388 -4.7131 -0.1047 0.87 
389 -4.1738 -0.2618 0.77 

433 100 474 -4.6227 -0.3771 0.97 
471 -4.8797 -0.1592 0.88 

436 80 535 -3.9196 -0.2467 0.95 
536 -3.3044 -0.0076 0.95 

522 100 318 -3.7997 -0.2447 0.82 
318 -4.4107 -0.3560 0.83 

523 80 563 -4.5706 -0.1395 0.90 
565 -4. 1470 -0.3769 0.90 

602 100 513 -5.0614 -0.3743 0.90 
511 -3.7657 -0.6275 0.85 

623 100 415 -5.0960 -0.4622 0.76 
414 -3.6988 -0.4374 0.87 

901 100 288 -4.2864 -0.2208 0.79 
285 -4.1457 -0.1976 0.77 

1023 80 549 -3.8590 -0.2596 0.82 
547 -3.8058 -0.1993 0.81 

1223 80 539 -3.5649 -0.3501 0.84 
539 -3.9531 -0.1823 0.81 

1226 100 184 -3.5809 -0.3088 0.93 
183 -4.1771 -0.1832 0.82 

9999 100 68 -5.4722 -0.4794 0.90 
69 -4.1224 -0.2889 0.98 

Average 80 -4.0353 -0.3207 0.89 
100 -4.3458 -0.2880 0.87 

The effect of traffic flow in the observed direction q  increased as the speed limit and 
the proportion of no-passing P zones increased: 

=  4.118 l.5l4Pnp +O.34Op.L(8O), 	 (7.37) 

where /LL(8O) = 1, if speed limit is 80 km/h, and 0 otherwise (100 km/h). The regres- 
sion was statistically significant (P  = 0.010) with R2  = 0.220. High speed limit in- 
creases the variance of free-flow speeds, which increases passing demand. No-passing 
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Figure 7.18: Proportion of  headways less than three seconds on two-lane highways with speed 
limits 100 km/h (solid lines) and 80 kmlh (dashed lines) 

zones decrease passing opportunities. Accordingly, both of these factors can be expec-
ted to increase  PTSE  The correlation of b1 with free-flow speed was slightly higher 
than with the speed limit, but the latter was used, because the speed limit information 
better available. 
Higher  PTSF  on highways with high free-flow speeds also gives an explanation to the 
steeper decrease of  ATS  on these highways. High  PTSF  indicates that a high proportion 
of vehicles travel at reduced speeds. 

Wide shoulders slightly decreased the effect of opposing flow rate: 

=  —0.439  +  0.093w. 	 (7.38) 

The squared multiple correlation coefficient R2  was not high (0.195), but the model 
was statistically significant (P  =  0.004). 

Accordingly, the  PTSF  estimate is  

=  i  - exP((_4.118 -  1.514P0  + 0.340iLL(80))uo 

-  (0.439  -  U.093  ws) /i ) 	 (7.39) 

1  - exp(( -0.00144  -  0.00042P  + O.00009/LL(8O))qd 
-  (0.00732  - 0.00155w)4J)  

For a highway with 1.8 m wide shoulders, 100 km/h speed limit, no passing restrictions, 
and even directional split the  PTSF  estimate is  

Pw  1  - exp  (-0.000572q  -  0.003203 4.J). 	(7.40) 
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As figure 7.19 indicates, this model gives lower PTSF estimates than HCM 2000, but 
higher than the exponential headway model. The PTSF is slightly lower on 80 km/h 
highways than on 100 km/h highways. 
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Figure 7.19: PTSF estimates at base conditions in HCM 2000 and on Finnish two-lane highways 
under speed limits 80 and 100 km/h 

7.5.2 Adjustment for directional split and no-passing zones 

Assuming that there are no passing restrictions due to other factors, passing is possible, 
if there is a large enough headway in the opposing flow and the sight distance is 
long enough for passing, as described in section 2.1. It is evident that the directional 
distribution of traffic and the proportion of no-passing zones affect PTSF. It can also 
be expected that, if one factor restricts passing opportunities, the effect of other factor 
decreases (see section 2.5.4). Such correlation was not, however, found in the data. 

Table 7.5 and figure 7.20 display the adjustment factors  fd,np  based on equation (7.39). 
These results give more emphasis on directional distribution, while the effect of no- 
passing zones is smaller than in the HCM 2000. (It should be noted that adjustments 
for no-passing zones above 40 % are based on extrapolation.) Also, the highest adjust-
ments occur at flow rates circa 800 veh/h, and these adjustments are lower, when the 
percentage of no-passing zones is high. The shape of the curves in figure 7.20 is close 
to the theoretical curves for random traffic 2.8. (In fact, on a highway with no passing 
restrictions, the PTSF given by HCM 2000 for directional distribution 90/10 is lower 
than in a totally random flow with the same directional distribution.) 

Figure 7.21 displays a comparison of the above model (7.39) with the HCM 2000 
model (Transportation Research Board 2000). The figure displays curves for different 
directional splits and percent no-passing zones. Speed limit is assumed to be 100 km/h 
and shoulder width 1.8 m. The curves of the Finnish model are between the exponential 
and HCM 2000 curves, the latter curves being highest. When directional split is even, 
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Table 7.5: Adjustment  fd,np  for the effect of directional split and percent no-passing zones on 
 PTSF  

Two-way Increase in PTSF (%) 
flow rate Percent no-passing zones (%) 
q/(pc/h)  0 20 	40 	60 	80 100 

Directional split  =  50/50 
200 0.0 0.8 	1.5 	2.3 	3.0 3.7 
400 0.0 1.2 	2.5 	3.7 	4.9 6.0 
600 0.0 1.5 	3.0 	4.5 	5.9 7.3 
800 0.0 1.7 	3.4 	4.9 	6.5 7.9 

1400 0.0 1.7 	3.3 	4.8 	6.2 7.5 
2000 0.0 1.4 2.7 3.9 4.9 5.9 
2600 0.0 1.1 2.0 2.9 3.6 4.2 
3200 0.0 0.8 1.4 2.0 2.5 2.9 

Directional split  =  60/40 
200 0.4 1.2 1.9 2.7 3.5 4.2 
400 0.6 1.9 3.1 4.4 5.6 6.7 
600 0.7 2.3 3.8 5.3 6.7 8.1 
800 0.7 2.4 4.1 5.7 7.2 8.6 

1400 0.5 2.2 3.8 5.2 6.6 7.8 
2000 0.2 1.6 2.8 3.9 5.0 5.9 
2600 0.0 1.0 1.9 2.7 3.4 4.1 

Directional split  =  70/30 
200 1.5 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.9 5.7 
400 2.5 3.8 5.1 6.4 7.7 8.9 
600 2.9 4.5 6.1 7.6 9.0 10.4 
800 3.0 4.7 6.3 7.9 9.4 10.8 

1400 2.1 3.7 5.1 6.5 7.7 8.9 
2000 0.9 2.2 3.3 4.3 5.2 6.0 

Directional split  =  80/20 
200 3.4 4.3 5.3 6.2 7.1 8.1 
400 5.6 7.1 8.5 9.9 11.2 12.5 
600 6.6 8.3 9.9 11.4 12.9 14.3 
800 6.8 8.5 10.2 11.7 13.1 14.5 

1400 5.1 6.5 7.8 8.9 10.0 11.0 
2000 2.6 3.6 4.5 5.3 6.0 6.6 

Directional split  =  90/10 
200 5.9 7.0 8.1 9.2 10.3 11.3 
400 9.9 11.5 13.1 14.7 16.1 17.6 
600 11.8 13.6 15.3 17.0 18.5 20.0 
800 12.3 14.1 15.8 17.3 18.8 20.1 

1400 9.9 11.1 12.2 13.2 14.1 14.9 
Directional split  =  100/0 

200 8.0 9.4 10.7 12.0 13.3 14.6 
400 14.4 16.3 18.2 20.0 21.7 23.4 
600 17.8 19.9 21.8 23.6 25.4 27.0 
800 19.1 21.0 22.8 24.5 26.0 27.5 

1400 16.8 18.0 19.1 20.0 20.8 21.5 
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Figure 7.20: The effect of directional split on PTSF  (Luttinen  2001) 

=  0  %  curve of HCM 2000 follows very closely the Finnish 	=  100  %.  The 
HCM  2000 adjustments are very large at low flow rates, especially at high percentages 
of no-passing zones and skew directional distributions. As the Finnish model has higher 
adjustment for directional split, the curves approach the HCM 2000 curves at high flow 
rates and directional split 90/10. 
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Figure 7.21: PTSF on Finnish highways compared to HCM 2000 (dashed curves) when P,  =  
{0 %, 20%, 60%, 100 %}  (Luttinen  2001)  
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7.6 Impact of heavy vehicles 
7.6.1 Average travel speed 
The impact of heavy vehicles was estimated for both average travel speed  (ATS)  and 
percent time spent following (PTSF). The passenger-car equivalencies were also es-
timated, although they are not suggested for applications. 

The impedance effect of heavy vehicles on the average travel speeds of passenger cars 
was estimated using the ATR measurements. The speeds were the space mean speeds 
of passenger cars measured in 15-minute time intervals. The measure of impedance 
was the difference between the observed space mean speed of passenger-cars in mixed 
traffic and the estimated space mean speed of the refined passenger-car flow at the 
specified location. 

The regression analysis was performed in two stages. First the model was fitted to 
the entire data set of about 100,000 observations of 1 5-minute time periods. All ob-
servations with residuals larger that three times the standard residual deviation were 
considered outliers and discarded. The model was then fitted to these reduced data. 
The procedure was similar to that used in the estimation of the speed-flow model, as 
described in section 7.3.2. 

The speed decrease of passenger cars due to the impact heavy vehicles appears to be 
directly proportional to the percentage of heavy vehicles and to the square root of the 
flow rate. Because of the differential speed limits of heavy vehicles the impedance 
effect is larger on highways with a speed limit higher than 80 km/h: 

v,hv = —Phv4./[O.267 + O.59SPL(iOO)], 	 (7.41) 

where  Äv,h  is the speed difference of passenger cars due to the effect of heavy vehicles, 
Phv  is the proportion of heavy vehicles, q  is the directional flow rate, and j.tL(100) 
is 1, if speed limit is 100km/h, and 0 otherwise (80km/h). The speed difference was 
calculated from the linear speed flow model estimated separately for each location and 
direction (see table 7.2 on page 133). 

Figure 7.22 displays the estimated impact of heavy vehicles on average passenger-car 
speeds. The curves have a similar concave shape as the theoretical curves based on the 
Erlader model (fig. 2.11), although the effect of no-passing zones and opposing flows 
could not be estimated. The marginal effect of heavy vehicles decreases as flow rate 
increases. 

Speed limit has a major effect on the heavy vehicle impact. This result was to be 
expected, because on highways with a 100 km/h speed limit the speeds of most heavy 
vehicles were restricted by the differential speed limits (see page 39). Because it 
appears that differential speed limit is the major factor in heavy vehicle impedance, all 
heavy vehicles have been analyzed as one category, which includes all heavy vehicles 
having a differential speed limit, such as trucks, buses, and recreational vehicles. A 
more detailed study of the impact of different types of heavy vehicles and roadway 
conditions should be based on measured travel speeds. 

Figure 7.23 displays the PCE's based on the above model. The PCE's are the same for 
all heavy-vehicle percentages, but 100-km/h highways have higher PCE's than 80-km/h 
highways. PCE's are very high for low flow rates and decrease as flow rate increases. 

The shape of the PCE curve is similar as in the HCM 2000 (see table 3.20 on page 70), 
but the PCE's are higher, especially on 100-km/h highways. The Finnish results are 
based on field measurements of spot speeds whereas HCM 2000 results are based on 
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Figure 7.22: The impact of 5 to 35 percent heavy vehicles on average passenger-car speeds 
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Figure 7.23: Passenger-car equivalencies based on average passenger-car speeds on Finnish 
two-lane highways with speed limits 80km/h (lower curve) and 100km/h (upper curve) 
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simulated travel speeds. 

The higher PCE values can be explained by two factors: 

The differential speed limits in Finland increase the effect of heavy vehicles on 
highways with speed limits higher than the differentil speed limit of 80 kmTh for 
heavy vehicles. 

2. The speed-flow curve in HCM 2000 is steeper than in Finland. For a steeper 
curve a similar speed decrease produces smaller PCE's. 

On the other hand, the use of the  ATS  of passenger cars as a service measure would 
indicate lower PCE's at low flow rates than in the HCM 2000, which uses the  ATS  of 
mixed traffic as a service measure (cf. figure 6.10 on page 126). 

The PCE's are based on the decrease in average passenger-car speeds. These PCE's can-
not be used in capacity analysis. In some cases the PCE's would indicate an equivalent 
flow rate exceeding capacity, although the flow is clearly not congested. This indicates 
a flow condition having no equivalent passenger-car flow rate. Because of the larger 
PCE-values the problem is larger in Finland than in the HCM 2000. Consequently, it is 
suggested that the effect of heavy vehicles is estimated in terms of changes in the service 
measures and not in terms of PCE's. A further discussion on the problems associated 
with PCE's has been presented in section 6.7.1. When flow rates approach capacity, 
the results should in any case be dealt with caution. 

7.6.2 Percent time spent following 

The effect of heavy vehicles on PTSF is the difference of the measured mixed flow PTSF 
from the PTSF of equal passenger-car flow rate; i.e., Pw (q) - Pwpc (q).  The impact 
was, however, estimated using a linear transformation of the proportion of headways 
less than or equal to three seconds: 

LWhv = ln[1 -  F(3)]  - ln[1 - Ppc(3)], 	 (7.42) 

where  Ppc  (3) was the estimated proportion of headways less than or equal to three 
seconds for a refined passenger-car flow rate equal to the measured mixed flow rate. 
Fpc (3) was estimated separately for each ATR (see table 7.4 on page 148). 

An increase in F (3) due to heavy vehicles was found only on highways with speed 
limit 100 km/h. The estimated impact was 

LW,hv = —O.O0O7l9Ph/. 	 (7.43) 

The impact is very small compared to the random variation in the data. The model 
can explain less than ten percent of the variance. The model is, however, statistically 
very significant (P <0.0005). Figure 7.24 displays the estimated effect of 30 percent 
heavy vehicles on PTSF. 

The impact of heavy vehicles on PTSF was found to be very small. On 80 km/h 
highways no impact could be found. The result was counterintuitive. It is possible 
that three seconds is too short a headway as a platoon criterion for vehicles following 
a heavy vehicle. At low speeds the effect of vehicle length on headways increases, 
as indicated by equation (3.2) on page 45. It was not, however, possible to make 
comparative studies using longer headways as platoon criteria. 

Figure 7.25 displays the passenger-car equivalencies for PTSF at different rates of 
opposing flow. Table 3.20 on page 70 shows that in the HCM 2000 the impact was even 
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Figure 7.24: The impact of 30 percent heavy vehicles on PTSF at otherwise base conditions 

smaller. The PCEs decrease as flow rate in the observed direction increases. Opposing 
flow rate, on the other hand, increases the PCE, but the effect decreases as the flow rate 
in the observed direction increases. The marginal impact of opposing flow is highest 
at low opposing flow rates. For even directional split the PCE is practically constant, 
slightly above 1.3. 
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Figure 7.25: Passenger-car equivalencies for PTSF on 100-km/h two-lane highways at ddjerent 
rates of opposing flow (shown on the right) and at evenly distributed flow (dashed) 

These results should be observed with caution. The coefficient of determination (R2 ) 

is very low, and many other types of models could have been fitted to the data. It is, 
however, evident that at moderate to high flow rates the PCEs are closer to unity than 
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two. Because of the large uncertainties even in these results, it was not possible to 
estimate the impact of heavy vehicles separately for several types of heavy vehicles. 

7.7 Three-lane highway segments 

A Finnish three-lane highways segment consists of a sequence of passing lanes altern-
ating in both directions (see figure 4.12 on page 100). Passing is permitted on the 
passing lanes only. HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) does not have 
a procedure for the Finnish three-lane highway design. The HCM method discusses 
separate passing lanes on two-lane highways. 

The HCM 2000 procedure, as displayed in figures 3.11 and 3.10), can be applied, with 
some modifications, to the analysis of Finnish three-lane highways. The procedure 
described in section 9.4 is based on the simulation results of  Siimes & Pursula  (1994). 
The results are, however, only tentative and should be regarded as crude estimates. 
Further research is needed to develop a sound methodology for the analysis of Finnish 
three-lane highway segments. 
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8 LEVELS OF SERVICE 

8.1 Service measures 
The service measures of traffic flow have five main qualifications. They should 

1. reflect the users' perception of the quality of traffic flow; 

2. be easy to measure; 

3. be compatible with the service measures of other types of highway facilities; 

4. describe both uncongested and congested conditions; 

5. as far as possible, be useful also in safety, economic and, environmental analyses. 

It is, of course, possible that no performance measure is good in all these respects. 
 (Luttinen  2001) 

HCM  2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) uses PTSF and  ATS  as service meas-
ures on Class I highways. On Class II highways only PTSF is applied. The manual 
presents also equations for volume-to-capacity ratio, total travel and total travel time, 
although they are not used as service measures. These performance measures, however, 
enable comparisons between different types of facilities. 

PTSF  represents freedom to maneuver and the comfort and convenience of travel on 
a two-lane highway, which are two important aspects of the LOS concept (Harwood 
et al. 1999). Even though speeds may be relatively high near capacity, driver frus-
tration would be excessive, if they had to drive in platoons for long periods of time 
(Transportation Research Board 1985). The connection between PTSF and users' per -
ception has not, however, been reported. 

The surrogate measure of PTSF,  F (3), is easy to measure and PTSF describes operating 
conditions in a way experienced by a driver. It should, however, be observed that the 
proportion of short headways increases with increasing traffic flow, even if there was 
no vehicular interaction; i.e., no passing restrictions. PTSF can also be expected to be 
sensitive to the location of the observation point (Botma 1986). 

Harwood et al. (1999) have suggested that the methodology for the freeway facilities in 
HCM 2000 chapter 22 should be extended to include directional segments of multilane 
and two-lane highways. This requires that all uninterrupted facilities have compatible 
service measures based on directional analysis. 

If PTSF is defined in terms of headways, it is closely related to flow rates. At con-
gested conditions distance measures based on spacing become more important than 
measures based on time headways. Consequently, PTSF cannot be recommended as a 
performance measure for congested conditions. 
Although congestion is not a major problem on two-lane highways, some two-lane 
highways may operate at oversaturated conditions during weekends. In such cases the 
drivers would appreciate information about predicted travel speeds and the expected 
duration of the oversaturation. 

PTSF  is not very helpful in planning applications. It cannot be compared with the 
service measures of multilane facilities. For example, PTSF cannot be used to estimate 
the improvement in LOS due to the widening of a two-lane highway to a four-lane 
highway. PTSF is also not very useful in safety, economic and environmental analyses. 
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If space mean speed is used as a surrogate measure of  ATS,  it is easy to measure. The 
major difficulty with  ATS  as a service measure is the weak dependency of  ATS  of flow 
rates. Even at rather low service quality the speeds may be high. The random variation 
is also large compared to the systematic speed-flow relation. 

There has been some research about the user perception of  ATS  as a service measure. 
 ATS  is also a compatible measure with other types of facilities. The speed expectations 

are, however, subjective in nature. No specific speed level can, in all types of highways 
and under all speed limits, be regarded as a universal threshold for a given level of 
service. On some highways  ATS  of 83 km/h may be an indication of good level of 
service. On another highway the same speed may make drivers very frustrated.  

ATS  can be used to describe both uncongested and congested conditions. It is also a 
useful measure in safety, economic, and environmental analyses. 

Even with their limitations  ATS  and PTSF are useful service measures for two-lane 
highways, especially when combined. It is suggested that PTSF and  ATS  are used as 
service measures for Finnish two-lane highways. This approach gives a balanced view 
of service quality and is compatible with international practice. A broader look into 
the level-of-service concept may, however, call for new approaches that better satisfy 
the requirements listed above. 

8.2 Level-of-service criteria 

The suggested level-of-service definitions and criteria are based on HCM 2000 
(Transportation Research Board 2000). The new HCM defines two classes of two- 
lane highways (see page 63). The service measures for Class I highways are average 
travel speed  (ATS)  and percent time spent following (PTSF). For Class II highways 
PTSF is used as the only service measure. 

The surrogate measure for PTSF is the proportion of headways less than or equal to 
three seconds. The threshold values are five percentages higher than the values used in 
1985 HCM (Transportation Research Board 1985), which called the service measure 
'percent time delay' and used headways not larger than five seconds as a surrogate 
measure. 

The HCM 2000 level-of-service criteria for PTSF on Class I highways (table 3.14 on 
page 64) were considered appropriate as threshold values for PTSF (table 8.1). No 
separate PTSF criteria are presented for highways with different speed limits, as would 
have been suggested by HCM 2000. The base value for PTSF is lower on highways 
with a lower speed limit, so that no separate criteria were considered appropriate.  ATS 

 criteria were defined for speed limits 100 km/h  (ATS  100) and 80 km/h (ATS8O). 

Table 8.1: Suggested level-of-service criteria 
Level of  PTSF ATS100 ATS8O 

 service 	(%) 	(km/h) 	(kin/h)  

A 35 ?97 8O 

B 5O ?94 ?78 

C 65 9O 76 

D 8O 83 ?74 
E >80 <83 <74 

F <60 <60 

The  ATS  criteria were obtained (with slight modifications) as the average travel speed 
of passenger cars when PTSF reaches the threshold value (fig. 8.1). Base conditions 
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were assumed, except that the traffic flow consisted of 10 % heavy vehicles. It was 
assumed that the free-flow speed was 3 km/h higher than the posted speed limit. It was 
not considered appropriate to assign a level-of-service criterion having  ATS  higher than 
the speed limit. This, however, reduces the usefulness of the  ATS  criteria for 80 km/h 
highways to some special cases. 
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Figure 8.1: The connection between PTSF and  ATS  criteria (base conditions, but 50/50 direc-
tional split and 10% heavy vehicles) 

According to Kilj  unen & Summala  (1998) half of the drivers considered traffic con-
ditions as 'fluent' when the driving speed was not more than 10km/h lower than the 
'target speed', as discussed in section 4.7. If levels of service A—C are considered 
fluent, as they suggested, the criteria in table 8.1 are not far from the drivers' perception 
as indicated in the study. 

HCM  2000 uses the average travel speed  (ATS)  as a service measure for Class I high-
ways. It is suggested that in Finland the service measure is the  ATS  of passenger cars, 
as discussed in section 6.7.2. 

The use of  ATS  as a service measure is problematic. A single  ATS  value does not take 
into account the effects of the free-flow speed and the slope of the speed-flow curve. A 
given  ATS  may be high on a highway with a low free-flow speed, but low on a highway 
with a high free-flow speed. The criteria  (ATS  100 and ATS8O) in table 8.1 are based 
on posted speed limits. This approach considers the different functions and different 
expectations of road users. It would also have been possible to define only one set of 

 ATS  criteria, and to consider speed limit as a factor reducing the level of service. Such 
an analysis would be useful when comparing the level of service on highways with a 
similar function and similar standard, but different speed limits. Both approaches have 
strengths and weaknesses.  

The levels of service have been defined following the definitions in HCM 2000 as 
follows: 
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1. Level of service A describes conditions, where drivers can drive at or near their 
desired speeds, considering the effects of speed limits. Average travel speeds are 
not lower than 97 km/h (80 km/h on highways with speed limit 80 km/h). Passing 
demand is much lower than passing supply. Drivers don't spend more than 35 % 
of travel time following slower vehicles. 

2. Level of service B describes conditions, where drivers are delayed in platoons 
up to 50 percent of time. Passing demand approaches passing capacity. Average 
travel speeds are not lower than 94km/h (78 km/h). 

3. Level of service C is characterized by increasing platoon formation. Percent 
time spent following may approach 65 percent. Turning traffic and slow-moving 
vehicles may cause disturbances in the flow. Average travel speeds are, however, 
not lower than 90 km/h (76 km/h). 

4. Level of service D describes unstable traffic flow. Passing becomes extremely 
difficult. Drivers have to spend up to 80 percent of travel time in platoons. 
Average travel speeds are still not lower than 83 km/h (74 km/h). 

5. Level of service E describes conditions, where drivers are delayed in platoons 
more than 80 percent of time. Traffic demand approaches or reaches capacity. 
Average travel speeds are lower than 83 km/h (74 km/h). 

6. Level of service F represents congested traffic where traffic demand exceeds 
capacity. Flow rates are unstable and lower than capacity. Speeds are lower 
than 60 km/h and highly variable. The results and methods in this report cannot 
describe LOS F conditions. 

The  ATS  criteria have been described for highways with a posted speed limit of 80 km/h 
also. The use of  ATS  as a service measure on these highways is, however, not suggested. 
The 2 km/h speed difference between the levels is too small to be useful. The free-flow 
speed in figure 8.1 is 80 km/h, although the observed free-flow speeds on 80 km/h 
highways are typically above the speed limit. It would, however, be very questionable 
to demand average travel speeds above the posted speed limit for high levels of service. 
Accordingly, the ATS8O criteria in table 8.1 are low compared to observed speeds. 
Thus, the speed criterion is not likely to be critical. 
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9 CALCULATION METHODOLOGY 

9.1 Capacity 

Required input data 

1 The proportion of flow in the major direction (Pd) 

This chapter presents the proposed methodology for capacity and level-of-service 
analysis of Finnish two-lane highways. The method is based on the  HCM  2000 
(Transportation Research Board 2000) with modifications based on the characterist-
ics of traffic flow on Finnish two-lane highways. The analysis of these data has been 
presented in earlier chapters. The proposed methodology is based on directional ana-
lysis of traffic flow. 

The maximum capacity for a two-lane highway is 1,700  veh/h  in one direction and 
3,200  veh/h  in both directions combined, as in the  HCM  2000. The effect of directional 
distribution is, however, slightly different, as described in section 7.4. 

When the proportion of traffic flow in the major direction is Pd,  the total capacity, C, 
of a two-lane highway is 

27200 
C= 	vehlh, 	 (9.1)  

i5Pd +  1 
as displayed in figure 7.17 on page 146. The capacity in the observed direction is  

Cd = PdC. 	 (9.2) 

When traffic demand exceeds capacity the level of service is F. 

The geometric properties of the roadway and the composition of traffic does not have 
any impact on the capacity estimate. In most cases the quality of flow problems on 
two-lane highways become a major factor before the demand exceeds the capacity. 
Consequently, there are very little data from rural two-lane highways with capacity 
problems. The capacity estimates should be considered as crude estimates, and more 
emphasis should be given to level-of-service analyses. 

The traffic flow at or near capacity is unstable. The capacity estimate above describes 
 uncongested  conditions. At moderately congested conditions, density  <  40  vehl(lane

-km), the maximum flow rate is approximately 1,300  vehlh  in one direction, but the flow 
may be very unstable. 

9.2 Average travel speed  
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The  ATS  (i3) of passenger cars in a mixed traffic flow of passenger cars and heavy 
vehicles is estimated as 

s,pc = 	- fv,np - fv,G - fv,hv 	 (9.3) 

where i5p is the  ATS  assuming that all vehicles are passenger-cars, 	is the speed 
change due to no-passing zones,  f,o  is the effect of grade or terrain type on  ATS,  and 
fv,hv  is the change in speed due to the effect of heavy vehicles. 

The  ATS,  assuming passenger cars only, is 

	

=  b0  + blqd + b2q0 , 
	 (9.4) 

where q is the flow rate in the observed direction (vehlh), and q 0  is the opposing 
flow rate (veh/h). Although the concave model (see section 7.3.3) would have been 
theoretically more sound, the linear model (section 7.3.2) was adopted mainly because 
of its simplicity. 

Parameter b0 is the free-flow speed (km/h), and it is estimated using relations 

b0  =  89.7 - 1 . 28Pa, 	VL = 80km/h 	 (9.5a) 
b0  =  103.4 - l. 28Pa, 	VL = 100km/h, 	 (9.5b) 

where p is the access-point density (access points/kin) and  VL  is the posted speed limit. 
If possible, it is suggested that the free-flow speed is estimated from field measurements 
using the procedures described in HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000). 

Parameter b1 describes the slope of the speed-flow curve as the flow rate in the observed 
direction increases, and it is estimated as 

b1  =  -0.00838 + 0.00718w1 - 0.000267b0, 	 (9.6) 

where  Wi  is the lane width (m). The model has not been tested for lane widths less 
than 3.5 m or greater than 4.25 m. Accordingly, the model should not be used to 
analyze highways having lane widths outside the 3.5-4.25 m range. If the speed limit 
is lower than 100 km/h, the method should not be applied to lanes wider than 3.75 m. 
The limitations of the maximum lane width can be approximately circumvented by 
using b  =  min {b1, -0.0025) in place of b1. For a wide-lane  (  5.5m) two-lane 
highway having speed limit 100km/h the approximation b 1  =  -0.0015 can be used 
(see  Pajunen  1997). 

Parameter b 1  describes the slope of the speed-flow curve as the opposing flow rate 
increases. It is estimated as 

	

=  0.015 1 - 0.0002b0. 	 (9.7) 

Previous studies on wide-lane highways have not estimated the impact of opposing 
flow on  ATS.  Until new result have been obtained, b2 can be assumed equal to b 1 , that 
is b2  =  -0.0015. 

The available data did not contain observations from road segments with high percent-
ages of no-passing zones. This adjustment should be made using the method in the 
HCM 2000. The effect of no-passing zones is estimated using the speed reduc-
tions in  ATS  given in table 9.1. The table has been obtained from Exhibit 20-18 in 
the HCM 2000 by multiplying the factors for free-flow speed 100 km/h by 0.8 and for 
free-flow speed 90 km/h by 0.6. This approximates the proportions of corresponding 
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Table 9.1: Adjustment f 	,  for the effect of percent no-passing zones on average travel speed 
Opposing demand 	Percent no-passing zones 
flow rate (veh/h) 	20 	40 	60 80 100 

Speed limit= 100km/h 
100 1.0 	2.2 	3.2 3.6 3.8 
200 2.4 	3.7 	4.7 5.1 5.4 
400 1.8 	2.6 	3.3 3.5 3.7 
600 1.4 	1.7 	2.1 2.4 2.6 
800 0.7 	1.1 	1.4 1.7 1.8 

1000 0.7 	0.9 	1.2 1.4 1.5 
1200 0.6 	0.9 	Li 1.2 1.4 
1400 0.6 	0.8 	1.0 1.0 1.1 
1600 0.6 	0.8 	0.9 0.9 1.0 

Speed limit  =  80 km/h 
100 0.5 	1.1 	2.2 2.5 2.6 
200 1.4 	2.3 	3.4 3.8 4.0 
400 1.3 	1.8 	2.3 2.6 2.7 
600 0.9 	1.1 	1.5 1.7 1.9 
800 0.5 	0.7 	1.0 1.2 1.3 

1000 0.5 	0.5 	0.8 0.9 1.1 
1200 0.5 	0.5 	0.7 0.8 1.0 
1400 0.5 	0.5 	0.7 0.7 0.8 
1600 0.5 	0.5 	0.5 0.5 0.7 

speed-flow curve slopes in  HCM  2000 and in the Finnish data. A sight distance of 
300 m is used as a passing sight distance. 
Based on table 3.19 on page 70 and on the speed-flow relationships on Finnish highways 
the  ATS  on a rolling terrain is approximately 0.5 km/h lower than on a level terrain. 
Consequently, the grade adjustment is  fo =  0.5 km/h. 

According to  11CM  2000 level terrain generally includes grades of no more than two 
percent. The grades in rolling terrain are no more than four percent and of short to 
medium length. Other roadway segments should be analyzed with the specific upgrade 
or downgrade procedures for directional segments in  HCM  2000. Any upgrade with a 
grade of three percent or more and a length of 0.4 km or more may be analyzed as a 
specific upgrade. Any upgrade with a grade of three percent or more and a length of one 
kilometer or more must be analyzed as a specific upgrade. The directional segment in 
the opposite direction to a specific upgrade must be analyzed as a specific downgrade. 
The specific upgrade and downgrade procedures should be adjusted to the speed-flow 
relationships on Finnish highways. This discussion is, however, beyond the scope of 
this study, and further research is needed. 

It is suggested that the terrain type of highway segments with hilliness larger than 
20  rn/km  is considered rolling. This corresponds to average grade of two percent, as 
suggested in  HCM  2000. 

The adjustment due to heavy vehicles does not make a distinction between different 
types of heavy vehicles. The effect,  fv,h  of heavy vehicles on the  ATS  of passenger 
cars depends on the proportion,  Phv,  of heavy vehicles, the directional flow rate, q, 
and the speed limit,  VL.  The adjustment is  

fv,hv = O.267PhJ, 	VL = 80km/h 	 (9.8a)  

fv,hv = O.862Phv ,/, 	VL = 100km/h. 	 (9.8b) 

If directional flow rates are q  and  q,  the total  ATS  (v) is the harmonic mean of  
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directional average travel speeds (v i  and v2 ):  

qi +  q2  

	

V= q1g2 	 (9.9) 
VI 	V 

where some simplification of symbols has been used. It is, however, suggested that the 
LOS of the major direction is used as the LOS criterion of the roadway, for reasons 
explained in section 9.5. 

The level of service for the estimated  ATS  is obtained from table 8.1. The table dis-
plays separate criteria for highways with speed limits 100 km/h  (ATS  100) and 80 km/h 
(ATS8O). The  ATS  criterion is suggested for 100 km/h highways only. 

9.3 Percent time spent following 

The percent time spent following  (Pw )  is estimated as 

/ qd 
Pw =  100  [i  - exp  b1 	+ 	+ fwhv)] - fi 	(9.10) 

where q is the flow rate in the observed direction (veh/h),  q0  is the opposing flow rate 
(veh/h), and  fw,hv  is the adjustment due to the effect of heavy vehicles, and  fi  is the 
adjustment for wide-lane highways. The adjustment for no-passing zones in included 
in b1. Adjustment for rolling terrain is not included, because the percent no-passing 
zones and hilliness are highly correlated (see table 6.1 on page 124), and the adjustment 
for no-passing zones adjusts PTSF also for the vertical geometly of the roadway. The 
discussion above about specific grades applies to the analysis of PTSF also. 
Parameter b1 describes the effect on PTSF as the flow rate in the observed direction 
increases. PTSF is high on highways with a large proportion of no-passing zones and 
a high speed limit. The parameter is calculates as 

b 1  =  —3.778 -  1.514P, 	Vi  = 80km/h 	 (9.11a) 
b1  =  —4.118— 1.514P, 	vL = 100km/h. 	(9.11b) 

where 	is the proportion (not percentage) of no-passing zones. The accuracy of 
the method is questionable, when P,  >  0.4. There is no adjustment for terrain type, 
because of the high correlation between hilliness and percent no-passing zones. 

Parameter b1 describes the the effect of the opposing flow rate on PTSF. This effect is 
low on highways with wide shoulders: 

b2  =  —0.439 +  0.093w, 	 (9.12) 
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where w is the shoulder width in meters. 

The adjustment,  fWhv  of heavy vehicles on PTSF depends on the proportion,  Phv,  
of heavy vehicles, the directional flow rate, q, and the opposing flow rate, q0 . The 
adjustment for highways with a posted speed limit of 100 km/h is  

fW,hv = —0.000719PhV /. 	 (9.13) 

For  80km/h  highways there is no heavy vehicle adjustment. 

On wide-lane  (  5.5 m) two-lane highways the  P1'SF is approximately  fi = 0 .002q 
 lower (see  Pajunen  1997). 

If directional flow rates are q and q, the total  PTSF (Pw)  is the weighted average of 
directional percentages of time spent following  (Pw1  and  Pw2): 

qiPwi +q2Pw2 
Pw= 	 . 	 (9.14)  

qi +  t72 

It is, however, suggested that the  PTSF  of the major direction is used as the LOS 
criterion of the roadway. 
The level of service for the estimated  PTSF  is obtained from table 8.1. 

9.4 Three-lane highways 
Required input data: 

Flow rate  (qd)  in the observed direction 

2. Distance  (dr )  upstream of the first passing lane 

3. Lengths (d11 ) of the passing lanes 

4. The effective length  (dk)  downstream of a passing lane 

5. The distance (d0 ) downstream of the effective length of each 
passing lane 

6. ATS  (iu)  on a no-passing section outside the effects of the 
 passsing  lane 

The proposed method extends the HCM 2000 (Transportation Research Board 2000) 
passing-lane methodology for the analysis of Finnish three-lane highway segments. The 
proposed method is only tentative and the results should be regarded as crude estimates. 
The available data did not allow the analysis of  PTSF  on three-lane segments. Further 
research is needed to develop a sound methodology. 

A segment having a total length of  dT  is divided into four types of sections (fig. 9.1): 

1. The distance (du) upstream of the first passing lane 

2. The length  (dL, 1 )  of passing lane  i  

3. The effective length  (dE)  downstream of a passing lane 

4. The distance  (dD,1)  downstream of the effective length of passing lane  i  

The length of the no-passing section between consecutive passing lanes  i  and  i +  1, 
or from the end of passing lane  i  to the end of the observed highway segment, is 
d8,  dE+dD. 
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VSL 

Vs,U  

Distance 

du 	dL 	 dE 	 dD  

dB 

Figure 9.1: Average travel speed on  dfferent  sections of a three-lane highway  

Upsteam  of the first passing lane the traffic flow has  ATS  equal to  3s,u.  It is estimated 
using the procedures described above for directional flow with no opposing traffic 
(q0  = 0) and no passing zones (P  = 100) %. 

On passing lanes the  ATS  is 
Vs,L = fLiS,U, 	 (9.15) 

where the adjustment factor is 

fL =  1.1 + O.00OO5Sq. 	 (9.16) 

The downstream length  (dE)  of a roadway affected by the passing lane is 2.7 km  (Siimes 
& Pursula  1994). It is the downstream distance required for  ATS  to return to the base 
level  (s,U)  on a no-passing section. Accordingly, the  ATS  on a no-passing section  dD,,  
after the downstream effective length of passing lane  i  is 

The  ATS  on the downstream effective length  (dE)  of a passing lane is 

- 	s,U(l + fL) 
VS,E = 	2 	

(9.17) 

The  ATS  on highway section d8, 1  between passing lanes  i  and  i  +  I is then 

Vs,B,i = 
	dB, 	 (9.18) 

VSE 	Vs,U  

if the length  (dB, 1 ) of the section downstream of passing lane  i  is shorter than the 
effective downstream length  (dE)  of the passing lane, the  ATS  on this section is 

Vs,B,i = (2fL - (fL - l)fL) .  (9.19) 

The  ATS  on the total three-lane segment of length d1 having n passing lanes is then 
obtained as 

1  

Vs T = 	+ 	
(d + 
	 , 	 (9.20) 

L  V,u 	i=1 	Vs,L 	Vs,B,i/] 
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where  dT  is the sum of section lengths in the highway segment 

d1  =  d  + 	+ dB,j). 	 (9.21) 

As indicated above, the current data does not enable the estimation of PTSF on a 
three-lane highway. The structure of the methodology can, however, be described. 

The procedure is similar to the estimation of  ATS.  A segment having a total length of dT 
is divided into four types of sections (fig. 9.2) as described above. In order to simplify 
notation the subscript 'P' has been omitted in  dE,p  and  dD,p.  It should be noted that 
the effective downstream length  (ds)  and the distance  (dD)  downstream of the effective 
lenght of a passing lane are different for  ATS  and PTSF. 

Pw,U 

W,L  

Li 
C,, 

Distance 

du 	dL 	 dE 	 dD  

dB 

Figure 9.2: Percent time spent following on different sections of a three-lane highway  

Upsteam of the first passing lane the traffic flow has PTSF equal to  Pw,.  On passing 
lanes the PTSF is 

	

PW,L = fLPW,U. 	 (9.22) 

No estimates for  Pw,u  and  fL  can at the moment be given. If  Pw,u  and  PW,L  can be 
estimated from empirical observations, then  fL  is, by definition, 

fL = 	 (9.23) 

The downstream length  (dE)  of a roadway affected by the passing lane is one kilometer 
 (Siimes  1999). It is the downstream distance required for PTSF to return to the base 

level (P,) on a no-passing section. Accordingly, the PTSF on a no-passing section 
dD, 1  after the downstream effective length of passing lane  i  is  Pw,u.  If this method is 
applied to separate passing lanes, as in HCM  2000, the downstream effective lengths 
in table 3.22 (page 72) should be used. 

The PTSF on the downstream effective length  (dE)  of a passing lane is 

Pw,u(l + fL) 
PW,E = 	 . 	 (9.24) 

2  
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The PTSF on highway section  dB,I  between passing lanes  i  and  i  +  I is 

PWBj = 
dEPW,E + dD.IPw,U 	

(9.25) 

If the length (dB,) of the section downstream of passing lane  i  is shorter than the 
effective downstream length  (dE)  of the passing lane (i.e., dD, < 0 ), the PTSF on this 
section is 

( 	(1 —fL)dB,j\ 
= Pw,u fi. + 	 j. 	 (9.26) 

	

za] 	/  

The PTSF on the total three-lane segment of length dT having n passing lanes is then 
obtained as 

1 
PW,T = 	[duPw.0 + 	 + dB.iPw.B.i)]. 	(9.27) 

dT  

9.5 Example problems 

The calculation methodology has been applied to four sample cases: 

1. Lane width 3.75 m, shoulder width 1.5 m (i.e., cross section 10.5/7.5), and speed 
limit 100km/h 

2. Lane width 3.75 m, shoulder width 1.5 m (i.e., cross section 10.5/7.5), and speed 
limit 80km/h 

3. Lane width 3.5 m, shoulder width 0.5 m (i.e., cross section 8/7), and speed limit 
100 km/h 

4. Lane width 3.5 m, shoulder width 0.5 m (i.e., cross section 8/7), and speed limit 
80 km/h 

In all cases the proportion of flow in the major direction was 70 %, the proportion of 
heavy vehicles was 10 %, the percent no-passing zones was 20 %, and the access-point 
density was 1/km. 

The results are presented in table 9.2 and in figures 9.3-9.6. The dashed rectangular 
lines in the figures represent the service flow rates if the LOS criteria were applied to 
two-way flow. The solid rectangular and vertical lines represent the LOS criteria based 
on directional flows. In the right hand figures the service flow rates are the total flow 
rates based on the service flow rates in the major direction and the directional split 
(q  = qd/  Pd). The capacity (service flow rate for LOS E) depends on directional split 
only, and it is the same for all cases. 

Table 9.2: Service flow rates (veh/h) in the major dire ction for sample cases 1-4 
LOS Case I Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

A 196 316 181 302 
B 376 524 339 506 
C 753 810 687 787 
D 1174 1265 1148 1236 
E 1656 1656 1656 1656  
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Residual plots for ATR stations are displayed in appendix B. It is evident that the 
model cannot properly predict the variation of average travel speeds. As the figures 
in appendix A indicate, the largest scatter is at low flow rates, where sample sizes are 
small and, consequently, standard deviation of average speeds large. See the discussion 
in section 7.2. 
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10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the research was to develop a capacity and level-of-service analysis 
method for Finnish two-lane highways. The methodology of the new U.S. Highway 
Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board 2000) was used as a framework for 
the analysis. The method was, however, adjusted for Finnish conditions. Following 
the  HCM  2000 the percent time spent following  (PTSF) and the average travel speed  
(ATS)  were used as service measures. 

The impacts of heavy vehicles were estimated as decreases mATS and increases in PTSF. 
Passenger-car equivalencies were estimated, but not used, because they did not lead to 
any simplifications in the methods. The  ATS  of passenger cars has been suggested as 
a service measure, whereas HCM 2000 uses the  ATS  of the mixed traffic flow of both 
passenger cars and heavy vehicles. The model does not make any distinction between 
different types of heavy vehicles. 

The models and methods were developed for directional analysis of traffic flow. The 
opposing flow was used as a parameter in the model. Directional analysis was used 
because: 

1. For passing opportunities the opposing flow rate is a more important factor than 
the directional split. 

2. Directional analysis enables a more detailed analysis of the impact of heavy 
vehicles. 

Directional analysis avoids the averaging of the characteristics of traffic flow, 
such as density. 

4. Directional analysis of traffic on two-lane highways makes the methods more 
compatible with the analysis methodology of freeways and multilane highways. 

Traffic flow data were collected from 20 automatic traffic recorders on Finnish two-lane 
highways. Observations were aggregated in 15-minute time intervals plus an optional 
one-minute extension period. 

A doubly synchronous counting process was used, in which each counting period both 
began and ended at the time of vehicle arrival. The flow rate of a counting period was 
estimated as the reciprocal of the average time headway in the same counting period. 
This method enabled the calculation of flow rate even for samples with some discarded 
observations. Even more importantly, the method enabled the study of a subset, such 
as passenger cars, of a sample. 

The direct effect of heavy vehicles was eliminated by analyzing only refined passenger- 
car flow rates;  i.e., passenger cars not in platoons following heavy vehicles. All heavy 
vehicles were excluded, as well as all vehicles following heavy vehicles in a platoon, 
until a headway larger than eight seconds was found. The opposing flow rate was, 
however, the total flow rate (including heavy vehicles) of the oncoming vehicles. 

The concave speed-flow model gave a slightly better fit to the data than the linear 
model. Especially at low volumes the shape of the speed flow curve appeared to be 
concave. The concave shape also has a theoretical foundation, as suggested by the 
theory of  Erlander.  The linear model, however, yielded simpler models without any 
significant compromise in accuracy. The analysis methods suggested are based on the 
linear model. 
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The slope of the speed-flow curve was not as steep as in the HCM 2000 model, but 
similar to the results of earlier Finnish studies. The slope was steeper on highways 
with high free-flow speeds. Capacity was, however, reached at lower densities so that 
the HCM 2000 capacity estimates of 1,700 veh/h in one direction and 3,200 veh/h in 
both directions appear plausible. 

At high flow rates and high percentages of heavy vehicles the model may not reliably 
predict the the effect of speed limit on  ATS.  In theses cases the effect of speed limit 
becomes negligible. It is possible that in some extreme cases 100 km/h speed limit gives 
lower  ATS  estimates than 80 km/h speed limit. The problem could have been avoided 
by using free-flow speed, not speed limit, as a parameter. This would, however, have 
made the model more difficult to use. 

The PTSF on Finnish highways was lower than suggested by HCM 2000. On highways 
with 100 km/h speed limit the PTSF is slightly higher than on 80 km/h highways, as 
suggested by the steeper speed-flow curve. The effect of directional split is higher and 
the effect of percent no-passing zones lower than indicated in the HCM 2000. 

Higher PTSF on highways with high free-flow speeds is compatible with steeper de-
crease of  ATS  on these highways  (Luttinen  2000a). High PTSF indicates that a high 
proportion of vehicles travel at reduced speeds. 

The passing-lane analysis methodology in HCM 2000 has been applied to the analysis 
of Finnish three-lane highways. The method was modified to consider the design of 
consecutive passing lanes in alternating directions and passing permitted on passing 
lanes only. 
The approach presented is based on the six levels of service (A—F) introduced in the 
second edition of the Highway Capacity Manual (Highway Research Board 1965). The 
level-of-service approach can give a wrong impression in the comparison of alternat-
ives, if the level of service of one alternative is near the upper boundary, and the other 
alternative is near the lower boundary of the next level of service. Because the preci-
sion of the models is limited, traffic engineers should be careful before making costly 
decisions based on very small differences between the service measures of alternative 
designs. 

In the U.S. Highway Capacity and Quality of Service Committee there is an ongoing 
discussion about the accuracy of the models and the usefulness of the LOS concept 
(Roess & Prassas 2001, Kyte 2001). It is suggested here that in addition to the level of 
service (A—F), a numeric measure (e.g.  ATS =  95 km/h) should be supplied. It is also 
possible to give a further subdivision of levels of service, such as A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, 
etc.  (Luttinen  2000c) 
A level of service is, however, better understood by the public than some numerical 
measures, especially, if accompanied by a verbal description (see section 4.7). The 
level of service criteria above are not compatible with the verbal description systems, 
such as Alert C, described in section 4.7, because the methods presented here cannot 
describe congested conditions. 

Although the research was based on a huge amount of data, further research is needed. 
The data were collected from 20 automatic traffic recorders. Although the stations 
were selected so that the variance in roadway characteristics were as large as possible, 
the data did not cover highways with a low geometric standard or high percentages of 
no-passing zones. In addition, highways with a posted speed limit lower than 80 km/h 
were not analyzed. 
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The data did not allow the analysis of traffic on specific grades. Further research is 
needed. An analysis of the impact of heavy vehicles could be combined with this 
research. 

A framework for the analysis of three-lane highways has been presented. The develop-
ment of a more accurate model would require further research. More research is also 
needed to develop models for narrow-lane and wide-lane highways. 

Finally, the capacity estimates are based on a very limited amount of data. This is a 
common 'problem' in other capacity manuals also. There is an urgent need for the 
analysis of traffic data from congested two-lane highways. 

Although the analyses and methods presented in this report have its limitations, it is 
hoped that the results can be used for the benefit of better quality of service on Finnish 
two-lane highways. The report also gives some guidelines for research needs and for 
the methods to collect and analyze traffic flow data from two-lane highways.  
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Figure A.16: ATR 901: Characteristics of traffic flow 
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Figure A. 17: ATR 1023: Characteristics of traffic flow 
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Figure A.18: ATR 1223: Characteristics oftrafficflow 
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Figure A.19: ATR 1226: Characteristics of traffic flow 
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Figure A.21: Location 4: Characteristics of traffic flow 
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Figure A.22: Location 5: Characteristics of traffic flow  
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Figure A.23: Location 40102: Characteristics oftrafficflow (northbound) 
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Figure A.24: Location 40119: Characteristics of traffic flow (northbound) 
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Figure A.25: Location 41202: Characteristics of traffic flow (southbound) 
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Figure A.26: Location 41914: Characteristics of traffic flow (northbound)  
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Figure A.27: Location 42112: Characteristics of traffic flow (southbound)  
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Figure B.1: ATR 105: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B.2: ATR 106: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B.3:  ATR  111: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B.5: ATR 134: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B.6: ATR 201: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B. 7: ATR 203: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B.8: ATR 207: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B. 9: ATR 221: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B. 10: ATR 433: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B.]]: ATR 436: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B. 12: ATR 522: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B. 13: ATR 523: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B. 14: ATR 602: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B.15: ATR 623: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B. 16: ATR 901: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B. 17: ATR 1023: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B.18: ATR 1223: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B. 19: ATR 1226: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure B.20: ATR 9999: Linear speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C. 1:  ATR  105: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.2:  ATR  106: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split  
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Figure C.3: ATR 111: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.4: ATR 113: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.5: ATR 134: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.6: ATR 201: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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CONCAVE SPEED-FLOW CURVES 
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Figure C. 7:  ATR  203: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.8:  ATR  207: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split  
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Figure C.9: ATR 221: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C. 10: ATR 433: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C. 11:  ATR  436: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.12:  ATR  522: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split  
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Figure C. 13:  ATR  523: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.14:  ATR  602: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split  
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Figure C.15: ATR 623: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C. 16: ATR 901: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.17: ATR 1023: Concave speed-flow curve adjustedfor 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.18: ATR 1223: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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CONCAVE SPEED-FLOW CURVES 
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Figure C. 19: ATR 1226: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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Figure C.20: ATR 9999: Concave speed-flow curve adjusted for 50/50 directional split 
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PROPORTION OF SHORT HEADWAYS 
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Figure D.1: ATR 105: Proportion of headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.2: ATR 106: Pmportion of headways not greater than three seconds 
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PROPORTION OF SHORT HEADWAYS 
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Figure D.3: ATR 111: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.4: ATR 113: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.5: ATR 134: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.6: ATR 201: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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PROPORTION OF SHORT HEADWAYS 
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Figure D. 7: ATR 203: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.8: ATR 207: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.9: ATR 221: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.1O: ATR 433: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D. 11: ATR 436: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D. 12: ATR 522: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.14: ATR 602: Proportion of headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D. 13: ATR 523: Proportion of headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.15: ATR 623: Proportion of headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.16: ATR 901: Proportion of headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.17: ATR 1023: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.18: ATR 1223: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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PROPORTION OF SHORT HEADWAYS 
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Figure D. 19: ATR 1226: Proportion of  headways nor greater than three seconds 
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Figure D.20: ATR 9999: Proportion of  headways not greater than three seconds 
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Figure E. 1: ATR 105: DWerence between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E.2: ATR 106:  DWerence  between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E.5: ATR 134: Difference between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E.6: ATR 201:  DWerence  between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E. 7: ATR 203: Difference beiween measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E.8: ATR 207: Difference between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E.9: ATR 221: Difference between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E. 11:  ATR  436:  DWerence  between measured and estimated service measures  
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Figure E. 13: ATR 523: Difference between measured and estimated service measures  
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Figure E.14: ATR 602: Difference  between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E.15: ATR 623: Difference between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E. 16: ATR 901: Difference between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E. 17:  ATR  1023:  Dfference  between measured and estimated service measures 
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Figure E. 18:  ATR  1223: Difference between measured and estimated service measures  
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Figure E. 19: ATR 1226:  Dtference  between measured and estimated service measures 
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